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Gloss!!V of Terms

Albany Energy Systems (AES)-Power generating station located in City of
Long Beach , which discharges into the San Gabriel River

Burn Dump-A closed, solid waste disposal site, where open burning has been
conducted; the site boundary for a burn dump site is defined as the extent of
contamination generated by burning and disposal activities or by subsequent
spreading of contamination by natural processes (such as wind , rain , flooding
and erosion) or human activities (such as grading and trenching). This boundary
is not limited to the assessors parcel boundary on which the burning activities
occurred or to the property owned by the entity, which operated the burn dump.

California Coastal Commission-Agency that works in partnership with coastal
cities and counties to plan and regulate the use of land and water in the coastal
zone. Development activities and activities that change the intensity of use of
land or public access to coastal waters generally require a coastal permit from
either this Commission or the local government

Caliornia Coastal Conservancy-State agency that uses entrepreneurial
techniques to purchase , protect, restore and enhance coastal resources , and to
provide access to the shore. The agency works in partnership with local
governments, other public agencies nonprofit organizations and private
landowners

Caliornia Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)-California statute that requires
the reduction of harmful environmental impacts of a project. The specific goals
are for public agencies to (1) identify the significant environmental effects of their
actions; and , either (2) avoid those significant environmental effects where
feasible; or (3) mitigate those significant environmental effects , where feasible

Commercial-Category of land uses characterized by the exchange of goods
and services for financial and other consideration

Environmental Impact Report (EIR)-Detailed review of a proposed project, its
potential adverse environmental effects , possible changes that can be made to
reduce adverse effects, and possible alternatives

Hydric Soils-Soil that is saturated, flooded , or ponded during the growing
season

Industrial-Category of land use comprised of those activities necessary to
convert natural resources into finished products. These activities include all
resource extracting, resource processing, manufacturing, assembling, storage
transshipping and wholesaling that precede the arrival of goods at a retail land
use
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Mitigation-Sustained action that reduces or eliminates long-term risk to people
and property from natural hazards and their effects

Mitigation Credits-Used to quantify the value of a mitigation project. The
amount of credits a land developer must earn in order to gain a permit for
construction is determined by the ecological impact of the development plan

South East Area Development and Improvement Plan (SEADIP)-Sets
specific development guidelines for the South East area of the City of Long
Beach

Subsidence-The sinking of the land over man-made or natural underground
voids. May occur abruptly or gradually over many years. Can also occur where
underground water has dissolved subsurface materials or has been withdrawn by
wells

. ,. j

Waste Dump-An area designated to receive solid wastes , such as municipal
solid waste (household trash), construction debris , and sludge from sewage
treatment and other processes

Wetlands-Areas where the frequent and prolonged presence of water at or
near the soil surface drives the natural system meaning the kind of soils that
form , the plants that grow, and the fish and/or wildlife communities that use the
habitat. Please note that many important specific wetlands types have drier or
more variable water systems than those familiar to the general public (Le.
swamps , marshes , and bogs).

.. j-- , j
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Study Group Tim line

September 2004-1 nformal Meeting to discuss overview of study area, goals
and objectives

October , 2004-Chairman , Committee members and Alternates selected

November 2004-Presentation by Dave Roseman , City Traffic Engineer about
Study Area traffic issues

December 2004-Presentation by Curtis Henderson , Department of Oil
Properties about oil production issues in the Study Area

January , 2005-Presentation by Kevin Green , SCS Engineers about
environmental remediation

February 9, 2005-Presentation by Mary Small , California State Coastal
Conservancy about wetlands acquisition and restoration

March 9, 2005-Presentation by Pam Emerson , California Coastal Commission
about the CCC roles and requirements

Apri/13 2005-Presentation by Angela Reynolds, Community, Environmental
and Advanced Planning Officer and Marty Moreno, Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works

May , 2005-Presentation by Marice White , Government Solutions providing
an overview of the proposed Home Depot project at 400 Studebaker Road

July , 2005-Presentation by Tanya Bonfiglio , Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power about the upgrading projects at the Haynes Power Plant

August 10 2005-Presentation by Don May, Earth Corps about a wetlands
restoration plan

September 2005-Group session to plan for upcoming Community Forum

October 2005-Community Forum held at Rogers Middle School

October 12 , 2005-Group discussion of public input, assignment of draft report
areas of responsibility established

November 9 , 2005-Presentation of member association letters regarding
wetlands study area

November 30, 2005-Final formal meeting; approval of draft report; final vote
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Com munit'Lanizations Represented

" .

Alamitos Heights Improvement Association
Sonia Pawluczyk Commitee Member

Belmont Shores Mobile Estates
. Tom Lockhart Commitee Member

Joan McGrath Alternate

Bixby Vilage Community Association
David Bauer Commitee Member
John Becker Alternate

College Estates Homeowners ' Association
Mike Pugh Commitee Member

. Ann Dennison Alternate

:,)

Island Vilage Homeowners ' Association
Dave Bates Commitee Member
Denis Craig, Alternate

Naples Improvement Association/Save Our Bay
Ric Trent Chairman

Pacific Vilas Homeowners ' Association
. Sam Smock Commitee Member

Lisa Rinaldi Alternate

Spinnaker Bay Homeowners ' Association
Hank Snapper Committee Member

- .

University Park Estates Neighborhood Association
Janice Dahl Commitee Member

. Thomas Marchese Alternate

: j- -- ''"
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ntrod uction

In the summer of 2004, Councilman Frank Colonna, asked a number 
homeowners' groups and residents ' associations to attend an exploratory
meeting regarding the future of the Los Cerritos Wetlands and the surrounding
area.

The driving force behind the desire to formalize community opinion was the
announcement that a group of investors had put forth a plan to build a Home
Depot on 16. 1 acres of land at Studebaker and Loynes. The local residents
openly protested and began a "Stop Home Depot" campaign.

Councilman Colonna , in an attempt to bring logic and civility back to a highly
charged , emotional atmosphere , set the stage for a community based committee
to explore the larger question of the general area and its future , not just the
proposed Home Depot project.

The Los Cerritos Wetland Study Group (LCWSG) was formed and first met in
August of 2004. A Chairman , Ric Trent, was elected and ground rules were
established. Ten residents groups were represented on the Committee. The
guiding premise of the group was

, '

We will avail ourselves of the experts in a
number of different areas of consideration , and all be educated to the same
FACTS at the same time." We decided that we would dedicate at least a year to
the fact-finding, and at the end of the education period , we would issue our
recommendation regarding the Study Area. Prior to the final report we intended
to poll our various groups and associations regarding their opinions and attitudes
about the future of the area under study. We also planned to hold a community
input forum to allow anyone to come , and speak or write their opinion regarding
the area.

This has been done and this report is the synoptic synthesis of all of those
actions and efforts of the past fifteen months.
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PART I: Executive Summary

After being educated by the experts, supported by Long Beach City Departments
to answer our subsequent questions, and informed by residents and
homeowners groups, one thing is patently clear... the taxpaying citizens of
District 3 have a strong desire to preserve and restore the Los Cerritos Wetlands.

There are various opinions about how to go about this task and who or what will
fund the acquisition and restoration. There are also numerous ideas regarding
what extent and character the restoration should take. There is even some
debate on the location , and definition of, the Wetlands themselves. But the one
clear message is, that it is important that we act to ensure that the last
approximately 2% of the Long Beach Wetland system will be preserved for
poste rity.

There are four pressing issues that need to be dealt with in order to start this
process:

1. The Wetlands area is a mish-mash of zoning issues. Some of the land
was incorporated into the City of Long Beach in the late 1990's. Some
areas were certified by the California Coastal Commission and some were
not. There needs to be a clarification and completion of the certification
process along with a definitive explanation of where exactly the Wetlands
boundaries are.

2. We have learned , during this process , that the study area has a long
history as a waste dump for some very troubling and dangerous
substances. Before any restoration of wetlands , or development around
the wetlands there needs to be a definitive audit of where the bad stuff is
and what it is. Some of the chemicals that have been identified are
reported to be cancer-causing pathogens. The City of Long Beach and
others may face significant liability if any of these known dump sites are
compromised by either a wetlands restoration effort or a development
project.

. ,, '

3. The over-arching need is to clarify the possibilities for the whole study
area. The LCWSG recommendation is that the SEADIP plan be revised
and updated for the area of study. In order to accomplish this we
recommend that the City Council direct the Planning Commission to
establish an Ad Hoc Committee with all the support necessary to revise
the South East Area Development and Improvement Plan.

4. The uniqueness of the study area adjacent lands has a number of
commercial developers anxious to erect projects there. It is the
recommendation of the LCWSG that a temporary moratorium be enacted
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immediately for any and all projects in the Study Area. We further request
that the Ad Hoc Committee recommend that heavy industrial development
be banned in the Study Area. It doesn t require too vivid an imagination to
see that the life-style and real estate value of the region is inconsistent
with "heavy industrial" development. The future of Southeast Long Beach
as a successful well functioning community and the future of the Study
Area depends on a well thought out , fully integrated , over-view plan that
takes all the pieces of this complex puzzle into consideration. If we allow
hasty development of the Study Area , just for profit and some sales tax
possibilities, we will pay the price of "piece-meal" development for
generations. The LCWSG strongly recommends that a thorough master
plan be completed before anything can be done that may harm the future
opportunities of restoring the Los Cerritos Wetlands.

This report is divided into four subtopics: Wetlands, Environmental , Traffic, and
Land Use. Each area has its own unique set of concerns and considerations.

1. WETLANDS-Preservation and restoration are important because the
Los Cerritos Wetlands are
. The last approximately 2% of surviving wetlands in Long Beach.
. The last restorable estuary in Los Angeles County
. A critical incubator for open ocean fish
. A natural engine that cleanses and scrubs the pollution that comes

with the environmentally unfriendly industry surrounding them
. The habitat for a number of threatened wildlife and aquatic species
. One of the only land uses that can , if healthy, begin to neutralize some

of the toxins that have been historically dumped and buried in this area
2. ENVIRONMENTAL-Pollution, quality of life issues, and the natural

environment all have immediate concerns
. The Study Area is a true paradox. It is one of the most polluted areas

in the city....yet it holds the last hope for Long Beach to purposely
preserve an important and unique piece of our natural environment.

. The development plans need to be put on hold so current levels of
pollution and toxins can be measured and mitigation plans can be "built

" to future development
. The major threat to the future of this area is uncoordinated

development. Any scenario that may disturb or add to existing
pollution or contamination, could make the Wetlands impossible to
preserve and restore

3. TRAFFIC-Any action contributing to increased traffic in this area needs
to be closely and seriously scrutinized.
. The intersection of 2nd Street and PCH is the busiest intersection in

Long Beach and one of the most traveled intersections in Los Angeles
County.

. Any future development needs to have its traffic impact assessed as a
part of all other planned or asked for land use , and NOT as a stand
alone project.
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The responsibility for the approximately 20 traffic lights in the area 
divided between the City of Long Beach and CalTrans. The lights are
not coordinated! This adds significant time to travel through the Study
Area. A committee should be appointed immediately to solve that
problem and create a successful plan to synchronize the lights.
There is considerable subsidence of Loynes Drive and lower
Studebaker Avenue. Some parts of Loynes have six feet of asphalt
added to the roadway to keep it drivable. NO heavy truck traffic should
be allowed on either of these stretches of road until the sinking
problem can be dealt with on a permanent basis.
Every attempt to mitigate the traffic load at the 2nd and PCH
intersection should be studied thoroughly.

4. LAND USE-The Southeast Long Beach Residents are, with minor
exception , greatly in favor of creating a MASTER PLAN for the land use
aspect of the Study Area. Any change in the existing mix of businesses in
the Study Area should be delayed until a Master Plan that includes an
update of the current SEADIP plan can be created. It is much more likely
that the funding necessary to acquire and restore the Los Cerritos
Wetlands , can be successfully attracted if we have a Master Plan that
clearly identifies the permitted land uses for the future of the Study Area.

. .",.

The successful culmination of the preservation of the Bolsa Chica Wetlands is a
very positive model for what can be done at Los Cerritos. The Port of Long
Beach recently gave the Bolsa Chica preservation group over $10,000 000 for
mitigation credits. We of the LCWSG couldn t help thinking that if a similar
amount could be designated to the Los Cerritos Wetlands, those funds , along
with a $7 000 000 commitment from the State that is being held for Los Cerritos
acquisition , could playa huge role in the acquisition and preservation of the area.
Dr. Jerry Schubel , CEO of The Aquarium of the Pacific , has said

. J

American citizens are finally waking up to the fact that
the future is not set in concrete , it's what we are willng
to make it.

, ,, "

In the case of the Los Cerritos Wetlands we have the rare opportunity to take
actions today that will reverberate for hundreds of years into the future. We , the
committee members of the Los Cerritos Wetlands Study Group, sincerely hope
that the legacy we have begun with these proceedings will be one that future
generations will look back on with appreciation and approval for a job well done.
We humbly ask your help that this be accomplished.
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PART II: Component Issues

A. The Last Remaining Wetlands in Long Beach

These are estuarial wetlands at the mouth of the San Gabriel River, which
comprise the largest salt marsh and only restorable estuary in Los
Angeles County.

. As defined by the California Coastal Commission and Dept. of Fish &
Game , they meet the wetlands definition as having one of the following
three criteria, and in fact have all three

They are inundated.
There are hydric soils present.
There is wetland vegetation present.

The wetlands properties in the Study Area are privately-owned by:
Bixby Ranch Co. ("Bixby property")
Ernest A. Bryant III Trust; et al. ("Bryant property")

The California State Coastal Conservancy assists in getting funding to
acquire wetlands , in wetlands recovery and in determining "priority lands
Mary Small of the Coastal Conservancy advised the study group that it
considers Los Cerritos Wetlands a priority. At the time of her
presentation , the study group was advised that the Hellman properti had
the best chance of acquisition occurring soon. The Conservancy had also
recently completed an appraisal of the Bryant property.

. The California Coastal Commission protects public access, natural
resources, public views and controls development along the coast. Pam
Emerson, senior supervising planner, advised the study group that the
Coastal Commission has not certified the wetlands boundaries. Reason:
this land was annexed to the City of Long Beach from the County of Los
Angeles in 1997, 20 years after SEADIP was established. This also
means that the City of Long Beach has not determined the wetlands
boundaries, either. The Coastal Commission must review a wetland
delineation study to make a determination of the boundaries.

Don May of Earth Corps informed the study group of lost wetlands
statistics: the U.S. has lost half of its wetlands; California has lost 95% of
its wetlands; and Long Beach has lost approximately 98% of its wetlands.

1 This is a third propert that is contiguous to the Study Area located across the county line in Orange
County. It is often included in these wetlands discussions. However, it is not within the Study Area
boundaries.
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Wetlands are vitally important to humans for our survival , our quality of life
and our economic benefit.

Survival-endangered habitat and the food chain:
The entire area is an endangered habitat , within which are
endangered plant and animal species that are wetland-
dependent and can live only in this habitat.
Wetlands are nurseries for fish that live in the ocean.
Destroying these spawning areas will drastically impact the
ocean fishery and our own food supply. (These wetlands are
presently in a degraded state due to a history of burn dumps
oil operations and landfills , which have adversely affected
the ocean fishery.
The wetlands are biologically important as a mixing zone
where fresh water and salt water meet, and which supports a
large diversity of plants and animals.
Wetlands serve as natural filters , cleansing pollution from
incoming water.

Quality of life , contentment and peace of mind:
. As the wetlands serve the food chain and provide habitat for

plants and animals , they provide sorely needed open space
which is an antidote to crowding.

. The wetlands connect us to the natural world and its beauty.

. Open space, less crowding and thriving ecological

preserve foster contentment and peace of mind.
Economic benefit to the following industries:

The offshore sport fishing industry will rebound as a result of
a renewed ocean fishery that is fed by the healthy wetlands.

. Eco-tourism is the fastest-growing segment of the tourism
industry. Within the eco-tourism industry, bird watching is the
fastest growing segment. Wetlands are prime areas for bird
watching and attract birders from all over the U.S. This will
enhance the City s tourist industry.

:::

:-1

Restoration and preservation of the Los Cerritos Wetlands will
acquisition of the properties.

Possible purchasers of the properties are:
City of Long Beach
State of California
California State Coastal Conservancy

. Army Corps of Engineers
Joint Powers Authority

require
""1

. .J

Restoration of the Los Cerritos Wetlands:
The Los Cerritos Wetlands is a scenic watershed , which is eligible
for restoration funding. This can be accomplished through
mitigation credits and mitigation banking.

..,.
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Restoration will require remediation of burn dumps, landfill and
petroleum operations. Curtis Henderson , Dept. of Oil Production

City of Long Beach , informed the study group of the following costs:
. $50,000 to abandon an oil well.
. $100 000 to re-abandon an oil well.

$1 million to move an oil well.
Pipelines are abandoned in place.

o The Los Cerritos Wetlands Land Trust has developed a conceptual
restoration plan. Their estimate of the cost for all three phases of
the restoration is $75 million. Their plan can be viewed on their
website at ww.lcwlandtrust.orQ

. The City s General Plan for the area was formed in 1977 and is called
SEADIP , the Southeast Area Development and Improvement Plan. These
wetlands were not a part of SEADIP because, at the time , they were
unincorporated Los Angeles County land. They were subsequently
annexed to the City in 1997. As a result, their boundaries are not certified
by the California Coastal Commission, nor determined by the City.

SEADIP needs to be updated.
o The wetlands boundaries need to be certified.

B. Environmental Issues

Pollution
. Air---there are nitrogen oxide, toxic organic compounds , and sulfuric

oxide fallout from
The AES powerplant, the flight pattern for the Long Beach
Airport, as well as pollution from the Los Angeles and Long
Beach Harbors

Ground-on the wetlands, there are toxic dumps, burn dumps , sumps,
oil wells , drilling, mud dumps, AES tanks and pipelines

. Water-there are nitrates & other nutrients from wastewater treatment
plant, stormwater runoff and non point discharges, and very high
nitrogen concentrates coming down the San Gabriel River
Light-significant light from the power plants
Contaminants

Flotsam-styrofoam and debris floating downriver, from the Los
Cerritos Channel and in with the tides
Jetsam -contaminated sediments washed down the river and
channel

o Methane-Hydrogen Sulfate (H2S) generated by oil production
operations and wetlands peat decay

o Petroleum-present operations and dumps of solvents
cleaners, degreasers, surfactants and other toxic organic
compounds.
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Because of the pollution at sites such as these , the Felando Act was
passed. It says that a building permit cannot be issued for residences
or sensitive people within 1 mile of unremediated dump sites; or for
industrial buildings within 11 mile of such sites

Quality of Life
Health-obviously, the present, continuing contamination can have a
negative effect on our health; however, wetland plants scrub toxicants
and carcinogens from water and airshed. Fortunately, wetland plants
can selectively concentrate them down so that they can be disposed
of.

. Recreation-people enjoy visits to the wetlands now, but sand
scrubbed of contaminates could replenish starved

beaches
Educational opportunities-it is important that children as well as
adults come to learn of our historical civilizations as well as nature and
ecology

Natural Aspect
Biological Cycles-restoring a seawater inlet would restore the fishery
cycles
Existing structures-removing the present levies (or at least putting big
holes in them) on the San Gabriel River would enhance flood
protection
River Restoration-before we can do this , we must restore the estuary
Power Plant Impacts-they have major impacts. Every living thing in
the water is killed as it is sucked into the power plant for cooling
purposes. The tide comes in and never goes out. The water is drawn
from the estuary heated and is discharged into the San Gabriel River
lifeless. In order to restore it , there needs to be another inlet from the
sea. Surrounding communities experience

Noise levels sufficient to awaken neighbors
Vibrations sufficient to rattle walls , windows , and move pictures
on the walls
Frequent increases in power plant ambient noise levels

Exhaust gases and nuisance odors from the power plant operations
are a continuing problem to local residents.
Hurricane Katrina has taught us the importance of wetlands for flood
control from tropical storms and EI Nino.

:2-:

. j

. 3

. ), .

C. Traffic Concerns

Dave Roseman , Traffic Engineer, City of Long Beach , spoke to the study
group regarding: (1) traffic studies , (2) levels of service at intersections
and (3) mitigation of traffic congestion:

Traffic studies take the following into consideration:
Trip generation: inbound and outbound trips from a particular
facility. Examples given: (a) an average 2000-sq. ft. home is

'.;. j
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anticipated to generate approximately 10 trips per day, with
1 trip during peak hours; (b) 2000 sq. ft. of general office
space is anticipated to generate approximately 20 trips per
day with 3 trips during peak hours; (c) 2000 sq. ft. of
shopping center is anticipated to generate approximately 80
trips per day with 8 trips during evening peak hours.
Trip distribution: direction of the trips: north , south , east
west.
Traffic volume: analysis of a variety of traffic scenarios
during weekday peak periods (worst-case scenarios), which
include: (a) existing traffic conditions; (b) future traffic
conditions without the proposed project; (c) future traffic
conditions with the proposed project; (d) any proposed
roadway improvements.

. Weekday peak periods: 7 a.m. - 9 a. m. and 4 p.m. to 6 p.
Levels of service at intersections:

Every intersection in the city has a letter designation for its
level of service: A, B, C, D , E , F. "A" is excellent (free flow)
and "F" is failure (forced flow). "E" is considered capacity and
is typically the peak-hour goal.
City of Long Beach wants all intersections at level D or
better.

. Any development which reduces the level of service by 2%
for grades D and F is considered a significant factor.
Intersection at Pacific Coast Highway (PCH) and 2 Street:
(a) busiest intersection in the city and presently at peak
capacity; (b) 60,000 cars a day travel through this
intersection , with another 40 000 cars a day traveling on 2
Street through Belmont Shore.

Mitigation:
Existing conditions:

Bridges: the Study Area is like an island , connected to
all main thoroughfares by bridges.
Signalized intersections:

o Two entities control traffic lights 
intersections: (a) City of Long Beach; (b) State
Department of Transportation (CaITrans).
There are approximately 20 signalized
intersections in the Study Area of which
approximately one-half are. under CalTrans
control.
CalTrans controls all signals on PCH Street
east of PCH and freeway ramps.
Coordination of traffic signal sequencing is
problematic across jurisdictional boundaries
and often prevents coordination of sequencing.
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(E.g. , CalTrans allows the intersection of PCH
and 2 Street to " run free" on the weekends.

Possible mitigation measures which would require significant
infrastructure investment:

Widening bridges: prohibitively expensive.
Adding turn pockets at intersections , which is possible
at some locations, but prohibited at intersections
without requisite room to widen and still comply with
lane width and shoulder requirements:

CalTrans has more stringent lane width
requirements: 12 feet plus 8 feet of shoulder.

o The City s lane width requirement: 10 feet and
no shoulder.
Roseman advised the study group that the City
was pursuing a project with CalTrans to widen
the southbound approach at PCH and 2
Street.

Creating new roadway connections:
Possible when the land is available. Because
of the extensive network of waterways , most
new road construction has limited benefit
without widening bridges or constructing new
bridges.

Improving traffic signal sequencing:
Cross-jurisdictional cooperation is required.
Could create traffic problems at other
intersections along the same roadway; e. , the
intersection at PCH and Street.

Pending and Proposed Development Projects:
Traffic impacts from all proiects must be considered as a whole and
not in a piecemeal or patchwork fashion.

o To date , these projects are pending or proposed:
. Home Depot Design Center located at Studebaker and

Loynes
Seaport Marina Hotel conversion to mixed-use development
by Lennar, located at southwest corner of PCH and 2
Street
Marina Shores East, a proposed retail project located at the
Pumpkin Patch/Christmas Tree Lot at PCH and Studebaker
Road
Seal Beach Boeing Project located on Westminster Street
between Boeing and Island Village

The totality of just the above could generate tens of thousands of
additional vehicles per day on top of the current 60,000 vehicles
that pass through the intersection of 2 Street and Pacific Coast
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Highway. The traffic impacts from all proiects must be considered
as a whole.

Other Traffic Issues in the Study Area:
Loynes Drive-additional traffic on a dangerous road:

Built on a landfill. As a result , the earth beneath the road
shifts continuously. It has been repaved and repaired many
times, which helps to level the undulations that make driving
this road like riding a roller coaster. The shifting of the earth
will continue , as will the need for repairs and repaving.
Fatal accidents , major and minor accidents are a recurring
problem on Loynes.

Lacks sidewalks and a bike path: dangerous for pedestrians
and bicyclists.

Increased traffic from additional development raises the frequency
of accidents on all roadways.
Increased traffic from additional development raises noise pollution
and air pollution levels, which are unhealthful , particularly for those
living in close proximity.

D. Land Use

The Study Area s boundaries enclose a myriad of historically disparate land
uses. There are areas of industrial use , petroleum extraction , dedicated

wetlands, potential wetlands areas , electrical generating stations , power plant
cooling channels , empty tank farms, 'back-bay' portions of Los Alamitos Bay, the
Los Cerritos Channel according to a Moffett-Nichols study and its environs , and
some of the most heavily traveled vehicular roads in Los Angeles County.

Within the Study Area , there are known waste dump sites , some of which include
hot , potentially carcinogenic deposits; these dump sites are a potential liability to
both the City of Long Beach and future developers who may disturb the earth
Cap ' which covers these sites. There are also known earthquake fault lines that
transect the area , particularly along some of the Study Area s major streets and
roads. There are regions with severe subsidence problems, particularly along
Loynes Drive and Studebaker Road. Both roads have sections wherein
pronounced subsidence is a continuing maintenance problem and occasions
unsafe driving conditions. No heavy vehicle use should be permitted unless and
until the subsidence problems are solved.

Traffic congestion problems within the Study Area and surrounding
neighborhoods are , at peak travel times , well beyond the passive description of
congested' As an example, east-west travel on 2 Street, through the
intersection of PCH is one of the regions most heavily used intersections , and
experience yields 9 to 14 minute transit times to move 1-1/4 miles during peak
travel times. A further traffic flow limit , in and around the Study Area, is the fact
that the Study Area , and its adjacent areas , are restricted by the bridges which
carry the area s traffic. The Study Area is essentially, a series of virtual islands
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which can only be reached by way of the bridges that join them. These bridges
are absolute traffic restrictors. There are no known plans to expand their traffic
carrying capacities.

Portions of the Study Area were not annexed by the City of Long Beach until late
in the 1990' , yielding areas which are 'Non-Certified' by the California Coastal
Commission and an aged SEADIP Plan which needs to be completely redone to
address today s facts , quality of life challenges , and development limitations.

The Community of 'Stakeholders ' involved in this study, endorse the notion of
Wetlands Restoration and Wetlands Expansion. Wetlands and their
expansion/restoration represent a unique opportunity and , to the greatest extent
possible , should be pursued by the City of Long Beach. Serious discussions by
the Study Group took place suggesting that there should be major funding from
the Port of Long Beach to pay for purchase, expansion , restoration, and
remediation issues for the wetlands within the Study Area. Port monies in the
millions of dollars in mitigation credits have been used in such places as Bolsa
Chica Wetlands. The need to spend Port of Long Beach mitigation monies
closer-to-home is strongly recommended by Stakeholders.

On November 14 , 2005, the L.A. Times reported that the Federal Environmental
Protection Agency declared:

The Greater Los Angeles region is again home to the worst smog
in the nation....

, j

Despite the improvements air qualiy officials and
environmentalists are quick to note that the seemingly mundane
act of breathing continues to pose serious health hazard in
many parts of Southern Caliornia.

Though regulators have begun to get handle on smog-forming
pollution, research increasingly indicates that airborne particle
pollution, especially soot from burning diesel fuel, may pose 
greater risk. A study by the South Coast air district concluded that
diesel soot accounted for 70% of the cancer risk from air pollution
in the region.

The ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, and the rail yards that
help move goods from the ports, are the largest source of diesel
soot in the region. Reducing port pollution has become major
focus for state and local activists and lawmakers.

Any further development within the Study Area should be held in abeyance
during a formal moratorium period , until such time as a thoroughly revised land
usage study and a new adopted plan are adopted for the Study Area. Any
permitted development should by design , limit development within the Study
Area to uses that minimize new traffic increases resulting that results from new

- .
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development. Further, future land uses should eliminate heavy vehicular traffic
over roads that already have unsafe subsidence problems.

Remediation funds for Study Area wetlands out to be demanded from the
Ports and, in every case of future development within the Study Area,
developers should be assessed mitiQation fees on some proportional basis
sufficient to assist with securinQ the funds needed for purchase,
restoration, and expansion of the wetlands. Creating a Joint Powers Authority
(JPA) charged with securing such funding is strongly recommended. All Local
State , and Federal funding sources should be vigorously pursued towards this
goal.

The Stakeholders are stronQly opposed to any commercial type of
development, which always yields substantially more vehlcular traffic than
other, less traffic intensive land uses. We need to focus on Quality of Life 

as the primary consideration for future development of the Study Area.

The Study Area s future development provides a unique opportunity to create
new urban landscapes-landscapes that embrace the restoration of our
wetlands; landscapes that provide much needed recreational space such as
hiking and biking trails; and landscapes that encourage Eco-Tourism. Only
compatible, low impact, future development should be permitted within the
Study Area, and no development should be permitted in the wetlands.

The impact of present and proposed developments outside of the Study Area
that may directly affect the Study Area must be included in this land use
evaluation. To achieve these Qoals a master land use plan for the Study
Area that places optimum Quality of life as its essence, is essential.
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PART III: Recommendations of Community
Organizations
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Alamitos Heights Improvement Association

Our association wants to thank Councilman Frank Colonna for the opportunity to
participate in the Los Cerritos Wetlands Study Group.

Our main concern is TRAFFIC.

We are concerned especially with the traffic on 7th Street, Pacific Coast Highway
and Bellflower Blvd. as well as Colorado Street. We are alarmed about the
increasing volume of vehicles in our neighborhood when the volume of traffic is
high on the main arteries. In these times we experience higher volume of
vehicles and faster speed inside our neighborhood. We have joggers, people
using bicycles and children on their skateboards using and enjoying our streets
from the early hours of the day into the late evening, The increased traffic is
making these activities very unsafe at times. More traffic brings more noise , more
pollution and the probability of accidents increases.

We are aware that at the present time there are several projects for developing
land in the area around the wetlands. These projects are being independently
considered. Every one of these projects will bring more congestion to the areas
surrounding our neighborhood and the lack of plans for mitigation do not appear
to resolve the problem.

Our Association is not opposing to developments but supports a "Master Plan
for the development of the area surrounding Los Cerritos Wetlands and
recommends taking into consideration ALL the different projects in this area
before any new development are approved. Only that wil maintain the quality of
life that all of us like to enjoy without stopping progress.

Our Association also supports the preservation and restoration or the Wetlands.

Sonia Pawluczyk
Alamitos Heights Improvement Association
Board of Directors
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Belmont Shores Mobile Estates Homeowners
Association

:._, ,

Belmont Shores Mobile Estates (BSME) is a mobile home park that is bounded
by Loynes Drive on the north and the Los Cerritos Wetlands on the south
Studebaker Road on the East and Pacific Coast Highway (PC H) on the west. We
are at the epicenter of the Wetlands and Home Depot development issues. We
are overwhelmingly opposed to both the proposed Home Depot site and any type
of commercial , residential or industrial development effort in the Los Cerritos
Wetlands.

, lJ

We have discussed these two issues extensively at the last six of our quarterly
Homeowners Association (HOA) General Meetings , beginning with the May 2004
meeting. At two of these meetings, August 2004 and August 2005, we took a
vote of the attendees on these two issues. The results were very heavily in favor
of opposing the Home Depot development and opposing any commercial
industrial or residential development of the Wetlands. The vote was
approximately 90% opposed to the Home Depot development, and virtually
100% opposed to any Wetlands development. Although not all residents
attended each meeting, it is reasonable to assume that these figures can be
extrapolated throughout the park's 600-member population.

. ,. .:

In addition , we support efforts to restore the Wetlands, as funds permit , to a
productive element in the local eco-system.

The basis for these decisions is the fact that the 3 Council District areas,
including BSME, immediately affected by these issues are already full to
capacity. There is literally no room left for these types of development. The
increase in traffic, air and noise pollution , and potential environmental impact are
prohibitive.

. -, "

At present, this area is home to the following:

Two shopping malls and three mini-malls comprising about sixty (60) retails
spaces and sixteen (16) movie theater screens
A power plant consisting of nine (9) generating units and attendant structures
One of the five most congested intersections in Los Angeles County (2 and
PCH)
A section of one of the busiest roads in the state , PCH
California State University at Long Beach
Veterans Administration Medical Center
An Elementary School
Some of the most densely packed residential housing in the City of Long Beach

----.,
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A very important consideration is that the proposed Home Depot and any
Wetlands development are not the only proposals being presented at this time or
in the near future.
In addition , there are the Boeing Company s development of some of the land at
its Seal Beach facility, the construction of an approximately 400 unit residential
and retail complex at the current Seaport Marina Motel site at 2 and PCH , the
development of the "Pumpkin Patch" land next to the Marketplace Shopping
Center just south of the 2 and PCH intersection , and a proposed remodeling
and possible expansion of the Marketplace Shopping Center. Of these four
proposed developments, only the Boeing Company effort was included in the
Home Depot Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The other three proposals
would bring significant amounts of traffic air and noise pollution, and
environmental impact in addition to the Home Depot proposal.

The increase in vehicle traffic from the Home Depot site , both during construction
and subsequent operation , would have a significant impact on Loynes Drive. This
road cannot be widened , and already suffers from serious settling problems due
to the unstable landfill on which it sits. It is the site of numerous traffic accidents
including a recent fatality, and would likely be a main traffic artery from PCH to
the proposed Home Depot site.

We do not subscribe to the belief that some type of development is inevitable at
the site proposed for a Home Depot. We feel the purchase of this site by the
developer was ill conceived , and should have been prohibited by whichever
government agency has jurisdiction. In view of the already thoroughly congested
nature of the area, this development proposal should never have been allowed to
proceed to this point.

We also reject the notion that removal of the tank farm to make room for the
proposed Home Depot site will somehow contribute to the beautification of that
area. The grotesquely unsightly power plants immediately behind the tanks will
remain no matter what is proposed for that area.

Commercial , residential or industrial development of the Los Cerritos Wetlands
must be prevented at all costs. The toxic nature of dumpsites and oil fields in the
Wetlands makes any development prohibitively dangerous. The health hazards
posed by any Wetlands development would expose nearby residents to
unacceptable levels of contamination , including increased cancer risk.

In addition , our coastal wetlands have all but vanished , but in. the Los Cerritos
Wetlands we now have the opportunity of restoring one of the most valuable
wetlands. It is one of the largest salt marshes and only restorable estuary in Los
Angeles County (half of it in Long Beach). The most valuable of all wetlands are
those at estuaries (river mouths). They link together diverse and interdependent
ecosystems between fresh and salt waters , between watershed and ocean , and
between river and marine habitats , thereby supporting species that can survive
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nowhere else. This is why we can have so many different habitats coexisting in
our wetlands - thirteen in all. They don t exist anywhere else!

Healthy wetlands are active bio-filters protecting water quality, scrubbing out
toxic contaminants from transported sediments, removing suspended and
dissolved solids , and trapping out floating refuse or debris before it reaches our
harbor, beaches and ocean.

It also offers an excellent educational opportunity for local students and residents
to understand the significance of wetlands in the eco-system. " B

In addition , we propose a moratorium on any type of development in this area.
An effort should be started immediately to assess the condition of the entire area
with the intent of having the appropriate agencies realize that additional
development in this area is not feasible.

Sincerely,
Tom Lockhart
President, Belmont Shores Mobile Estates

- J
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Bixbv Village Homeowners Assoc ation

The Bixby Vilage Homeowners Association s Recommendations are as follows:

1. That the City of Long Beach clearly identifies the areas (parcels of land)
which are to be included as 'Wetland" areas by the Wetlands
Study Group.

2. That the City affirms that Lot 19, which is the area East of Studebaker
North of 2 /Westminster and West of Leisure World , has , in fact, been
zoned and developed as industrial property.

3. That the City affirms that it does not have any plans to purchase Lot 19 for
any reason; specifically, so that they can demolish the current industrial
structures for the purpose of turning the land into a Wetland area.

4. That the City clearly identifies that inasmuch as Lot 19 is not and will not
be turned into a Wetland area, that the Wetlands Study Group is not to
entertain discussions regarding Lot 19 in their reports.

With the above considerations agreed upon , the Bixby Village Homeowners
Association s Continued Recommendations are as follows:

5. That the City is in concurrence that Lot 19 is legally owned by a private
citizen; moreover, as such, the City will honor ownership rights.
Specifically, that a private citizen may develop and/or improve their
property for which it is zoned. In addition , that Lot 19 is legally owned and
legally zoned as industrial property.

6. That the City carefully study the re-designation of the zoning for Lot 19
from industrial to retail for the purpose of improving the privately owned
property to a Home Depot Design Center.

7. That the City recognize the traffic impact that the Home Depot Design
Center will have on Studebaker, 2 /Westminster and to a lesser extent,
Loynes. For which the City will set up a committee to work with the Home
Depot Design Center and the Homeowner s Associations to alleviate
further traffic congestion.

Sincerely,
John Becker

Bixby Village Homeowners Association
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College Estates Homeowners Association

College Estates is located between Anaheim Road on the north Street on the
south , Studebaker Road to the West and the San Gabriel River to the east.

.0:1

The purpose of this letter is convey the opinions from the College Estates Home
Owners Association on the effects of several purposed projects that would have
a direct impact on our neighborhood. The cumulative effect of the proposed
Home Depot, Seaport Marina Hotel complex , Marina Shores East, and Industrial
expansion at Boeing would adversely affect College Estates, and most
importantly, threaten the health and stability of the Los Cerritos Wetlands.

During the past fourteen months the city has provided the community
representatives education and information regarding our wetlands and
surrounding areas, which we have tried to pass on to our respective
neighborhoods. In return , we have received limited group responses but we have
had one- on- one conversations with many of the people. We (Mike Pugh and
Ann Denison) have ascertained that the majority of people are opposed to major
commercial development such as previously mentioned. The biggest concerns
of our neighborhood are the lack of a viable solution to mitigate the expected
increase of traffic and the preservation of valuable open space and wetlands. I
would like to mention that of all the people I spoke to there were just two people
in support of a Home Depot close by.

. J

. '- -

In conclusion we feel there is strong opposition to more development (the land
where the proposed Home Depot is to be located could be used in a less
intrusive way) and there is strong support for preservation and restoration of our
remaining open space and wetlands for us , for our environment, and for future
generations.

Mike Pugh
Ann Denison

, j
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Island Village Homeowners ' Association

Councilman Colonna s establishment of the Los Cerritos Wetlands Study Group
(LCWSG) was fortuitous and wise. The community of Island Village consists of
182 , stand-alone , single-family homes. We are located immediately adjacent to
the LCWSG Area of Study (outlined in red on the City of Long Beach Los
Cerritos Wetland Study Group Map) and we are major stakeholders in the future
development of the entire area.

Island Village is surrounded on three sides by the "Study Area" and our concerns
and hopes the future development of this entire area, are many. We appreciate
the encompassing aspect of the LCWSG Study Area and are pleased that it was
not narrowly focused solely on the proposed Home Depot Site (Lot 19). Island
Village will be impacted in major ways by all of the potential development that
may occasion within the boundaries of the LCWSG study area, and implore our
Policy Makers" to address future developments of the entire area studied by the

qroup

Every participating communities ' concerns was given a voice in the LCWSG
proceedings, and IVHOA greatly appreciates this fact, and the LCWSG
assurances to properly voice minority view-points in the final report is reflective of
the usually open , courteous , and respectful approach of the majority of the study
group participants. 
The Community of Island Village recommends:

. Future development anywhere within the Study Area , must have its
impact and consequences measured across the entire area. ' Wetlands
preservation , protection, augmentation, and restoration, are noble
desirable , and to be encouraged to the greatest feasible extent. However
certain portions of the Study Area are not 'Wetlands It is precisely these
non-wetlands areas, which have , and will continue to have , the greatest
impact on the Quality of Life of extent neighbors of the Study Area.

. The LA City Dept. of Water and Power Haynes Generating Station
occupies a significant portion of the Study Area , and , currently, is a huge
Noise Generator with demonstrable negative impact on the lives of Island
Village residents. Existing Quality of Life Problems (Island Village
residents report 'pictures' vibrating on their walls under certain Haynes
operating conditions), occasioning from the Haynes Generating Station
must be addressed by the City of Long Beach , before LADWP is granted
further 'development' approvals , which LADWP are currently seeking.
The LCWSG Study Area is much larger than just "Lot 19" (the proposed
Home Depot site), and the Study Area s future development must be
reviewed in whole rather than a series of piece-meal approvals for
separate development applications.
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. Current traffic congestion problems are massive. Repeated timings of
the journey West, on 2 Street, from Island Village Drive , to the Davis
Bridge , on 2 St. , during ' rush hour' yield anecdotal results raging from 7
to 16 minutes. It's a nightmare today - in future - given the potential traffic
loads , which will occasion from cumulative development of the area: the
Industrial Development of Boeing Property on Westminster (2 St. in LB),

the proposed Home Depot site , the proposed Seaport Marina Hotel Site
etc. , summon the incredible image of a more than ' 000 Car freight-train
to be added to our extent traffic problems. Island Village is particularly
vulnerable in several ways; we have no sidewalks - no sidewalks at all -
to anywhere in Long Beach; 2 Street is posted at 50 MPH - and
functions at 55-60 MPH , if we need , or want, to go anywhere , we are
reliant upon safely entering a corridor of 55-60 MPH vehicles. One cannot
walk safely on 2 Street, and getting into the 2 Street traffic flow, in a
vehicle , can be a 'crap shoot' at many times of the day.

;;J
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Road noise , generated by high speed vehicular traffic, traveling east and
west on 2 street, is particularly extreme when-ever heavy vehicles pass
our community. We suggest that 'No Heavy Vehicle ' rules be applied to
alleviate the road noise problems Island Village Residents suffer from 2
Street?

. Without regard to future developments within the Study Area , could-we-
not , today, obtain greater coordination of traffic signals between the City
and Cal Trans? The anecdotal 7-16 minutes may not have been derived
scientifically, never the less it is actual experience. On any Friday
evening, one can stand on the Davis Bridge and looking west on 2 St.
and see traffic stopped all the way from Ravenna to the 2 St.PCH
intersection. It's already a nightmare. We need help today!

. Any future development should take into account the totality of traffic
congestion already experienced, by the Study Area neighboring
residents. Comprehensive traffic planning for the entire study area is
needed. A development moratorium , pending an optimum plan for the
entire area , seems to be the only prudent thing to do. This task is massive
- the consequent effects of development within the Study Area, upon our
Quality of Life as Long Beach residents are paramount. Put any further
development on the 'back-burner' until we know the totality of what may

, the 'best uses ' of the non-wetlands portions of the Study Area and
Zone the area appropriately.

- ). j

. Given the inelastic traffic flow restrictions which the bridges surrounding
the Study Area obtain , it is quite likely that the only measurable relief to be
had will prove to be extending Studebaker Road all the way to Pacific
Coast Highway. The least possible encroachment upon desirable
wetland' may well be , more bridges - if we can environmentally 'bridge
the wetlands, thereby minimizing negative impact on the wetlands , some
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measurable traffic flow relief will be had. This Studebaker to PCH
extension should be seriously studied , and , if found to help traffic flow
implemented.

. Single lane On/Off-ramps, from the i St/22 Freeway to Studebaker

Road , are huge traffic congestion machines. It is near impossible to travel
East from Studebaker Road to enter College Park Drive. The Off-ramp
traffic from west bound 22 Freeway. Exiting vehicles , turn this journey into
suicide roulette . These On/Off Ramps are dangerous areas and need
revision. The City of Long Beach must take the lead in securing correction
of this problem.

We Island Village Residents are ultra mindful of those issues which can
potentially lead to serious deteriorations of our Quality of Life. We think that all
City of Long Beach Residents, are Stakeholders in either maintaining, or, better
still , improving our Quality of Life. The City ' Fathers ' must be mindful of these
same Qualiy of Life Issues. The Study Group (LCWSG) was charged with
arriving at a set of recommendations for the entire Study Area. The charge was
pressed repeatedly upon the Group, by Group-appointed Chairman - Mr. Ric
Trent. Island Village is pleased that the study was not narrow or focused on only
one aspect of the Study Area s future development. The entire area must be re-
master planned before any single portion of the non-wetlands area is developed
and maximum feasible remediation of the ' Wetlands" should be a primary
objective.

We in Island Village are grateful for the opportunity to have participated and to
have been heard , and herein offer to continue to serve if we can.

Submitted on behalf of Island Village Homeowners Association Members

Respectfu lIy,

Dave Bates , President , Island Village HOA
Denis Craig, Public Affairs Liaison , Island Village HOA
C. J. Hentzen , Member-At-Large , Island Village HOA
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N!les Improvement Association

On October 19, 2005 , The Naples Improvement Association held its Membership
Meeting. I updated the audience on the Los Cerritos Wetland Study Group, (LCWSG),
and spoke for about 20 minutes regarding some of the issues and what we had learned
over the past 15 months from the experts who made presentations to our group. There
was a question and answer period at the end of my remarks. I then polled the audience
to ascertain their opinion about the future of the area in the study. Here are the
questions and results of that poll.

QUESTION: Please indicate by a show of how many of you want to see the Los
Cerritos Wetlands preserved AND restored.

RESPONSE: 100% YES

QUESTION: Please indicate by a show of hands how many of you support the creation
of a Master Plan for the Wetlands AND surrounding areas... BEFORE any development
proceeds.

:"1

RESPONSE: 100% YES

QUESTION: Please indicate by a show of hands how many of you want NO
DEVELOPMENT in the Wetlands or in the areas immediately adjacent to them.

RESPONSE: 50% YES

QUESTION: Please indicate by a show of hands how many of you would support SOME
DEVELOPMENT in the identified area if it were well conceived and fit into a coordinated
MASTER PLAN.

RESPONSE: 50% YES

It is evident that the residents of Naples Island are very concerned about the key lifestyle
issues that are part of the potential development of the Wetlands and surrounding areas.

Many people spoke with me after the meeting and expressed their deep concern over
the traffic implications of the developments that are already in process for this area.

As a synopsis, the residents of Naples Island overwhelmingly support the preservation
and restoration of the Los Cerritos Wetlands. They overwhelmingly support the creation
of a Master Plan for the whole area, before any development proceeds. They are divided
equally on the question of: NO development , versus, PLANNED development that arises
out of an over arching Master Plan for the Area studied.

. JJ
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Sincerely,
Ric Trent
NIA Member
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Pacific Villas Homeowners ' Association

The purpose of this letter is to document the opinions of the majority of the
residents of Pacific Villas. Pacific Villas is a planned unit development of thirty-
eight single-family homes located at the southwest corner of Bellflower and Eliot
Street. I have lived in Long Beach for the past eight years and have been the
President of the homeowner association for the past one and one-half years.

Homeowners were contacted individually and in small meetings by me and by my
alternate. Issues discussed were: land use (including proposed commercial
developments), traffic, preservation and restoration of wetlands, and our
environment in general.

Traffic
Traffic is an overarching issue. Almost everyone made comments about

traffic congestion and expressed concern that something needs to be done.
Traffic concerns spill over into opinions on all development issues. A number of
homeowners expressed the opinion that Studebaker Road should be extended to
Pacific Coast Highway. When advised of the negative wetlands impact, the
suggestion was to elevate it over the wetlands. There were no opposing views.

Preservation and Restoration of Wetlands
There was universal opinion that the wetlands in all three parcels should

be acquired , remediated and restored. This is probably our number one priority
issue. Residents are well aware of the success of the Huntington Beach
wetlands and feel that Long Beach should be able to accomplish the same thing
for the betterment of our community.

Land Use
Many homeowners are concerned about preserving open space in the

study area. Again traffic congestion was the driving issue as well as the feeling
that the southeast area is already dense enough. We don t believe that the Bixby
property will come back on the market anytime soon because of the price of
crude oil and the fact they still have a fifteen-year oil lease. We believe that it is
feasible to purchase the wetlands portion of the Bixby property.

Homeowners would like to see a master plan for the area we have been
studying. They read of possible developments like Home Depot , Seaport Marina
Hotel Pumpkin Patch etc. and are concerned about the apparent lack of a
master plan.

Home Depot
The Home Depot project deserves special mention for two reasons. One,

because it has received an enormous amount of interest and publicity. Secondly,
because it is one area where we received differing views. The majority of our
residents are strongly opposed to this development, primarily for traffic and
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pollution reasons. 'Who needs it!" is a common comment. At the 2004 annual
meeting of Pacific Villas Homeowners ' Association , the association took and
recorded a vote against the Home Depot project.

. Ji

The minority raises these issues:

It is not a Home Depot contractor type store; it is a "Design Center
concept. These types of Home Depot Design Centers don t have day
workers , don t have lots of in and out traffic, and are relatively clean and
neat buildings.

The owner has a right to develop his property and some other use of it
may be worse for the community.

In conclusion , the Pacific Villas Homeowners Association recommends that a
master plan for the development of the Southeast area be created that will
address the issues of the utilization of the remaining open space. Traffic and
pollution considerations remain paramount. We further recommend that all of the
wetlands areas be purchased by whatever means possible so that they can be
restored and the public can be given access.

Samuel J. Smock
President, Pacific Villas Homeowners ' Association
October 26,2005

, .
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innaker Bav Homeowners ' Association

We wish to thank Councilmember Colonna for the opportunity to participate in the
Study Group s discussions over the past year and half. Our 250 home
community, being surrounded on three sides by water, is a major stakeholder in
the future of our wetlands areas. Many of us are avid boaters , kayakers , and/or
walkers , and we are well aware that the wetlands are a major part of our quality
of life and property values.
Of considerable disappointment was the fact that, from almost the very outset
the Study Group appeared to be more about being 'anti-Home Depot' than about
a vision for The Los Cerritos Wetlands. We are convinced that this immediate
bias led many of our invited neighborhood associations to decline participation.

Following are Spinnaker Bay Homeowner Association s recommendation:

That the city of Long Beach gives the Los Cerritos Wetlands restoration
and preservation a very high priority. It is home to a large number of water
associated bird species as well as salt marsh fish species. We realize that
this task is complex, but also recognize that there is nearby precedent
namely Seal Beach Naval Weapons Station and Bolsa Chica.

That the City distinguishes between what and what is not Wetlands
area . As we look at the area under consideration by the Wetlands Study
Group, it is basically divided into three primary areas

---

the area East of
Studebaker, North of 2nd/Westminster and West of Leisure World. This
area is referred to as Parcel 19 and is "developed" , which we will further
discuss later in this paragraph. The second area is West of Studebaker
Southeast of Loynes and North of 2nd Street. The third area is southeast
of 2nd Street, East of PCH and West of the Hellman Ranch Property.
Only the latter two areas can properly be referred to as "The Los Cerritos
Wetlands

" .

Not only is Lot 19 not Wetlands , it is industrial property. It is zoned that
way and has been developed for more than 50 years. Besides being the
home of several tank farms , two substantial power-generating plants and
other varied industrially related businesses; it wil likely soon include a
desalinating plant for Long Beach Water Department. To think and or even
propose that this area should be torn down and revert back into Wetlands
is not being realistic.

That the City recognizes that parcel 19 is privately owned and that the
owner has ownership rights. With all the emphasis that this Study Group
has put on the Home Depot piece of propert, we must recognize that as
property owner he can do virtually anything on it for which it is zoned - i.e.
industrial! The Study Group could propose that the City purchase this $50
million property, but it chose instead to be totally polarized on opposing a
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Home Depot Design Center. That surely is not what this Group was asked
to do.

. As to the traffic congestion issue , we recommend that Studebaker Road
be extended to Pacific Coast Highway with the least possible
encroachment upon the wetlands area. This may require a slight
compromise of our wetlands priorities, but with the limitations that the
surrounding bridges impose on traffic flow, it is the most sensible solution
to relieve congestion of the PCH and Second Street intersection.

In summary it is disappointing that The Wetlands Study Group chose to focus on
the Home Depot Design Center issue. The real purpose of the Study Group was
to arrive at a set of recommendations to our 3rd. District Councilman as to how
we can best preserve the true Los Cerritos Wetlands, while at the same time
develop a balanced environmental solution to the extension of Studebaker Road
to Pacific Coast Highway. , 2

Respectively submitted by the Spinnaker Bay Homeowners Association Board of
Directors

Tom Chiarenza, President
Hank Snapper, Vice President
Ted Dalton , Treasurer
Harley Deere , Member-at-Iarge
Bobbie Cusato , Member-at-Iarge

,- 

c J
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University Park Est tes Neighborhood Association

University Park Estates (UPE) located at Street, Studebaker Road , Loynes
Drive and Los Cerritos Wetlands is at the gateway to the Study Area. We are a
cherished coastal community and are fervently protective of our lifestyle. We
oppose commercial development , such as Home Depot, since it will forever alter
our peaceful neighborhood. We do anticipate the restoration of Los Cerritos
Wetlands , which should be the platform for all planning decision making.

UPE has had several homeowners meetings since March 2004 and based on
attendees ' participation and letters to the city' s Planning Department , 98% of the
residents oppose the proposed Home Depot. The mere construction of this
project will be detrimental to our neighborhood. One of the numerous examples
is Loynes Drive , which was created by utilizing landfill built over an historic waste
dump and never intended as the access street to any major commercial
development. It suffers from constant subsidence that has resulted in traffic
deaths. Furthermore, there is methane gas under Loynes Drive and when
disturbed could be disastrous to our homes and lives. After construction , we will
be saddled with loitering day laborers in our neighborhood and Channel View
Park, which is adjacent to Kettering Elementary School. Home Depot has
offered to extend Channel View Park along Street and the Garden Grove (22)
Freeway to mitigate its inability to meet its open space obligation of its proposed
development plan. This park extension , if Home Depot were to be built, is
adjacent to the kindergarten classes and playground. It is inconceivable that
Home Depot, which is notorious for attracting day laborers , would be built across
from an elementary school. The location of this Home Depot project is
incompatible with UPE and Kettering Elementary School.

The Study Area lacks a comprehensive master plan , thus, the impact of

proposed and future development cannot be reliably analyzed. The present
piece-meal approach will be ruinous to our neighborhood(s). Consideration must
be given to the interconnectedness of all land uses both inside and outside the
Study Area that have direct impact, such as: the new Boeing project in Seal
Beach, the Seaport Marina project at 2 Street and PCH with 425 residential
units PLUS retail, actual traffic from all other present and future projects
detrimental affects to the environment and health (including asthma) from the
increased pollution , and so forth.

There are additional issues that must be taken into the analysis of the Study
Area. Being a coastal community, lying between the ocean and the San Gabriel
River, it is within the jurisdiction of the California Coastal Commission. The
status of the historic toxic dumpsites , such as the land adjacent to Studebaker
Road and between the Los Cerritos Channel and Westminster Avenue must also
be tested and analyzed. The Study Area is within the seismic zone of the
second largest fault in California, the Inglewood-Newport Fault. The wetlands
are our best defense against flooding and other natural disasters. Long Beach is
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miserably short of public open space and the Study Area provides this last
opportunity.

. JIn summary, the Study Area requires a master plan before there is any decision
making of present and future development. The platform for the master plan
must be the restoration of the wetlands and creation of public open space. The
master plan must integrate respect for our coastal environment, retain and
improve the residents ' quality of life , and create allances with government, public
and private groups toward achieving these goals.

Respectfully,
Janice Dahl , President
University Park Estates

' :

':1;.i
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PART IV: Meeting Minutes
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MEMORANDUM

Date: September 28, 2004

To: Greg Carpenter
Cc: Mike Conway

From: Vickie Becker

Subject: Meetina Minutes San Gabriel River Study Group 9/8/04

" .

Purpose/Project Summary:

The subject site is bounded to the north by the Los Cerritos Channel , the San
Gabriel River and is to the south and east, and Pacific Coast Highway to the
west.

This area was part of the County of Los Angeles until it was annexed in the late
1990' s as a part of the City of Long Beach. The County of Los Angeles never
established Coastal Program for the area; to date neither has the City of Long
Beach.

Property ownership is divided into five (5) separate property owners:
. The northeastern most portion of the property is owned by

Southern California Edison Company (SCE)
. The portion to the south of the SCE property extending to 2 street

is owned by AES Alamitos LLC.
. A portion of this land is also owned by Studebaker LB LLC and is

zoned industrial. Currently there is a proposal for the development
of Home Depot at this location.

. The majority of the land is owned by the Bixby Ranch Company.
This property lies east of Studebaker Road. It is bounded to the
west by Pacific Coast Highway, to the north by the Los Cerritos
Channel and to the South by the San Gabriel River.

. The southeastern most corner of the propert bounded to the east
by the San Gabriel River and the north by 2 Street is owned by
Bryant Ernest (Hellman).

- :;

- t

PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
TOTAL ACERAGE

BIXBY RANCH co. SCE AES
195.54 26.59 112.

BRYANT STUDEBAKER
77.64 16.
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Bixby Ranch Company has listed approximately 190 acres for sale, located

within the Los Cerritos Wetlands area. The list price for the propert is $1.8 mill.
This sale price includes the land. There are also private oil rights on the
property. If the City or another entity were to purchase he oil rights as well the
cost of the property would increase by approximately $1 million per well.

The City would like to purchase property. The goal is to restore as much of the
Wetlands area as possible. It is unknown as to how much of the land is
contaminated and how much remediation will be required. It is also unknown at
this point what the difference in cost will be to restore the land for wetlands use
versus residential uses.

Currently the City has a grant for approximately $7 000 000,000 provided by the
Coastal Conservancy. However the grant is about to expire. There are no
General Fund monies available for the purchase of the land.

Options to explore:

Joint Powers of Authority
City of Long Beach
Port
Coastal Conservancy
Trust for Public Land

Meeting Notes:

Intro:
Attendees, Introduction

Primary groups and Representatives included:

City of Lon Beach:

Frank Colonna, Councilman District 3
Mike Conway, Property Services
Greg Carpenter, Planning Bureau Manager

Community Groups:

Janice Dahl , Los Cerritos Wetlands Task Force
Bruce Monroe , Wildlife Refuge
Bob Ellis, Bixby Village
Tom Lockhart, Belmont Shores Mobile Home Assoc.
Rick Trent, Naples Isle HOA

See sign in sheet and Invitation List for more information.
Discussion:
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9/8 meeting:

Meeting had poor turnout. As a result, it was decided that this meeting would be
an informal meeting to discuss an overview of the project , issues , goals and
objectives both for the City and the surrounding Community.

Suggested format for future meetings:

Meetings set for 2 Wednesday of each month. Each meeting shall be
approximately 2 hours long beginning at 6:00 pm and ending at 8:00 pm.
Location: Seal Beach Yacht Club
Regular "Focus" meetings should be restricted to invited Board Members and
City Staff
Separate meetings should be held for general public input.
Next Meeting 10/13/04. Invitations should be sent out again to potential
board members.

Objectives for the next meeting:
Select Chairperson other than City Rep.
City will act as a meeting facilitator and a resource for the selected
committee.
Committee selection is based on representatives of communities most
affected. Selection of members was made by Councilman Colonna s office.
Those who wish to be included on the invitee list and to act as board
members should make a request to the Council Member s office.
Invite Park Estates HOA
Schedule 4 +/- focus meetings.

***

Copies of the Seadip PD should be included and made available at the next
meeting.

- :1

Overall objectives:

What we d like to accomplish:
. Community outreach , what to do with this newly available 190 acres?

Appoint decision making body
Hold Public Hearings

. How will they be appointed (By Council?)
. Possible sub-groups

Planning
Management

. Land Use Designations/Recommendation

Topics/Issues:
Public Space
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Private owners and developers
Land Use Designations

Currently there are two small portions of land that are zoned for residential
use (see sea-dip, sub-areas 11 a and 11 b)

At the northeast corner abutting E. 2 St.
o 106.3 acres are currently zoned for wetlands uses (see Sea-dip, sub

areas 23 and 33)

o Two parcels of land currently owned by the Bixby Ranch Co. (see sea-dip
sub-areas 24 , north and south)

. One at the southwest corner of Loynes Dr. and Studebaker Road.
This parcel is zoned for an interpretive center for the bordering
marsh. The developer of Sub-area 11 (a) (residential) is to contact
the State of California or other agency responsible for the
management of Sub. 33

o The other across Loynes Dr. at the northwest corner.
This area is to be dedicated to the City of Long Beach for park and
playground purposes.

o The northeastern portion of the property, bounded by 2 St to the south is
zoned for industrial uses (see sea-dip sub-area 19)

o The southern most portion of the property, south of Second Street and
west of the San Gabriel River is zoned for business park uses (see sea-
dip, sub areas 25 & 26).

Private oil rights
Slant Drilling, 2 sites needed
Industrial property along Studebaker

o The Home Depot proposal
Environmental

Is this property in the Tidelands
Are we revising Seadip?

Contamination
Flora
Noise
Light

Transportation:
o Add Loynes Dr.
o What are the long-term effects of opening Loynes Dr.
Methane Observation

. Who else should be involved in the decision making process?
Should we invite Rep s from Seal Beach?
Should we invite LADWP?
Should we invite other regulatory agencies?

Coastal Conservancy
Fish and Game (State)
Fish and Wildlife (Fed.

. Army Corps of Engineers
Possible Joint Powers Authority:

City of Long Beach Port
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Coastal Conservancy
Trust for Public Land

Benefit: Power of eminent domain management (get list of additional benefits)

***

Downside: Moves slowly

,,"

. ;J

, ...;:._
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MEMORANDUM

Date: November 2, 2004

To: Mike Conway

Cc: Greg Carpenter
Rick Trent

From: Vickie Becker

Subject: Meeting Minutes San Gabriel River Study Group 10/14/04

MeetinQ Notes:

Intro:
Attendees, Introduction

Thomas Marchese Janice Dahl Lisa Bergland

J. Hentzen Lisa Rinaldi Maryanne Golden

M. Fleming Adria Stoker Jim Carter

Denis & Tina Craig Michael Pugh Don May

Dave Bates Sam Smock

Tom Lockhart Ric Trent

Citvof LonQ Beach:

Mike Conway, Property Services
Greg Carpenter, Planning Bureau Manager
Vickie Becker, Planner

Discussion:

Overview of previous meeting (see minutes from 9/8).

Purpose of the study group is to make suggestions and , or recommendations to
City Council on a new zoning policy or an updated planning document for the
study group area.

. What types of development are desirable , acceptable, feasible....
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Is a Master Plan Necessary?
. Can we amend the current documentation (Seadip) to include the

study area?

The manner in which the recommendations will be generated is through public
meetings. This shall be a community driven process where City Staff will work in
facilitating the group with information and education.

MeetinQ is open for Q & 

: ', "

Q: Is it now legal to develop the existing wetlands?

. The City of Long Beach annexed the propert in 1997.
Seadip was never certified with the Coastal Commission for a large
part of the area in question.
Currently a developer would have to go to the Coastal Commission
with a proposal that the Commission would approve.

. No development proposal has been proposed to the City as of yet.

. As it stands a study of the property needs to be done by a private
entity or by the City. However, should a proposal come through prior
to a City review and official policy recordation the onus would fall on
the developer to establish a wetlands boundary.

. The developer would be required to do an Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) that would be reviewed by the City.

. The purpose of the study group and recommendations to the City
Council is a proactive stance so that the City is prepared to deal with
any potential development proposals by private entities.

Q: Can the City institute a moratorium of the study area?

The City Council can if they determine that a state of emergency exists.

Q: When wil the City make a decision?

Not until an application for development is received.
. The goal of the study sessions is to be ahead of the game.
. The group is a doorway for input from City residents.

.. ,

:.lJ

Q: How can un-zoned property be sold?

Private property owners have the right to sell. This includes privately
owned wetlands.
This is a big piece of property.

:i 
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Most of the land is contaminated in some way. A large portion is
brown fields.
Funding may be available for remediation and development.
Market forces will dictate the sale of the property.

Q: Why hasn t the City been participating in some form of agreement
regarding the Bixby land?

. The City has been participating. There are two documented efforts.
o The City attempted to have Seadip certified with the Coastal

Commission. The proposal was not approved.
o The City has made attempts to enter into a Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU) with the Bixby Ranch Company. 
agreement has been made.

Discussion of Meetin Format and Committee Selection:

Committee Members Alternates Association
Ric Trent, Chair Vice Chair to be Naples Neighborhood

selected at a later date. Association
David Bates Denis CraiQ Island VillaQe

Jim Carter Bixby VillaQe HOA
Benjamin Goldberg Janice Dahl University Park Estates
Shelly Hanks Sonia Pawluczyk Alamitos Heights
Tom Lockhart Belmont Shores
Bob Metzger Tom Patterson Bay Harbour
Sam Smock Lisa Rinaldi Pacific Villas HOA
Mike Pugh College Estates East

Hank Snapper Spinnaker Bay

Minute Clerk:
Vickie Becker, City of Long Beach

Meeting Format:

DATES:
Meetings are set for 2 Wednesday of each month

TIME:
Each meeting shall be approximately 2 hours long beginning at 6:00 pm and
ending at 8:00 pm

LOCATION:
Seal Beach Yacht Club
RULES:
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. -- j

Parliamentary or Rogers , Rick Trent will provide documentation.

FORMAT:

15 minutes are reserved for public input. 3 minute time frame for
each speaker (will not allow for one person (3 min. ) over the initial 15
minutes). Letters, notes and e-mails will be accepted for those who
cannot attend.

- :I

***

POINT OF CONTACT: Vickie Becker Vickie Becker(gLonQbeach. Qov
. 6:30-7:30 hour, speaker session
. Questions , answers and comments 7:30-8:00.

The meeting will be held in a long table format. City Reps will arrive early to
arrange room.

***

Name Plates shall be provided for both Committee Members and Alternates.

VOTING:
. One vote per organization

.: . ... -,- . ,
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MEMORANDUM

Date: December 1 , 2004

To: Mike Conway

Cc: Greg Carpenter
Dave Roseman
Rick Trent

From: Vickie Becker

Subject: Meeting Minutes San Gabriel River Study Group 11/10/04

MeetinQ Notes:

Roll Call:
Attendees

Committee Alternate Committee Alternates Association
Member Members

Ric Trent, Chair Vice Chair to be Naples
selected at a later Neighborhood
date. Association

David Bates Denis Craig Island Vilage
Jim Carter Dave Bower Bixby Village

HOA
Ben Goldberg Janice Dahl University Park

Estates
Shelly Hanks Sonia Pawluczyk Alamitos

Heights
Tom Lockhart Belmont Shores
Bob Metzger Tom Patterson Bay Harbour

Sam Smock Lisa Rinaldi Pacific Villas
HOA

Mike Pugh College Estates

East
Hank Snapper Ted Dalton Spinnaker Bay

City of LonQ Beach:

Mike Conway, Property Services Bureau Manager
Greg Carpenter, Planning Bureau Manager
David Roseman , City Traffic Engineer
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Vickie Becker, Planner ,2J

Review of Minutes from 10/14/04 meetina.
Minutes Approved

Meetina open for public comment.
No comments

Speaker Presentation:

: '

Dave Roseman , City Traffic Engineer, City of Long Beach.

Mr. Roseman gave a brief review of his education and personal background
indicating that he is a resident of the City of Long Beach , and a graduate of
California State University, Long Beach. He worked for the City of Los Angeles
Department of Transportation for approximately 14 years and came to work for
the City of Long Beach in April of 2002.

, l!

The discussion then continued with Mr. Roseman asking the audience to define
traffic congestion. Many of the audience members came up with some general
definitions such as waiting at a traffic light through several light changes , slow
speeds on major thoroughfares, and too many cars. Mr. Roseman then
explained that there is no single industry established definition for traffic
congestion. Although a number of factors relating to congestion , such as
volume , stops , delay, etc. , can be measured , the concept of what is congestion
and how severe it may be remains an individual and personal assessment.

The discussion then moved to ways of determining or conducting a traffic study
for development projects. Mr. Roseman presented a copy of the "ITE Trip
Generation " manual and explained that the manual consists of a series of tables
and equations used to estimate the approximate number of trips anticipated from

specific type of development. The tables further define the number of
weekend , weekday, and peak period trips by various factors including number of
square feet, employees , units , etc.

Traffic Study Methodoloav:

Mr. Roseman explained that the first step in analyzing or projecting the impact a
specific development might have on the existing roadway network would be to
determine the number of anticipated inbound and outbound trips generated by
time. As an example, Mr. Roseman used an average 2 000 square foot home
which is anticipated to generate 10 trips a day. That same 2 000 square feet in
an office building would be expected to generate approximately 20 trips. While

000 square feet in a shopping center would be expected to generate 80 trips
per day.

,,". 
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Once the trip generation is determined for a proposed development the next step
is to determine the trip distribution , or where the trips are coming from or going
to. Development of a trip distribution pattern for a development is not an exact
science and is generally determined by traffic engineers based on information
regarding the surrounding roadway network and land use as well as a healthy
dose of engineering judgment. For large-scale developments a computerized
traffic model is typically used as a guide to assist traffic engineers in determining
an appropriate trip distribution pattern.

The trip generation numbers combined with the trip distribution pattern begins to
provide a picture of how the traffic volumes from the new development will impact
the existing roadway network. The future traffic conditions with the development
can then be determined by adding the new traffic volumes with the existing traffic
volumes as gathered from traditional traffic counts. Traffic engineers then
analyze a variety of traffic scenarios that include the existing traffic conditions,
future conditions without the project , future conditions with the project, and future
conditions with the project and any proposed roadway improvements. Typically,
traffic engineers use the traffic volumes during weekday peak periods (7am-9am
and 4pm-6pm) in their analysis to capture the worst-case traffic scenarios.

Once the traffic volumes have been determined for the roadway network for all of
the various scenarios , traffic engineers then analyze the date to determine if the
added traffic on the network is considered a significant traffic impact. Each city
has its own procedures for calculating impacts and determining which impacts
are considered significant. In the City of Long Beach the ICU method 
determining intersection "Level of Service" is used to perform the calculations
and make those determinations.

Mr. Roseman then explained how an intersection s "Level of Service
determined. Basically, an intersection s "Level of Service" is similar to the
academic grading scale with "A" being excellent (free flow) and "F" being failure
(forced flow). Unlike the academic grading scale, "E" is considered capacity and
is typically the peak hour goal for maximum traffic throughput. On a freeway for
example "Level of Service E" is approximately 35m ph at approximately 2 200
vehicles per lane per hour. On arterial streets "Level of Service" is more complex
to determine and it is generally only calculated at intersections. That calculation
is generally based on the number of travel lanes , opposing traffic volumes , and
the type of traffic signal operation. In Long Beach any development that reduces
an intersection s "Level of Service" by 2% for grades " F" is considered

significant.

Other issues when miti atin and proiectin traffic flow.

There are many other factors that can also contribute to traffic congestion and
circulation impacts. Traffic light sequencing and roadway jurisdiction also have
an impact on how traffic flows. The State Department of Transportation
(CaITrans) controls all the traffic signals on PCH , 7 Street east of PCH , and at
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freeway ramps. Traffic signal coordination across jurisdictional boundaries is not
always synchronized for technical and political reasons. There are about twenty
signalized intersections surrounding the wetlands area. About half of those traffic
signals are under CalTrans control.

DetermininQ alternate routes and other mitiQation:

. _

Much of the existing traffic congestion in the area of the wetlands is a result of
the many bridges in the area and limited opportunities for additional roadways or
roadway widening. Much of the existing roadway and bridge infrastructure was
built at a time when traffic demands were not as great. IN order to support
additional larger scale developments in the area it is reasonable to assume that
significant infrastructure investment would be needed. Some alternatives for
improving the existing situation and helping to mitigate the impacts of future
development include: creating right hand turn pockets , creating new roadway
connections, and improving traffic signal operations.

. j

1) Adding turn lanes
a. Possible at some locations; however, many intersections are under

CalTrans jurisdiction and thus improvements must meet CalTrans
design standards. CalTrans standards require that all State Routes
such as PCH have a minimum lane widths of 12 feet (City
standards call for 10 foot lanes) and include an 8 foot shoulders
(City has no shoulder requirements). In some areas there is little
available room for street widening because of either physical
conditions or existing development. Such constraints create
challenges for creating new lanes. However, the City of Long
Beach is pursuing a project with CalTrans to improve the
intersection of PCH and 2 Street (Westminster) by widening the
southbound approach.

2) Creating new roads
a. Possible when the land is available; however, because of the

extensive network of waterways most new road construction has
limited benefit without widening a bridge or constructing a new
bridge.

3) Improving traffic signal operations
a. Improving traffic operations through traffic signal upgrades or timing

improvements could create traffic problems at other intersections
along the same roadway.

b. Cross-jurisdictional cooperation on traffic signal operations is not
always possible due to technical or political constraints.

, 1

- ;;. j, ,

What is the staff process when a proposal for a proiect is submitted?
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1) Staff analyzes the project and determines whether an Environmental
Impact Report (EIR), which includes a traffic study, is required. If an EIR
is not required the City s Traffic Engineer can require an independent
traffic study. A 3 part consultant is hired to perform the study.

2) Staff reviews the EIR , or Traffic Study and either accepts or rejects the
analysis. If necessary, mitigation measures are determined within the
study and negotiated with City Staff. The costs incurred by the
improvements are assessed and charged to the developer by means of a
traffic impact fee. These fees are determined based on factors of the
development such as number of bedrooms, or square footage of
development.

Possible miti ation at PCH and Street

1) The possible extension of Studebaker Road , issues and questions.
a) Issues

b) Soils Conditions

c) Improve the left hand turn lane and 2 Street and PCH.
d) Improve Traffic Signal coordination with Marina Drive.
e) Extend Shopkeeper Road to connect at PCH.
f) Can we widen Studebaker Road? (Possibly through Traffic Element)
g) Redesigning the circulation pattern must include the intersection at 

Street and PCH.
h) Can we implement an additional freeway ramp at bridges into Belmont

Heights and Naples?
i) Can we widen the bridges?

Other Issues:

Public comment reserved for next meeting 12/8/04
Choose Group Name next meeting 12/8/04
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MEMORANDUM

Date: January 25, 2005

To: Greg Carpenter

Cc: Angela Reynolds, Rick Trent

From: Mercedes McLemore

Subject: Minutes from Los Cerritos Wetlands Meeting

Meeting Notes:

Roll Call:
Attendees

City of Long Beach:
Greg Carpenter, Planning Bureau Manager
Mercedes McLemore , Planner

Review of Minutes from last meeting
Minutes Approved

. :l

Meeting Open for Public Comments
Bixby Ranch Village is no longer being marketed; possible conflict of interest;
pulled off the market until further notice

Speaker Presentation:

Kevin Green , SCS Engineers

Mr. Green gave a brief review of his previous experiences working with Phase I
and Phase II site reviews for Environmental Assessments and Remediation. He
currently works for SCS Engineers, a landfill engineering firm based out of Long
Beach. He has worked as a geologist for SCS for 18 years , during which he has
worked on various landfills in Los Angeles, and has completed Phase I and
Phase II reviews.

, "

The discussion then continued with Mr. Green giving an overview of what
environmental assessment and remediation involves , explaining the differences
between Phase I and Phase II assessments , and Remediation.

Mr. Green explained that Phase I is the environmental assessment of a site. 
has three main components: site inspection , where someone goes to the site
looking for indicators of contaminants such as underground storage tanks;
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reviewing site history, such as city records and directories to make sure that
there was no landfill or previous use that would contaminate the site. Mr. Green
then creates a compilation of regulatory database information and files , which
include records of anytime a prior business disposed of hazardous wastes on the
site. All of this research is completed prior to any soil sampling or environmental
investigation.

Mr. Green went on to explain a Phase II analysis, which involves soil sampling.
This is a focused search of the project site to see if there are any of the
suspected contaminants/pollutants from Phase I database present. This can be
done in several phases , 3-5 potentially, requiring additional analysis. Mr. Green
stated that SCS uses independent labs for the analysis of these soil samples.

Mr. Green explained that if remediation is necessary, this involves "cleaning up
the project site to meet cleanup standards based on risk to groundwater ("
degradation" policy of the state), risk to humans (Cal EPA standards , human
health risk assessment) and/or disposal restrictions (standards for emptying
substances into a landfill).

Findings
After providing this overview, Mr. Green then broke down the findings for his
Phase I review of Los Cerritos Wetlands. There are several oil field operations
and landfills in the project area.

1 ) Mr. Green first referred to Map No. , which has all landfills in the area
plotted. There are two existing landfills on the property (see City Dump
& Salvage 3 and 4). Both of these landfills are old municipal solid
waste dumps listed in the regulatory databases several times. SCS
did an assessment of this area almost 15 years ago , and found that
these sites contained various contaminants of concern. Mr. Green did

solid waste assessment test, including ground swats and water
swats. No significant surface emissions were founds.

Mr. Green then referred to Map No. , which has all of the oil fields in
the area plotted. There are 70 oil fields in the vicinity. Mr. Green lists
the various issues associated with these fields , including the following:
a. Impacted soils
b. Tanks with potential for leaks
c. Many of these facilities operated on diesel fuel , and this potential

contaminant may exist widely on the site.
d. 1 underground storage tank found that is associated to Conoco

Inc. , listed as a historic tank

After Mr. Green s presentation, the floor was open for comments. Various
suggestions were made for the project site, including converting it into a
remediated wetland for local government, and/or remediating part of the project
site and using the rest for residential development.
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Other Issues

Representative from California Coastal Conservancy will be at next meeting 
discuss finding potential for this site 2/9/05

. j- j:-j
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MEMORANDUM

Date: February 11 , 2005

To: Greg Carpenter

From: Mercedes McLemore

Subject: Minutes from February 9, 2005 Los Cerritos Wetlands Meeting

Meeting Notes:

Roll Call:
Attendees

City of Long Beach:
Greg Carpenter, Planning Bureau Manager
Mercedes McLemore , Planner

Review of Minutes from last meeting
Minutes Approved from January 12 , 2005

Meeting Open for Public Comments-None

Meeting Open for Staff Comments
Website is available;
http://ww. lonqbeach.qov/plan/pb/cpd/los cerritos.asp
Reminder of General Plan Update Land Use & Mobility Elements Public
Workshop, February 26, 2005 8:30 a. - noon
Future Guest Speakers

Local Coastal Commission Representative
Angela Reynolds , Community and Environmental Planning
Officer

Speaker Presentation:

Mary Small , California State Coastal Conservancy (i.e. "Conservancy

Ric Trent gave a brief introduction of the guest speaker, introducing the group
and explaining our purpose to her. Ms. Small explained her position with the
Coastal Conservancy, stating that she acts as a conduit to get funding and
enhance our efforts to acquire the wetlands. Her duties also include working on
the Southern California Wetlands Recovery Project , and developing strategies to
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determine "priority lands" from Santa Barbara to San Diego. Ms. Small stated
that the Los Cerritos Wetlands are considered priority. She took the project over
about six months ago from Chris Chaplain , who originally handled the project
site. Her office is in Oakland where the Conservancy is based , but most of her
work is done in Southern California, including the Ballona Wetlands.

Ms. Small opened the presentation up by offering a background of the project
site. There are three current landowners targeted for the land acquisition , Bixby,
Bryant , and Hellman (in Seal Beach). The Conservancy is currently not in any
negotiations for acquiring the Bixby property. Ms. Small pointed out the central
location of the Bryant property on a map, and stated that the Conservancy just
completed an appraisal to determine how much of this property is developable
and assess its value. The Conservancy is still in the negotiation phase , which is
the most Ms. Small could disclose because purchasing detail is confidential
information.

Ms. Small explained that the Hellman property appraisal is currently being
updated. She stated that she was confident a price will be agreed upon and that
once cleanup of Hellman has been established , acquisition can go through. Ms.
Small explained that the Hellman property has the best chance of acquisition
occurring soon. She went on to explain the state funding provided , and how she
hoped to get part of the state funds matched to buy the Hellman property. Since
there is a deadline to use such funding, Ms. Small said a request for extension
may be necessary in order to avoid losing it. There remains the potential for
additional funding through other organizations.

Ms. Small stated that there are three big issues that the Conservancy considered
for each of the properties. These issues are:

1. What organization will take title of the land?
2. How much cleanup is required , and how much will it cost?
3. Is the appraised value fair and reasonable?

She further explained each of these issues, stating that the level of cleanup
required affects their risk assessment, and helps determine the feasibility of each
acquisition.

, -

Ms. Small continued on to discuss future development potential for the wetlands.
According to her, negotiations have been back and forth for years and 
conceptual habitat planning is complete. Mr. Trent asked if this site would be
difficult to establish a habitat conservation master plan. Ms. Small stated that
this is an already impacted site so master planning is already.constrained , and
any further development in the area would create additional constraint.

The presentation ended with a question and answer period. Ms. Small was
asked what the purpose of saving this land was, considering that so much of the
wetlands was lost to development. Janice Dahl explained that what is left of the
wetlands is currently used by ocean fishes to spawn and that the remaining land
must be saved in order to protect fishes in California , otherwise the species will
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be impacted. Mr. Trent stated that there are numerous "coastal ghost towns" in

existence because prior battles to save habitats were not as sophisticated. He
believes that preservationist have the advantage of learning from past mistakes.

Another question asked how to restore the wetlands. There was not a definite
answer to this question , however different examples of restored wetlands were
mentioned, including a Seal Beach Navy Weapons Station and Bolsa Chica.

Ms. Small pointed out that the Conservancy worked on Bolsa Chica, and
surrounding circumstances in this case will make restoring the land more difficult
than the predecessors. Ms. Small was asked if wetlands and oil operations are
incompatible. Ms. Small replied that it is conceivable , but opinions vary.

There being no further questions , the meeting was adjourned.

Other Issues
Pam Emerson from the California Coastal Commission will be guest speaker for
3/9/05 meeting.
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MEMORANDUM

Date: March 18, 2005

To: Greg Carpenter

From: Mercedes McLemore

Subject: Minutes from March 9, 2005 Los Cerritos Wetlands Meeting

Meeting Notes:

Roll Call:
Attendees

City of Long Beach: 
Greg Carpenter, Planning Bureau Manager
Mercedes McLemore , Planner

MEETING CALLED TO ORDER-6:00 PM
, C1

Review of Minutes from last meeting
Minutes Approved from February 9 , 2005

Meeting Open for Public Comments
. CJ Hentzen (Island Village resident) introduced himself, made a brief

statement regarding the wetlands. He stated that Bryant, Hellman and
Bixby own wetlands. That the community wants quality of life, and
compared this time to the Apollo "window of opportunity." He stated that
the group inspired him , and that he believes everyone could profit from
these lands , including residents.

Meeting Open for Staff Comments
Future Guest Speakers

Angela Reynolds, Community, Environmental , and Advanced
Planning Officer
Marty Moreno , Los Angeles County Department of Public Works

Speaker Presentation:

Pam Anderson , California Coastal Commission (Le. "Commission
. J
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Greg Carpenter gave a brief introduction of the guest speaker, introducing the
group and explaining its purpose to her. Ms. Anderson explained her role as
Senior Supervising Planner for the California Coastal Commission , as well as a
brief history of the organization. The Commission started as a vote by the
people. They wanted beach access , and to protect the coastal resources of their
community. Ms. Anderson stated that it started with a time limit set to establish a
plan , and was initiated by the Coastal Act of 1976. According to this act , the job
of the Commission was to protect public access , natural resources , public views
and to control development along the coast. Ms. Anderson further explained
that according to this act, Commission was given a process by which to operate.
This process included a permitting system , and a local coastal plan , for groups
like Los Cerritos Wetlands Study Group to work with Staff and determine that
projects are applicable and/or compatible to the Local Coastal Plan.

Ms. Anderson said that Long Beach was one of the first jurisdictions to develop
and Local Coastal Plan. This plan had a deadline established to develop certain
lands. The Commission gave Long Beach six (6) months to annex these sites
into the city and determine their status as wetlands. She further explained that
the purpose of Local Coastal Plans is to protect wetlands by restricting
development. The Los Cerritos Wetlands were considered , and the plan also
established areas and consolidated wetlands, while allowing "patches" of
development in the wetlands. There was a similar plan for Bolsa Chica , but a
lawsuit ensued and the presiding court determined that even these "patches" of
land could not be developed.

Ms. Anderson went on to describe how a wetland is identified. She explained that
the first step is for the Conservation Core and the Fish and Wildlife Department
to find that (1) the land is inundated , (2) there are hydraulic soils present, (3)
there is wetland vegetation present. However, the environmental groups

disagreed with these findings because seasons can change these factors,
causing certain lands to not pass as wetlands, even though they are. Ms.
Anderson stated that wetland features adjust during seasonal changes. As a
result , Fish and Wildlife concluded that if a site meets one of the three possible
findings , then it is a wetland. In order to make any of these findings the land
must be surveyed , and even then there may be disagreements because is hard
to identify a wetland. She stated that in order for a wetlands to work, there must
be sufficient distance between the site and nearby development because so that
there is a place for water to drain into the wetland. The Commission follows this
definition of a wetland. Ms. Anderson stated that developers typically pay for the
surveys , and the agencies review the findings. When asked if. there are private
consultants that do such surveys, Ms. Anderson stated that there are such
consultants. When asked where in the development process does such
surveying come in, Ms. Anderson answered that it's hard to tell, since the
developer does not know the site s potential without the survey and yet would not
be asked to do a survey until a proposal was made. Ms. Anderson mentioned
that a developer could survey and apply for a Local Coastal Permit with just a
right to buy instead of actual land ownership. She was then asked if the
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Commission accepts surveys completed by independent organizations , such as
the Los Cerritos Wetlands Study Group, and she stated that mostly large
corporations and developers request such surveys. She said that it is possible
for an independent group to survey the land, but not without the owner
permission (since these are private lands). The Commission would consider the
study and look at it as a party owner-hired. When asked if Los Cerritos has yet
been established as wetlands, Anderson said that there are clearly wetlands
there but it is unknown how viable the lands are. She explained that there are no
wetland boundaries" established yet for this site. She mentioned that removing

wetland vegetation is not permitted , but that the removal of on-site trash is. She
further explained that there is a trade-off in developing this land. If some of the
land is considered wetlands , then a higher density may be permitted on the
upland to avoid a taking.

. J)
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Ms. Anderson went on to explain the process of obtaining a Local Coastal
Permit. She said that for Los Cerritos , a developer would need a zone change
because the site is currently not zoned to allow any residential (although
commercial use is possible). She said that after the applicant fies for the zone
change, they would come to the Commission for project review. The
Commission would then work closely with the City of Long Beach to review such
plans. She stated that the Commission would rather see development plans for
a site instead of considering only a conceptual plan or written proposal. For the
Los Cerritos Wetlands , difficulty will arise in trying to get a Local Coastal Permit
because only portions of the wetlands are in a Local Coastal Plan (SEADEP).
Therefore , the "missing pieces" are still under state jurisdiction since our local
coastal plan is not certified.

- -n
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Ms. Anderson then explained the level of review for established wetlands. She
stated that if the project site is within 100' from the San Gabriel River (or other
wetlands), there can be an appeal for compatibility to the Local Coastal Program.
If the project site is considered a wetland , then the Commission has jurisdiction.
If outside of the "wetland boundary" (100' or 300'-can t remember) then the city
has jurisdiction and appeals go to court. She concluded that if the project site is
within 300' from the mean high tide or beach , then the project can be appealed to
the Commission. She also mentioned that wetlands can only be removed for (1)
incidental public service , (2) boating recreational facilities , or (3) marina facilities.

When told that the Los Cerritos is a wetland because birds use this property,
Anderson stated that the Commission could consider that fact, but it is still
difficult to determine a wetland boundary when looking at previously disturbed
land. She was then asked if the 80% open space requirement in SEADIP was
this required b/c we thought only 1/3 of the property was wetlands. Greg
Carpenter explained that this open space allowance was intended for walking
paths , waterways , and other recreational uses. She was then asked if the
Commission has a determination of degraded versus non-degraded wetlands
and she stated that there was no legal distinction between these two. She then
explained the difference between the Commission and the Conservancy. She
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stated that the Commission regulates land, while the Conservancy can hold title
to land. The Commission cannot purchase land , but can restrict development of
it and make requirements. She stated that many wetlands have been lost since
1978 (when the act was created) because the definition of a wetland has
changed , and some wetlands were not identified as such in the past.

Other Issues

Next meeting is on April 13, 2005. Study group roster will be posted on the
website.
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MEMORANDUM

Date: May 6, 2005

To: Greg Carpenter

CC: Angela Reynolds

From: Mercedes McLemore,

Subject: Minutes from April 13, 2005 Los Cerritos Wetlands Meeting

Meeting Notes: , J

Roll Call:
Denis Craig--Island Village HOA
Lisa Rinaldi-Pacific Villas HOA
Sonia Pawluczyk-AHIA
Tom Lockhart-Belmont Shores Mobile Estates
Joan McGrath-Belmont Shores Mobile Estates
Thomas Marchese-University Park Estates
Mike Pugh-College Park Estates
Ric Trent-Save Our Bay/Naples I
Ann Denison-College Park Estates
Mark Bixby-College Park Estates/University Park, guest
Judy Hess-College Park Estates/University Park, guest
Marice White-Government Solutions, guest

City of Long Beach:
Angela Reynolds , Community, Environmental and Advanced Planning
Officer
Mercedes McLemore , Community Planner

MEETING CALLED TO ORDER-6:15 pm

Review of Minutes from last meeting
Minutes Approved from March 9, 2005

Meeting Open for Public Comments
Janice Dahl discussed a wetlands symposium that she attended in
Sacramento , CA for the State Coastal Conservancy. She stated that there
was a lobbying day when interested parties and agencies ask that funding
be kept for various environmental endeavors. She also noted that
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Governor Schwartzenegger is absolutely behind communities saving their
wetlands and coasts , but because of budgeting this is difficult. The $7
million funding for Los Cerritos Wetlands , however, is still available.

Meeting Open for Staff Comments--NONE

Speaker Presentation:

Angela Reynolds , Community, Environmental and Advanced Planning Officer

Ms. Reynolds introduced herself to the group, discussing her position with the
City of Long Beach , focusing primarily on her work as an Environmental Planning
Officer. Ms. Reynolds handles environmental processes, coordinates documents
such Environmental Impact Reports, Negative Declarations, etc. for projects
submitted to the Planning Department in order to determine and mitigate any
potentially harmful environmental impacts of such projects. Ms. Reynolds stated
that she would give the group a recap of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) process. She then distributed two (2) handouts to the group- a print
out of her PowerPoint presentation , and a copy of a negative declaration and
initial study for review.

Ms. Reynolds opens her discussion by going over the objectives of CEQA.
These objectives are as follows:

1. To have a document tell decision makers and public citizens what
environmental impacts could come out of discretionary projects.
(She described "discretionary projects" as those that require an
exercise of judgment and review, therefore not automatically
permitted.

2. To determine mitigation measures to minimize the impacts of such
projects

3. To prevent environmental damage.
4. To create a disclosure document
5. To foster, interagency coordination of projects
6. Enhances public participation in the planning process

She went on to explain the three levels on environmental review under CEQA.
The levels are: (1) Statutorily Exemption, (2) Categorically Exemption , (3)

Negative Declaration , and (4) Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Ms.
Reynolds listed building permits , demolition permits , and such as examples of
statutorily exempt projects, noting that the majority of projects. proposed to the
Planning Department are categorically exempt. These "categorically exempt"
projects are those that typically have very little (if any) impact on the
environment, and therefore do not require much review at all. She went on to
explain that there are two kinds of negative declarations. The first is a simple
statement that the project has been reviewed. and deemed to have little or no
negative impact. The second kind is a mitigated negative declaration. This
document is an analysis of CEQA, with mitigation measures incorporated so that
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the project impact is below a level of significance. Mr. Reynolds then went on to
describe that an EIR is done on higher projects, or projects that cannot be
mitigated to a level below significance. This is the highest level of review, and
takes into consideration the proposed project, as well as four alternatives for the
property. She stated that the standard "alternatives" are (1) no . project
alternative , (2) project underlying zoning, and (3) two additional less- impacting
projects.

;/\

After discussing the various levels of review under CEQA, Ms. Reynolds went on
to explain the role of the Lead Agency. This is the group that has principal
responsibility for carrying out a project. The lead agency certifies the Negative
Declarations , and Final EIRs , and often hires out consultants to complete EIRs
for projects when necessary. She also explained to the study group that when
someone wants to put a stop to a project and believes that the EIR content is
inadequate , this is where litigation is brought in.

Ms. Reynolds continued her presentation by explaining how to determine the
scope of a project that is not exempt. The first step is to complete an initial study
that wil determine where environmental impacts may occur. She pointed out
certain sections of the initial study that are most significant in Long Beach due to
the existing conditions within the city. These sections are Biological Resources
Hazards & Hazardous Materials , and Mineral Resources and Hydrology/Water
Quality. The Population/Housing and Transportation sections are also important
because , despite the city practically being completely built out, the population is
growing and all projects cause some increase in traffic. With the additional
vehicular traffic often comes concern about air qualiy, therefore this section is
also reviewed carefully. She pointed out that the Cultural Resources section is
also of some significance because of the various landmarks and cultural districts
throughout the city. Ms. Reynolds said that the next step is the early public and
inter-agency consultation phase, where we send out a mailing list to all
responsible agencies and neighborhood groups. The next step is to circulate the
Notice of Preparation (NOP). This document has a 3D-day circulation period
and is mailed to the responsible agencies, groups and whomever else is
interested, including property owners within 500' of the project site. Ms.
Reynolds pointed out that during this period the lead agency takes public
comments. The final step in determining the scope of a project is to have a
scooping meeting with agencies and public groups. Comments gathered from
the NOP and scooping meeting are added to the EIR and answered during some
period of time of this review.

. '8
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Ms. Reynolds briefly went through the content of an EIR with the group, focusing
on the Executive Summary and Project Description , which are most frequently
read because it is a condensed version of the actual report. She noted that the
project description includes alternatives to the proposed project.

After explaining the CEQA documents and determining the scope of a project
Ms. Reynolds provided the group with a process summary. She explained that
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for projects that are not exempt, the first step is the Notice of Preparation , then a
Public notice and Draft EIR is available for a 45-day review period. She noted
that this review period could legally be extended to 60 days , but that 45 days is
standard. After all written comments and emails are received, responses to

these comments are prepared and sent to responding agencies. She noted that
only specific environmental issues and questions are addressed , and opinions
are simply noted. Once this review and response period is complete , the Final
EIR goes with project entitlements, such as Conditional Use Permits
Subdivisions, etc. and is reviewed by Planning Commission. At that point
Planning Commission will certify the EIR or send it back for corrections. Lastly, 
Notice of Determination is posted 5 days from the approval/certification and the
public has 30 days to challenge the adequacy of it. If not posted within the 5-day
period , this "challenge period" is extended to 180 days. Ms. Reynolds finished
her presentation by stating that the Planning Commission determines that the
EIR is adequate when all environmental impacts have been fully analyzed. At
that point, the discretionary permit is decided upon , and the EIR is deemed
adequate when it is certified.

After Ms. Reynolds' presentation was completed , the group had the opportunity
to ask her questions. She was first asked how the purposes of an EIR are
carried out. She replied that project opponents are given the opportunity to
comment on environmental impacts of a project. She went on to explain that
during the review period , concerns are allowed to be aired , and issues will get
placed in the EIR and analyzed based on threshold numbers and criteria. She
was then asked what is the typical time period between the 45-day review period
and the 5-day notice of determination deadline. According to Ms. Reynolds, this
depends on the number of comments submitted. There isn t a prescribed time
per se , other than the time period of review itself. If there are not allot of
comments, then the period between public comments and NOD is short
otherwise it can be very long.

The next guest speaker was Marty Moreno , from the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works. Mr. Moreno works in the Department of Public
Works Watershed Management Division , and came to discuss the San Gabriel
River (SGR) Master Plan. Upon introducing himself, Mr. Moreno focused his
discussion on the watershed. He explained that the drainage area of the
watershed is approximately 640 square miles , and includes various tributaries.
He also stated that there are different characteristics of the watershed
depending on location/region. The SGR consists of a mountain region , valley
region , and coastal plan region. According to Mr. Moreno , there are different
perspectives and differing opportunities depending on which regions one were to
consider. The SGR unites 19 communities as far north as Arcadia, and south asLong Beach. 
Mr. Moreno went on to explain the actual Master Plan. He stated that a Planning
Team , which included the Local Agency Formation Committee (LAFCO), Rivers
and Mountain Conservancy, and National Park Service , did the scope of the
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Master Plan. He went on to explain that the Master Plan was focused on the San
Gabriel Corridor. It is stakeholder-driven , meaning that the community was
asked to help the team compose a vision of what the river could be. Mr. Moreno
also mentioned that the Master Plan was consensus-based , so conflicting
interest and multiple objectives were worked through to hammer out impeding
issues.

- '7

According to Mr. Moreno , the vision of the SGRMP was for the SGR to be a
corridor of an integrated watershed system while providing protection , benefit

and enjoyment to the public. The goal of this master plan is to create natural
habitats , recreational facilities , open space , flood protection , water quality and
supply. The Planning Team used two methods for achieving these goals. The
first was to conduct hands-on forums to create a mosaic of visions for the SGR.
The second method was to hold individual stakeholder interviews.

:.J
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Mr. Moreno stated that the finishing product includes 134 corridor projects,
connections to adjacent projects, five concept design studies (with hypothetical
cases), funding strategies , design guidelines/standards for the SGR, and the
EIR. He went on to list the various projects included in the master plan. These
projects include 28 parks, 27 trail enhancements, 26 bridges , gateways and
connections , 8 habitat enhancements, and 4 educational centers. Mr. Moreno
also discussed the concept design studies , which included a San Gabriel Canyon
spreading ground at the mouth of the canyon Woodland Duck Farm SGR
Discover Center, Lazario Creek, and EI Dorado Regional Park Nature Center.
He went on to go through a timeline for the master plan , notifying the group that it
should be complete in September of this year.

- l

Following Mr. Moreno s presentation , there was a question and answer period.
He was first asked if he could recall any input about the Los Cerritos Wetlands
during the SGRMP planning process. Mr. Moreno stated that there wasn
because L.A. County allows cities push their projects as individual proponents.
He also stated that there are often generic conversations about potential
development in wetlands , however the Los Cerritos Wetlands were not really
considered in this process. Next, Mr. Moreno was asked to comment on
whether Los Cerritos could be a habitat, treatment wetlands , etc. He stated that
he doesn t have enough biographical information to determine that right now , but
it could be considered during the feasibility analysis of the land. Mr. Moreno was
then asked if the master plan addresses how the municipalities will maintain the
Los Cerritos Wetlands. He responded that this has always been an issue , and
that other agencies claim their hands are tied in terms of doing too much about
maintaining these properties , and that legislation would probably be necessary to
determine what to do. Mr. Moreno can be contacted at (626) 458-4119, or

mmoreno(gladpw.org The master plan information is available at
ww.sanQabrielriver.com or the link from ww. ladpw.org
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Other Issues
Next meeting is on May 11 , 2005. At this meeting, there will be a presentation
regarding the proposed Home Depot store on Studebaker Road.
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MEMORANDUM

Date: May 25, 2005

To: Greg Carpenter

CC: Angela Reynolds , Craig Chalfant
::1

From: Mercedes McLemore

Subject: Minutes from May 11, 2005 Los Cerritos Wetlands Meeting

Roll Call:
Attendees

City of Long Beach:
Greg Carpenter
Angela Reynolds

Craig Chalfant
Mercedes McLemore

MEETING CALLED TO ORDER-6:15 pm

Review of Minutes from last meeting
Minutes Approved from April 13, 2005

":;

Public Comments- Curtailed until June Meeting

Meeting Open for Staff Comments--NONE

Speaker Presentation:

-- :)

"jJ

Greg Carpenter provided the study group with an outline of the meeting agenda.
The meeting would open with him summarizing the requested entitlements for
the proposed Home Depot shopping center. Next, Angela Reynolds would
discuss the draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and answer any questions.
And the Home Depot team would explain specific elements of the project and
answer any questions.

Mr. Carpenter identified the project location as the point where the terminus of
Loynes Drive and Studebaker meet. The site was originally sued for oil tanks
and currently still serves as a power plant. The site is currently designated as
General Industrial, and is part of SEADIP planning area. Therefore, a

, j
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Conditional Use Permit (CUP) is required for the proposed commercial uses , in

addition to Site Plan Review (SPR) and variance for a shortage of landscaping.
Mr. Carpenter further explained the landscaping issue by stating that SEADIP
requires 30% open space , and the applicant only provides 22%. The SEADIP
design theme was intended to promote bikeways , walkways, and other usable
open space. Due to the scale of the project, an EIR is required. Mr. Carpenter
assured the group that there will be ample opportunity for the public to comment
because such an extensive review and hearing process is required.

Ms. Reynolds introduced herself to the group as the Environmental Planning

Officer, and moved on to talk about the EIR. The City issued a Notice of
Preparation (NOP) about a year ago when Home Depot came to the city as an
applicant. She explained that the NOP , which is required by the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), was mailed to all neighborhood associations
with a 30-day review period for comments. There was a scoping meeting at
Kettering Elementary School where residents complained that the review period
was not long enough. Therefore, a two-week extension was granted, and
several hundreds more comments were submitted about the initial study. Ms.
Reynolds stated that the environmental consultant then wrote a draft EIR based
on these comments , which is currently in circulation. This draft EIR has been
sent to Air Quality Management District (AQMD), Los Angeles County Public
Works (LACPW), various neighborhood groups , and anyone who attended the
scoping meeting and signed in. In total , approximately 300 notices were sent to
inform people of the EIR availability. Ms. Reynolds said that it can be bought for
$40 (the reproduction cost only), and is also available online and at the local
libraries. The official comment/review period began May 2 , and will run until
June 15. She said that comments could also be mailed to her directly at
AnQela Revnolds(glonQbeach. Qov. After the 45-day review period, there will be
a "response to comments" period. Ms. Reynolds noted that any comments
collected at this particular meeting would not be recorded , because comments
need to be submitted in writing. There will be a Planning Commission study
session on May 19, 2005 at 12:00 p.m. in Council Chambers. Ms. Reynolds
stated that at this session she would further describe the project and , as well as
any impacts that are significant, need to be mitigated, and cannot be mitigated.
The Planning Commission will hear public comments , but these will only be
documented if in writing. She went on to say that the City will accept all public
comments, but respond only to the germane ones. If someone simply wants to
voice their opinion regarding the project , it will be noted but not responded to in
the Final EIR. Ms. Reynolds said that the Final EIR has a "Respond to
Comments section. The final EIR goes to the Planning Commission
simultaneously with the entitlements (CUP , SPR, etc. ) Upon hearing the EIR is
certified , or not, depending on the Commission finding it acceptable. She said
that after the EIR certification , the Commission will act on the entitlements. The
City has roughly 6-8 weeks to respond to comments , but this time period varies
depending on the amount of comments submitted. She told the group that a late
August hearing date is predicted , but not guaranteed. However, notice of this
meeting will be sent to anyone who submitted comments , and/or attended the
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scoping meeting. Ms. Reynolds went on to discuss the appeal process. After
the Planning Commission meets and makes a determination , one can appeal to
the City Council within 10 days of the Planning Commission hearing. Such
appeals are free of charge. Mr. Carpenter then added that due to the project
site s close proximity to waterways , it is also appealable to the California Coastal
Commission. However, an appeal of that sort has to be relative to the project
being consistent/inconsistent with the Local Coastal Plan. The City contracted
with a firm called LSA to complete the EIR. Ms. Reynolds then introduced the
group to Craig Chalfant , who is the Environmental Planner assigned to work with
LSA on this project. When asked if the applicant had purchased the property,
she responded yes. Ms. Reynolds then suggested that the group read the
Executive Summary to see what impacts were found , and which ones cannot be
mitigated below the threshold of significance. In this case , the Home Deport
project has such impacts to areas such as air quality and traffic (to name a
couple). Ms. Reynolds pointed out that the EIR is a disclosure document only,
and ultimately goes to the a deciding body. After reading it, the deciding body
will determine its adequacy, and whether the benefits of the project will outweigh
its burdens. If so then there will be a Statement of Overriding Considerations
(SOC), or exception for the project , is made. According to Ms. Reynolds , several
SOCs are required based on the finding of the Home Depot Project.

. ...,:.'

The next speaker was Marice (pronounced Mair- is) White , from Government
Solutions. She introduced herself , as well as Stephanie Kyle, who is also from
Government Solutions. Ms. White gave a PowerPoint presentation , and started
by giving a summary of what is being proposed. According to Marice , the project
site is 16.7 acres , possibly larger if one were to count the tank that will remain.
The proposed project includes a Home Deport that is 140 000 square feet
(30,000 square feet of which is the garden center), a restaurant, and
neighborhood retail. Ms. White went on to show the group elevations of the
proposed Home Depot, and stated that it will be conditioned not to allow any
outdoor sales. After showing the site plan to the study group, she noted that it
was a slightly revised site plan from the one originally submitted , and that it had
not been studied from an EIR standpoint. In the revised plans, some of the retail
originally proposed has been removed , and some repositioned. Ms. White stated
that the site plan shown was not a final design , and that there were still other
possibilties. Next, she described the proposed Home Depot as being more of a
design center " Le. "hybrid" product type of store. It has been designed to attract

interior designers more so than contractors , and so there are various product
displays rather than the typical warehouse appearance that Home Depot usually
has. According to Ms. White , the center will have a wetlands theme in the
landscaping with native vegetation , an outdoor dining area , and a walking path
along Studebaker.

After briefing the group on the details of the project , Ms. White began listing the
benefits per PowerPoint presentation. They include the following:

It will clean up an unsightly area by offering landscaping and
architectural treatments;
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The area will have more amenities, such as dining and
neighborhood services;
It will cause an increase in sales tax to the City of Long Beach;
It will cause an increase in tax revenue to the local schools;
It meets the local demand for a closer home improvement and
design center.

Next, Ms. White went on to describe the outstanding issues addressed in the
EIR, beginning with the shortage of open space proposed. She opened by
pointing out that the proposed Home Depot is the first project in SEADIP that is
being held to the 30% standard. She also pointed out that the applicant has
spent the last year trying to come up with alternative designs that would meet this
standard. The solution that they thought of was to acquire the vacant parcel near

Street and Kettering. On this parcel , they are proposing providing a link to the
existing trail at the Los Cerritos Channel , as well as a landscape buffer between

Street and Kettering School. 
The next issue that she addressed was Traffic. Ms. White said that all project-
impacted intersections can be mitigated for weekday conditions, but the
Studebaker/22 westbound ramp cannot be mitigated at all. As for the Pacific
Coast Highway (PCH)/2

d Street and PCH/7 Street intersections, these will be
impacted on the weekends but not significantly. She told the group that the
applicant plans to work with the City and CalTrans for traffic signal coordination.
And although not mentioned in the EIR , studies show an expected improvement
of 3-5%, thus mitigating the project impact on weekend traffic. Ms. White went
on to site page 4. 11-24 of the EIR , which says the following:

It should be noted that project- impacted
intersection analyzed under the Intersection Capacity
Utilization (ICU) methodology operate at acceptable
Levels of Service (LOS) using Highway Capacity
Manual (HCM) methodology... project- impacted
intersections would operate at satisfactory levels of
service.

After citing this section , she commented that the second methodology yields
different results than the first , but that the wait time is only greater by a few
seconds. She also discussed the issue of cut-thru traffic , citing the EIR, which
points out that this is not anticipated to be a problem (as is suspected 
University Park Estates residents).

For the remaining issues , Ms. White stated the following:

Air Qualiy-Basin is at a non-attainment status year round. All

considered projects subject to environmental review would require the
SOC, but the retail proposed is probably safer than the tanks.
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Hazardous Materials-After rough grading, a detailed soil investigation

report is required by the City. Based on these results the applicant will
agree to additional mitigation measures for handling on-site methane.
Noise-The noise levels are expected to be lower than existing ambient
noise; therefore Home Depot will not cause a significant impact. A 6' high
plexiglass screen for sound attenuation will surround the outdoor eating
area.
Light and Glare-The impact will be less than significant.
Biological Resources-There are no sensitive plant or wildlife species
identified on site. The burrowing owl visits seasonally; therefore the
impact will not be significant. The project will not impact the Los Cerritos
Wetlands because of separation caused by a major arterial (Studebaker).
Land Use-The project is compatible with the City s Strategic 2010 plan.

Ms. White concluded her presentation by stated that Home Depot (the company)
has shown support of the Long Beach community in the past by partnering Team
Depot with the local Habitat for Humanity program, and with the Associate
Volunteer Program. Home Depot has also partnered with the Long Beach Parks
and Recreation Department and Los Angeles Angels to sponsor the local Little
Leagues. Ms. White can be contacted at (949) 717-7941 , and 
Marice qovsol.com The meeting was then opened for comments and
questions.

Ms. White was asked if the proposed store was more like Expo, rather than
Home Depot. She responded that it was a "hybrid" Home Depot that does not
cater exclusively to the contractor clientele; a good example is the Brea location.
She then stated that she would be willing to arrange a bus tour for those that
were interested in seeing a model. Next, she was asked why the leverage was
placed on the applicant to get CalTrans to coordinate traffic lighting when Long
Beach Traffic Department seemed to envision this task as an impossible feat?
She responded that private industry has more time to dedicate to this task, and
are willing to pay for whatever they want to achieve. The next person stated that
the Traffic Study gives the impression that due to the bridges, it is difficult to
make any significant changes to the traffic flow (Le. you cannot widen bridges).
Ms. White said that CalTrans does not monitor the signals; they simply allow
PCH traffic to free flow. While the bridge connections aspect may not change
there is room for improvement in terms of lighting signals. She went on to say
that even 1 % of improvement is a huge amount of change in traffic. CalTrans is
in support of traffic improvements , but the bigger issue is who will pay for them.
Projects as small as the proposed one are typically not on the. CalTrans capital
improvements list. Next, Ms. White was asked why there is an EIR , and yet
other problems projected by the applicant that had not been included. She
responded that this is the purpose of the comments period , and oftentimes these
documents are very conservative in how the review is prepared. Angela
Reynolds stepped in and said that all assumptions made by the City are
conservative because we don t want to be overly lenient. Ms. Reynolds was then
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asked who determines the levels of significance and/or insignificance. She
responded that there are thresholds for each category of concern. These
thresholds are found within the CEQA guidelines , and the City may occasionally
add to it. Based on the studies , these impacts can be either at threshold , below
or above it (which would be where mitigation requirements are introduced). The
next question was whether comments would be grouped in the EIR. Ms.
Reynolds said that comments are typically grouped together when there are lots
of them. However, the City prefers to make sure that each comment is
individually responded to, and then group them in the EIR based on topic. Next
it was requested that any comments regarding the Los Cerritos Wetlands be
grouped separately. Ms. Reynolds obliged. Next, someone commented that the
cut-thru traffic conclusion was questionable; the same thing was said before and
University Park Estates residents had to fix the problem. In response, Ms.
Reynolds pointed out that we did not do a qualitative traffic study, only
quantitative. If someone wants to dispute this conclusion , we will be happy to
address it in the final EIR. Marice White was then asked if the EIR includes any
mention of the proposed Seaport Marina project. She responded that it did not
only because the NOP was prepared before that project was a consideration.
Next , Ms. White was asked to clarify the location of the pathways , and if there
was any thought made to extending the trail south onto 2 Street. Since Island

Village is completely isolated , it would be nice to include pathways so that the
residents would have pedestrian access into the community. Ms. White said that
there would be a sidewalk added to the bridge on Loynes, and there was still the
vacant property that may be used to add to the landscaping requirement. She
also pointed out that if more of the retail space was removed the landscaping
requirement would be met. However, if that is taken out the walking paths and
pedestrian-friendly features would also be removed. Lastly, Ms. White was told
that the corner of Street and Studebaker is already impacted; and now that
the nearby church has acquired more land traffic on Sundays would only get
worse. She responded by saying that the peak times for Home Depot are from
12:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.

The discussion closed with Ric Trent thanking the guest speakers , and reminding
the group that they are coming to the end of their "wish list." He went on to say
that if there is anything else that the group would like to know about, or any other
areas of interest, please bring it up at next month's meeting.

Other Issues

Next meeting Date is June 8, 2005.
Possible Guests-

Department of Water and Power
General Plan Update discussion , focusing on this area

Meeting Adjourned at 7:48 p.
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MEMORANDUM

,,-

Date: July 14, 2005

To: Greg Carpenter

From: Mercedes McLemore

Subject: Minutes from July 13, 2005 LCWSG Meeting

Roll Call:
Tom Lockhart, Belmont Shores Mobile Estates

Hank Snapper, Spinnaker Bay HOA
Mike Pugh , College Estates
Dave Bates, Island Vilage HOA
Denis Craig, Island Village HOA
Lisa Rinaldi , Pacific Vilas HOA
Thomas Marchese , University Park Estates
Ann Dennison , College Estates
Ric Trent, Save Our Bay
Janice Dahl , University Park Estates

. -

City of Long Beach:
Greg Carpenter
Mercedes McLemore

MEETING CALLED TO ORDER-6:10 p.

Public Comments

CJ Hentzen from Island Village asked to speak. He stated that the people who
make up the study group are his neighbors and he loves them. He also stated
that the wetlands as they stand today are not an eye soar, and he wishes that the
site would simply stay the way that it is because there is no need to make any
changes.

c Ji

Meeting Open for Staff Comments--NONE

Speaker Presentation:

Greg Carpenter opened the discussion by introducing the Los Cerritos Wetlands
Study Group and explaining its purpose. He explained that the study group
reviews various proposals for the wetlands area , considers the numerous factors
(ex. Traffic) surrounding the area , and works to increase their awareness of
wetlands preservation. It was decided that the community should weigh in on
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what should be developed , saved , etc. in the area before bringing any more
major development to the community. The study group members have been
meeting for the past 8-9 months to educate themselves on the background
information that is necessary to determine what would best fit in the community.
The group will eventually cause changes in SEADIP to modify it and make it
more suitable , considering factors that specifically affect the area.

Mr. Carpenter then introduced Tanya Bonfiglio , Chuck Holloway, and Sara
Easley Perez, the guest speakers , to the study group. All three speakers work
for the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP), and are
responsible for California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) documentation of
the agency s documents. Ms. Bonfiglio explained that the purpose of her
presentation was to discuss the Haynes project, give an idea of the current
operations on site , and get the group a bit more familiar with the site.

Ms. Bonfiglio opened her presentation by giving a few brief facts about the
Haynes Power Plant site. It consists of 122 acres total , the majority of which is
located within the Long Beach city boundary. 7.5 acres of the site is located in
Seal Beach. The site of the Haynes plant was purchased by LADWP to replace
the Seal Beach steam plant years ago. She stated that the Seal Beach plant
was demolished in 1967 , but that the site has since been sold back to the city of
Seal Beach. Ms. Bonfiglio also showed the group a photograph of the Seal
Beach site prior to the demolition. She stated that the land was dedicated in
1963 and named after Dr. John Randolph Haynes. The site was originally
designed to have six (6) units; the last unit was built in 1967. But since then
some modernization efforts have taken place. According to Ms. Bonfiglio , three
(3) new units have been installed , and two (2) have been taken out of service.
She stated that we get power from as far North as Oregon and Utah , and this
power is transferred to the Los Angeles (LA) area. Next, she showed the group a
map of the four (4) generating stations, which are in-basin power plants. These
are the Sun Valley Generating Station , Scattergood Generating Station Gust west
of EI Segundo), the Harbor Generating Station (Wilmington area), and the
Haynes Generating Facility. Ms. Bonfiglio stated that most of the energy
imported to the City comes from the North , and so Haynes often acts as a
backup facility. According to her, Haynes is the largest generating station , and
gives off enough energy for approximately 1.5 million people. It has a 1619-
megawatt capacity, but is not often operating to its full capacity. Ms. Bonfiglio
then said that she does not know how a power plant ended up at this location
only that it was intended to replace the Seal Beach Plant. She also noted that
she was not sure why the Seal Beach plant had existed in its location.

Ms. Bonfiglio went on to explain that the cooling water comes from the intake
structure Schooner or Later. This water goes from the San Gabriel (SG) River
into the circulating channel and then into the Haynes Power Plant. This keeps
the water from stagnating in the waters of Naples. Instead, the water gets

sucked out of Alamitos Bay and gets discharged elsewhere , never returning.
Chairman Ric Trent notes that this is one of the reasons for "ray bay," the water
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is always warm in that area. Ms. Bonfiglio continued showing the group various
photos of the Haynes site from various angles, the SG River, and the AES
facility.

Next, Ms. Bonfiglio told the group that LADWP was in the process of modernizing
the facility by replacing inefficient units with more efficient technology. Units 8, 9
and 10 are examples of such technology. She stated that some units are being
replaced , and that an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) will be circulated for
public review regarding this project. If anyone is interested , simply let her know
and she will provide notice that it is available for viewing. She was then asked if
the new plants are more "on-demand" plants , and so steam would have to be
generated from one in order for the other ones to work. Chuck Holloway
described the plant as a "spinning reserve. This means that even when the
other units are working, some still need to keep spinning because it would take
too long to get them rewed up in case of backup. Mr. Holloway also stated that
Unit One is probably one of the cleaner burning units that exist amongst the older
ones. Unassociated with future modernization , there are still going to be sound
barriers in front of Unit One in order to avoid excess noise. Mr. Holloway was
then asked what the cost is associated with making Unit Six equal to Unit One.
He responded that there would be a public meeting to discuss re-powering
issues with the plant where questions such as that one would be discussed. The
tentative date for this meeting is August 16 , 2005. A member of the study group
told the speakers that as LADWP brings more development into the city, they are
also bringing more noise and nuisance. Another member of the group also
stated that the guest speakers were not really answering questions , and that
LADWP is not trying to be better neighbors, and is actually at the base of several
problems. Mr. Holloway stated that Unit Six was a dirty unit, and he was then
told that LADWP should have spent money cleaning the unit rather than the
modernization efforts that are proposed now. The Chairman suggested that we
continue on with the presentation , and that any specific issues or questions such
as these should be addressed at the meeting on August 16. He encouraged
everyone who has concerns to attend this meeting. Ms. Bonfiglio added that
there will also be a circulation period for the EIR , and that people with concerns
should submit written comments. A study group member stated that even with
written comments , LADWP would follow through with its plans and ignore the
community members. He also stated that noise vibrations come through the
walls of Island Village , that it is an incredible nuisance , and they the residents
should have been noticed a long time ago. It was also noted that there are
similar issues in University Park due to the AES Plant. With respect to this plant
there has been an inordinate amount of smoke and smell. When people ask
about environmental concerns regarding these sites, no one seems to have
answers. Some of the residents believe that these issues have been "painted
over" and they are being told the sites are clean without any real consideration.
Ms. Bonfiglio stated that when the EIR is posted there would be a Notice of
Availability (NOA) distributed listed the various meeting dates. This information
will also be available on the LCW website.

jii
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Ms. Bonfiglio was then told that one way to mitigate costs was to add sidewalks
medians , etc. , and asked if she knew anything about this. She stated that she
was aware of some proposed improvements to traffic flow on Second Street and
noise barriers , but that was all. Apparently the Superintendent is looking into
various methods of improving the facility, but the primary responsibility is for
modernization efforts. She was then asked where the project would go once the
CEQA process is complete. She responded that she has received comments
regarding the Notice of Preparation (NOP), and these are being addressed. She
also emphasized that the August 16 meeting is not a scoping meeting, it is
simply a community meeting. She then told the group that LADWP is the Lead
Agency, and that the board meeting is considered their form of public hearing.
So the board can certify the Final EI R , and there is a thirty (30)-day Statute of
Limitations to file a lawsuit. She also informed the group that there are
exemptions in law for power generating facilities, and so zoning compliance is
not required. Outside of consideration from the Regional Water Quality Control
Board (RWQCB) and Air Quality Management District (AQMD), there is no other
review. When asked if she has addressed the issue of less water being
circulated through the Alamitos Bay Area, Ms. Bonfiglio stated that this issue
would be addressed in the EIR and is being discussed with the RWQCB.

Ms. Bonfiglio then discussed the land owned by the Bixby Ranch Company. She
stated that there will be some exploratory drilling on that site , and a well will be
installed to see if there is a viable project possible on the site. However, this is
an operation occurring on site that is completely separate from any LADWP
activity. The Long Beach Desalination Pileup project will be located in the area
and will hopefully be operative in spring of 2006.

Following the presentation , the question and answer portion of the meeting
began. Ms. Bonfiglio was first asked what the long-term outlook was for the
remainder of the site. She responded that no plans are proposed at this time.
The next question was what the tanks were originally used for. She said they
were intended to hold fuel oil , but that the whole plant operates on natural gas
now. When asked what the tank is currently holding, Ms. Bonfiglio responded
that it would hold low sulfur diesel fuel as backup but that no additional tanks are
proposed.

After the visitors left, the second scheduled discussion began regarding the
proposed Home Depot. Ric Trent stated that there was going to be a brief
discussion regarding the process of the study group, more so than the actual
Home Depot EIR. He continued on to say that he does not want the committee
to break off and not complete what it was comprised to do. Greg Carpenter was
in attendance to address the June meeting cancellation. Mr. Carpenter began by
apologizing to the group, stating that we apparently created a larger problem
than we intended to. Next, he explained that we were unable to secure a guest
speaker after finding that the LADWP presentation would not be until July. Mr.

Carpenter explained that he cancelled the meeting, but later got word that there
would be an ad hoc meeting amongst the study group members to compose a
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statement regarding the Home Depot EIR instead. Mr. Trent stressed that based
on the deadline fast approaching; he felt that a meeting was necessary. He then
clarified that the study group does not fall under the Brown Act, and therefore the
72-hour rule does not apply. There were 9-10 people present, and they met at
the adjacent park instead of the Councilman s field office (the usual meeting
place). Mr. Trent stated that this was a "single- issue" meeting, and based on the
approaching deadline a decision had to be made regarding what comments
would be submitted for the EIR. At the meeting, a draft comment was composed
that was to be delivered to Angela Reynolds in the Planning Department. In
order to make sure that this was not a "rump committee" that was present, he
compared the response list with the offcial roster of the study group to ensure
that the comment was legitimate. Mr. Trent then passed a file out to everyone
that included the correspondence that took place that day. This file included
emails , a list  of official study group members and alternates, etc. He went on to
explain the complaint that was filed by member Hank Snapper regarding the ad
hoc meeting that was arranged. Everyone took a moment to review the letters
and complaints before having an open discussion regarding group protocol. Mr.
Trent added that there needed to be a discussion regarding the "alternate rule
for the group.

'-'

Next, Hank Snapper took the floor to explain his reasons for submitting a
complaint to the Planning Department. He began by stating that he was a little
disappointed to have missed a meeting, but was extremely disappointed when he
found out that the "most important decision of the year was made in such an
informal way. Mr. Snapper does not feel that the Home Depot is even a
wetlands issue. He added that at the time of the "private meeting," there was still
sufficient time to compose a statement for the EI R at another scheduled meeting
time with proper notice. Mr. Snapper had already spoken with Mr. Trent
regarding the results of the group. He claims that he was encouraged because
he had been informed that the group would not hold a conclusive opinion , but
would only discuss the pros and cons of the development. Mr. Snapper
concluded that once he read the group s submittal , he felt that he had been had.

After Mr. Snapper finished speaking, various responses came from the other
group members. The first response was that it is understandable how Mr.
Snapper could have felt blind-sighted , because he hadn t found out about the ad
hoc meeting until the following day. However, this group member did not feel
that anything was written in the comment that had not already been discussed in
previous meetings. The purpose of the comment submittal was only to reserve
the group right to make comments later. Mr. Trent wanted to voice some
concern regarding the project, but that it was not of such great importance , as
Mr. Snapper had believed. Mr. Snapper was then reminded that there may be
opposing opinions within the group, but no one was trying to do anything behind
his back. The original meeting was not called off due to a secret agenda , and
they still wanted Mr. Snapper to participate in the group.

': :
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Another group member stated that they had a mixed feeling upon finding out
about the ad hoc meeting, because of the confusion that was caused by
canceling and then rescheduling. They added that emailing is not the best
method of noticing, and that it seemed that the process broke down at that point.

Mr. Trent stated that his concern was that this is not a Brown Act group. So yes,
the meeting was called off and then on hastily, but it does not really matter. Not
much time was left to get a comment submitted because it required time to
compose , and Mr. Snapper was out of town. Janice Dahl picked up where Mr.
Trent left off to say that such a comment was necessary in order to get a
placeholder" within the EIR. The day of the original meeting was one time that

they knew all the members should be available. And even with that meeting,
there was just enough time following it for everyone to review the statement and
sign it.

Next , Mr. Carpenter clarified that the deadline was for comments that people
wanted responses to in the Final EIR.

Mr. Trent stated that there were three major points he wanted to make to the
group regarding the ad hoc meeting, and they are as follows:

Point 1: He feels that it is a great misuse to take a position as the group
take, if in fact, it is not. He is willing to resign if the group feels that he
overstepped his position as Chairman.

Point 2: How the Alternate system works. There is an official roster of
study group members and designated alternates. Anyone who is not a
member or alternate should not be included in their process , nor should
their comments be considered at all. Everyone needs to understand that
they are not to speak for the group with a statement that the group itself
did not conclude to.

Point 3: Guidelines for scheduling/rescheduling meetings and noticing
group members.

motion was made that Mr. Trent properly represented the group in the
comment submitted for the EIR , and then seconded. Another motion was also
made that the original committee can only be modified with the group s approval.
Therefore , any motions or votes made by alternates are to be under the actual
committee member s name. Mr. Trent stressed that it is very important that such
alternates attend the meetings; absences and replacements are,justified only due
to catastrophic circumstances. This motion carried unanimously. And finally, a
motion was made for the College Park Estates alternate to be changed from
Mike Filipow to Ann Dennison. This motion was seconded and carried. Ms. Dahl
corrected the group roster, stating that Ben Goldberg is no longer the
representative from University Park Estates Neighborhood Association (UPNA)
and she is his replacement. She also motioned that the new alternate for UPNA
is Tom Marchese instead of her. This motion was carried unanimously as well.
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In terms of rescheduling, one group member recommended that 24-48 hours
notice is sufficient. A motion was made that if notice is given more than 48 hours
in advance , email is sufficient. If notice is given 24-48 hours in advance , dual
notice (email and phone calls) is required. If less time is available , the meeting
shall be had. This motion carried unanimously. Mr. Trent said that Mr.
Carpenter and himself would go through the original guidelines of the group and
make sure that it sufficiently describes its purpose. He wants to make sure that
as advocates of their individual associations, the members represent the input
received from their neighbors.

. '

Mr. Trent closed the meeting reiterating that he did not want anyone to leave the
meeting feeling animosity. He has neither anger nor resentment towards anyone
for voicing his or her opinions. The disagreement is to be placed behind them
and they will move forward to reach the ultimate goal of the Los Cerritos
Wetlands Study Group.

, '

Other Issues
Next meeting Date is August 10, 2005

Meeting Adjourned at 8:40 p.
- J

\._, ....
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MEMORANDUM

Date: August 15, 2005

To: Greg Carpenter

From: Mercedes McLemore

Subject: Minutes from August 10, 2005 LCWSG Meeting

Roll Call:
Sonia Pawluczyk, Alamitos Heights Improvement Association

Joan McGrath , Belmont Shores Mobile Estates
Thomas Marchese , UPENA
Sam Smock, Pacific Vilas HOA
Lisa Rinaldi , Pacific Vilas HOA
Denis Craig, Island Village
Ann Denison , College Park Estates
Mike Pugh , College Park Estates
Janice Dahl , UPENA
(Chairman) Ric Trent, Save Our Bay

City of Long Beach:
Greg Carpenter
Mercedes McLemore

MEETING CALLED TO ORDER-6:05 p.

Public Comments

CJ Hentzen from Island Village asked to speak. He stated that City of Long
Beach acts poor, but is not. He believes that it would be nice to have a Home
Depot, because he shops there all he time. However, he does not feel that the
proposed store is a good plan. We do not need a shopping center, because there
are already four (4) within a half mile. He reiterated that he is just an observer
not a study group member nor naturalist. But he looks at Huntington Beach and
other places , wondering why we can t have that type of atmospoere here in Long
Beach. He thinks the city can do better, and this whole issues weighs on the City
planners and other departments. He is tired of hearing that we need money, and
believes that we need to learn how to develop low land restoration instead. The
residents are going to lose by being congested and burdened , while the City of
Long Beach and developers will benefit.
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Meeting Open for Staff Comments-NONE

Speaker Presentation:
Chairman Ric Trent opened the discussion by introducing the guest speaker
Don May of Earth Corps , to the study group. He then reminded the group that
the presentation would go first , with questions following. Mr. May opened his
presentation by explaining the purpose of his organization to the group, and
starting a PowerPoint presentation. Earth Corps is a 501 C nonprofit organization
that does lots of work in wetlands restoration. It was originally part of the Sierra
Club , and later broke away to become a separate organization. Earth Corps is
still involved in restoration work and other things worldwide. It has looked at toxic
emissions and various other environmental issues. According to Mr. May, Earth
Corps has been involved in such issues since the 1960s in both Long Beach and
Orange County ever since.

Mr. May stated that the wetlands are an important area because it is a gateway
to the San Gabriel Watershed. The estuary is a critical foundation for restoration.
This is considered a scenic watershed , and so it is eligible for lots of restoration
funding. He showed the group a map of the wetlands area , including the Edison
right-of-way, EI Dorado, Los Alamitos Corridor, Coyote Creek, Los Cerritos
Estuary, Rossmore Retention Basin, etc. Mr. May told the group that the
wetlands are also used by lots of " little critters." He stated that if the estuary is to
be restored , one should start at the beginning (or mouth) of the San Gabriel
River. According to Mr. May, the U.S. has lost half of its wetlands , California has
lost 95% , and Long Beach has lost approximately 99.3% of the wetlands. Of
6500 acres that used to exist, only 45 remain. There are several factors that
contributed to this phenomenon. Mr. May showed the group a slide that listed
some of these factors.

CC'

---

He went on to show the group a photo of the three "prime properties" in the Los
Cerritos Wetlands. According to him , the Bryant property is most important , and
has the least remediation problems. There is very little contamination on that
property, and the Land Trust is currently handling the acquisition of this propert.

Next, Mr. May showed the group a picture of some degraded wetland on the
Bixby property. He told the group that on this site , there are alternating layers of
old sulfinated asphalt. He went on to show the group a photo of the Hellman
property. There are dredge spoils from the San Gabriel River and Los Alamitos
spread all over this property. Mr. May said that a good part that restoration
expense would be the disposal of these spoils.

. ;\

Mr. May told the group that Earth Corps completed a study on the wetlands, and
he brought hard copies as well as CD ROMs. The study was completed in
engineer s terms to figure out what all needed to be done for restoration , and to
estimate a "restoration price tag." He informed the group that this study has aerial
photographs of the area, and are very detailed. Most of the wetlands are in a
liquefaction zone , so it would be difficult to construction permanent structures in
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that area. Mr. May informed the group that within the report there is a description
of the restoration potential for the area , a hydraulic model for full tidal condition , a
grading plan , and phasing of restoration.

Mr. May went on to tell the group that oil production in the Studebaker/2 Street
area is currently deed restricted , but they have a right to complete oil production
for the next fifteen (15) years after which it can be sold/transferred/etc. There is
a burn dump nearby, which is very problematic because these are used for
burning waste. He informed the group that there was also lots of municipal
rubble , and another burn site nearby that has caused difficulties in Seal Beach.
He then pointed out the SEADIP line and portion of the wetlands that are within
the City of Long Beach boundary. Mr. May noted that this land meets both state
and federal criteria to be deemed a wetland. Nutritious

Mr. May was asked if Earth Corps had any involvement in the land located on the
Northeast corner of Studebaker and Second Street. He responded yes , and
briefly explained the History of the litigation with Southern California Edison
relative to this property.

Next, Mr. May was asked if , in his pursuit of funding, he had been approached to
sell off bits and pieces that would allow better access from Second Street onto
Studebaker. This study group member explained that this was a claim made by

developer to the study group in a prior meeting, and he just wanted
confirmation. Mr. May responded that this was the first time he had heard of this
proposal.

The presentation continued with Mr. May showing the group Phase I of the
Bryant restoration. He stated that the biggest problem faced thus far has been
removing the levees , which belong to the Corps of Engineers. He told the group
an estimated cost for restoring this area , as well as the cost for the other two
phases of this property, which is roughly $75million. The other side of the
wetlands consists of problematic land as well. On the Hellman property, there is
oil residual found. On the Bixby side of the wetlands , Mr. May told the group that
Marina Shores is proposing a Best Buy as well as a Whole Foods store. When
asked if he knew the status of this proposal , Greg Carpenter informed the group
that the applicant is currently handling wetlands issues. Mr. May stated that if the
property cannot be acquired , the back half might still be.

He went on to describe the western wetlands, which he said biologically is very
important as a mixing zone. Mr. May informed the group that the most
interesting things happen at the intersection of fresh and salt water. Locations
such as these support a very large diversity of plans and animals. Mr. May then
told the group that from Phase I to Phase II , the problems are minimal. From
Phase II to Phase II remediation will be most difficult, because there are five (5)
burn dumps and thus , the highest cost of remediation. Mr. May was not specific,
but mentioned that there are problems in the Belmont Shore Mobile Home
Estates, on Loynes , and even branching out into the Homes adjacent to this
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area. He said that between Loynes and the channel here are uses that some
people have voiced interest in purchasing. This area is a bit more fragile than
the wetlands as a whole.

Next, Mr. May was asked what the time frame was before attaching the L.A.
retarding basin to this area. His estimate was roughly between ten (10) and
fifteen (15) years. He believes that if you clamp this area to sea level , there will
not be nearly as many problems as existing in past years. However, there are
some complications that may postpone this action. For one, although there has
been no opposition to the Rossmore basin , this is clearly an enhancement
project. There are really only two options for wetland property. One could either
make it a treatment facility or restore it to its full wetland potential. He noted that
treatment facilities require more maintenance than restoration.

. -:

Mr. May informed the group that approximately 547 restorable acres are
considered acquirable from Earth Corps. This includes the wetlands and some
surrounding properties as well. He completed his presentation by showing the
group several photos of the wetlands , including an aerial view at high water time
and acreage of restored wetland in Seal Beach. The PowerPoint presentation
and conceptual restoration plan wil be available on the LCWSG website.

".... )

Once he finished his presentation , the questions and comments period began.
First, a group member stated that they had filed a complaint regarding a toxic
dumpsite located on the Bixby property, requesting that remediation take place.
Mr. May responded by stating that somebody is going to have to remediate the
site at some time. Samples have been taken , and there does not appear to be
any leakage. Everyone that Mr. May talked to believes that it is stable. Until
there is a good idea of what to do there , no one really wants to deal with the land.
Mr. May said , if seriously contaminated , there is a condition that until the site is
remediated , no building permits will be issued within a half mile of this site.

Next, Mr. May was asked how proposals such as Home Depot , Seaport Marina
etc. fit into this vision of the wetlands. Mr. May answered that from an
environmental perspective , expanding Studebaker would result in disaster. 
would divide the wetlands and cause all sorts of. problems. Extending
Studebaker would make it a major thoroughfare. Although that doesn t have
much to do with restoration , he feels that it would be a bad way to go for several
reasons , such as public safety. Earth Corps has had problems with Marina
Shore West because for a while there was not a clear-cut definition of what a
wetlands was at the Conservation Core. He was next asked for his opinion of
the other projects in the area , such as Home Depot. Mr. May replied that he
does not know why Home Depot has considered the location that it did. Home
Deport has considered several other properties there , and since there is another
store located almost across the street in Seal Beach , he doesn t see a market
demand for it. He continued on to say that common sense typically goes farther
than marketing studies. Although the site is not officially deemed as wetlands
there are burrowing owls and other fairly rare species in the area. Mr. May used

- J
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the slender salamander as an example , which was thought to have disappeared
from the area and "suddenly" appeared on the site. He doesn t hold much
immediate hope for getting the tank farm out of the area, and there is still a huge
remediation problem in the area. But in Mr. May s opinion , there just aren t good
neighboring uses for a Home Depot. There are sewage issues in the area , and
there is not enough capacity to handle the existing and projected problems.

When asked for his opinion of the Lennar/Seaport Marina project, Mr. May
informed the group that this site is zoned for a hotel. He believes that if
appropriately mitigated , it may not be such a bad idea. He s not so concerned for
the wetlands because there aren t many impacts to the wetlands for either of
these projects. There are simply indirect impacts that will result by factors such
as traffic , overpopulation , etc. The Chairman Ric Trent then told Mr. May that the
group believed that a temporary moratorium should be placed on development in
SEADIP until the whole area is reviewed. He asked Mr. May if he thought their
recommendation to overarch SEADIP and redefine this area was a good idea.
Mr. May replied that the recommendation is a fundamental environmental
concept , looking at the cumulative rather than site-by-site. A large amount of
funding that is given for wetland restoration is often spent on studies. This
expense can go as high as 2/3 of the funding. Despite this high price tag, Mr.
May felt the recommendation was not a bad idea.

Mr. May concluded his discussion by tellng the group that he feels that what's in
the gene pool is of great value to human beings. There are species whose
populations have virtually been stripped, everyhere except Los Cerritos
Wetlands. He believes that one day we are going to have an illness that we
needed treatment for, and we ll look back in our gene pool only to realized that

ve killed of the species that very well could have saved lives.

Other Issues
Before moving on , the minutes from July were approved.

Ric Trent informed the group that it is now time to "wrap up" the group and get a
final report completed. He believes that this deserves a little more time than
what is available at tonight's meeting, but he feels that the group needs to start
scheduling public input if they feel it is necessary. He proposed that the group
organize a well-publicized meeting for other people to attend and voice their
feelings. This feedback is to be recorded and included in the final report. After
brief discussion regarding possible locations and meeting times, the group
agreed to use the September meeting to start drafting a document. The tentative
date for the community meeting is Wednesday, October 5 , 2005 from 7:00 p.
until 9:00 p.m. at Rogers Middle School. Each individual study group member is
responsible for handling their association noticing. A press release will be
completed in addition to such noticing. Next meeting Date is September 14
2005
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Meeting Adjourned at 8:40 p.
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MEMORANDUM

Date: September 15, 2005

To: Greg Carpenter

From: Mercedes McLemore

Subject: Minutes from September 14, 2005 LCWSG Meeting

Roll Call:
Ann Denison , College Park Estates
Denis Craig, Island Village HOA
Janice Dahl , University Park Estates
(Chairman) Ric Trent, Naples/Save Our Bay
Tom Lockhart , Belmont Shores Mobile Estates
Thomas Marchese , University Park Estates
Hank Snapper, Spinnaker Bay
Sonia Pawluczyk, Alamitos Heights Improvement Association
Mike Pugh , College Park Estates
Dave Bates , Island Vilage HOA
Ann Cantrell , Los Cerritos Wetlands Land Trust
Joan McGrath , Belmont Shores Mobile Estates
Lisa Rinaldi , Pacific Villas

City of Long Beach:
Greg Carpenter

Mercedes McLemore

MEETING CALLED TO ORDER-6:10 p.

Meeting Open for Public Comments-NONE

Meeting Open for Staff Comments-NONE

Chairman Ric Trent opened the meeting by announcing that it was the "beginning
of the end" for the study group. The purpose of the meeting was to plan for the
final report that the group will submit to Councilmember Colonna. Mr. Trent felt
that there were two major things that the group needed to focus on in the
meeting. The first was closing up in an authentic and valid way what the group
has been doing for the last year. The second focus was planning for the
community forum scheduled on October 5, 2005. He noted that the group
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needed to find a way to include people who may not have been included in the
process up to this point. Greg Carpenter informed the group that it was time to
assign work tasks to the study group members. There was already an outline
created using the typical planning approach to complete the study group tasks.
At that point, Mr. Carpenter distributed a handout taken from the Planning
Commissioner s Handbook. According to him , the group needed to provide the
community with a vision for the area, to understand its function; what the study
group was established to accomplish , and how long this would take. He then
informed the group that following the community forum the group would begin a
new task, creating deliverables (finished product). Mr. Carpenter also suggested
that the group divide the tasks up amongst the members to be more efficient.

.:,,

Mr. Trent noted that the issues of importance vary amongst the various
neighborhoods represented in the study group. However, they needed 
discover "core issues" and make final statements regarding these issues in the
final report. Mr. Trent then stated that he was tired of seeing progress take place
around the wetlands but not within them. He believes that the group has the
opportunity to represent the community and tell their desires and input in some
kind of summary that is helpful to the entire City Council. He also noted that
there would be a section of the report for dissenting opinions and an addendum
with all of the minutes , handouts , and etc. that the group accumulated throughout
the year.

Hank Snapper stated that he was bothered by the fact that they are called a
wetlands study group, and yet they continue to discuss Home Depot because it is
not really a wetlands project. Mr. Trent responded that he believed Home Depot
was the reason for the group being established in the first place. He then
explained that the group is assigned to review SEADIP, which includes the

wetlands and areas around it. Ultimately, the name Los Cerritos Wetlands Study
Group was just convenient. Denis Craig added that he believed the Home Depot
site is within a wetlands jurisdiction , not sever able. Next, Mr. Snapper stated
that he wanted to separate the difference between building on undeveloped
lands and on changing existing land uses. Ann Denison said that any project
around the wetlands affects the wetlands. Janice Dahl supported her statement
adding that bringing a more intensive use to the area affects the wetlands. Dave
Bates said that he was worried that the group was too focused on land use , when
they should be focusing on the qualiy of life for residents in the area. Mr. Trent
interjected by stating that the bigger issue is , what will they suggest the City of
Long Beach do to fulfill community wishes?

, ". j

Mr. Carpenter suggested that at the community forum there be a presentation of
the findings for each of the subgroups. Mr. Trent believed that this was a great
idea , but wanted to also give the community an opportunity to provide feedback.
So the most the group should do is synopsize and bullet their ideas in order to
guard against seeming like "know- it-alls. Mr. Carpenter agreed to show the
group a draft of the press release for this meeting early.
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Next the group decided on major components of the final
recommendation/report. The group will be divided into subgroups , which will be
responsible for a specific component. Mr. Trent suggested that rather than
assigning issues, people should volunteer to ensure that they are passionate
about the topic. The component issues (and subtopics) are as follows:

I. TRAFFIC
Noise
Loynes/Studebaker

Dangerous/Deadly conditions
Number of Vehicles
Aggregate effects of existing and future development proposals
Traffic light coordination
Accident frequency
Bridge restrictions
Air Quality
Total Assessment (monetary)
Contradiction with mitigation plans
Load in current traffic flows for various types of vehicles (i.e. cars , trucks
emergency vehicles , etc.
Pedestrian concerns
Funds currently available for infrastructure improvements

II. ENVIRONMENTAL
Poll ution

Air
Noise
Ground
Water
Light
View/Scenery
Contaminants
Flotsam (floating debris)
Jetsam (sinking debris)
Methane
Petroleum

Quality of Life
Property values
Health

Possible cancer clusters
Asthma
Etc.

Safety
Recreation
Aesthetics
Educational Opportunities
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Impact of Humans
Impact on Humans

Natural Aspect
Hydrology
Fishery
Wildlife

Birds
Plants

Human Benefits
Biological Cycles
Purchase Possibilities
Existing Structure
River Restoration
Potable Water Quality
Potable Water Source
Geology
Power Plan Input
Flood control impact on natural environment vs. the area as a whole . s

II. WETLANDS
Definition of a wetland
Inventory of the wetlands--% remaining, % lost
Importance of the wetlands to our survival
Contribution to quality of life
Endangered species , wildlife , and habitat inventory

. Open space benefits
Bigger wetlands vision
Economic benefits
Complaints re: wetlands
City General Plan for the area
Possibility of preserving the wetlands
Impact of petroleum operations
Future uses

. Open space acquisition by City, State , Conservancy, or Corps of
Engineers
Is remediation necessary?

IV. LAND USE
Current zoning designation for the area
Master plan for uses
Acceptable uses according to the community-What do we want to see
there?
Current projects/Proposed projects
Revenue opportunities for the City of Long Beach

Related expenses
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The following subgroups were created:I. Traffic
a. CHAIR-Sonia Pawluczyk, Alamitos Heights
b. Denis Craig, Island Village

c. Janice Dahl , University Park Estates
Environmental
a. CHAIR-Ann Denison , College Estates
b. Joan McGrath , Belmont Shores Mobile Estates
c. Tom Lockhart , Belmont Shores Mobile Estates
Wetlands
a. CHAIR-Lisa Rinaldi , Pacific Villas
b. Ann Denison , College Estates
c. Tom Marchese , University Park Estates
d. Hank Snapper, Spinnaker Bay
Land Use
a. CHAIR-Janice Dahl , University Park Estates
b. Mike Pugh , College Estates
c. Denis Craig, Island Village

Aesthetics
General impact of various uses
Circulation

Ingress
Egress
Accessibility
Emergency service access

Risks associated with certain uses
Liability
Geology

Fault lines and activities

II.

III.

IV.

The group agreed that each chairperson would submit a list of major points
which would be addressed in the community forum. They also agreed that the
forum was intended to be for "pure public input." The local newspapers would be
invited to attend the meeting, and absentee comments would be received by the
Planning Department via email and regular mail. Further discussion regarding
the format of the meeting followed. Mr. Trent concluded the meeting with a brief
recap of the deadlines established during the meeting.

Other Issues
The Community Forum is October 5 2005 at Rogers Middle School from

7:00 p. m. until 9:00 p.
The website for the Los Cerritos Wetlands Land Trust is

www. LCWland.orQ
www. LCSlandtrust.orq
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MEMORANDUM

Date: October 6, 2005

To: Greg Carpenter

From: Mercedes McLemore

Subject: Minutes from October 5, 2005 Community Forum Meeting

MEETING CALLED TO ORDER-7:00 p.

Introduction of City Staff and Los Cerritos Wetlands Study Group

Overview by Ric Trent, Chairman

Presentation made by following subgroup leaders:
Last remaining wetlands by Lisa Rinaldi
Environmental by Ann Dennison
Traffic/Circulation by Sonia Pawluczyk
Land Use by Janice Dahl

Public Comments
Ric Trent told the crowd that a recommendation would be included in the final
presentation to the City Council and that the study group members wanted to get
as much community feedback as possible beforehand. He asked for the visitors
feel free to voice their opinions to the group, because that was their opportunity.

The first comment came from a man who said that he probably lives the closest
to the wetlands. He had written a 17-page response to the Home Depot EIR
and gave a copy to Janice Dahl. He stated that he is also involved in the "Stop
Home Depot" group. He thinks that the increased revenue is the primary
consideration for the City, but it should be more concerned with the residents
who live close to this project. He also said that the City is going to consider this
revenue as the prime reason for allowing this development. He concluded by
telling the group that he is willing to increase his taxes $50 per year to make sure
that this kind of thing does not happen in his community, and believes that many
residents in University Park would agree.

. ::1

The next speaker was Blake Macintosh of Seal Beach. He stated that he
represents the many residents who live in his community, which has one way in
and one way out. The access is currently very dangerous. He noticed that none
of the impacts to Seal Beach were included in the Study Group s research. He
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has a 90- year-old neighbor who navigates this trip each day, and even he has
difficulty. Mr. Macintosh believes that the proposed uses would make living in hiscommunity unbearable.

Next up was Ben Goldberg, former University Park Estates Neighborhood
Association (UPENA) president. He was born and raised in Long Beach , and
has two children who grew up here. He stated that he is a concerned resident for
the entire East side of town. Although he is normally in favor of good projects , he
thinks that the Home Depot project makes absolutely no sense. He asked City
Council to improve Loynes Avenue to no avail. Said that Council waited until
someone died to fix it, before then there were only temporary patch jobs done.
It' s not just University Park Estates that is impacted, because everyone who
enters Long Beach on St and Studebaker will be negatively impacted by this
project as well. He also said that this is not just a NIMBY ("Not In My Back
Yard") approach to Home Depot. We all use HD , but adding it to where there
was never any real impact to traffic and public safety would be atrocious.
Believes Colonna will vote against it, but is very disappointed by other Council
members who are not impacted and thereby choose to support it solely for
financial gain.

Taryn Olsen , resident of Belmont Heights area spoke next. She said that she
was speaking on behalf of many citizens in Long Beach who live here because
they like it just the way that it is. She went on to say that if they wanted to live in
a crowded beach city they would move elsewhere. They don t want that, and
don t want to be in Orange County where there are mini-malls on every corner
although there may be a little bit more open space. She believes that there is no
need for a Master Plan because there is no more planning necessary and that
the City is already overdeveloped on the east side. Ms. Olsen concluded by
saying that the best land is that with nothing on it, the residents do not want to be
like rats in a cage due to overcrowding, no change is necessary.

The next speaker was Mike Reed , a member of the Long Beach Marina Advisory
Commission and chair of the Facilities Committee. He follows capital
improvement projects and such in the area. He became active last year when
the developers came to visit his group. He was very questionable of this project
for many of the same reasons as the rest of the study group. He said that at the
time , developers had completed a preliminary parking study based on the Home
Depot proposal. This study was for November, February and June, which
seemed strange to him because seasons don t seem like the important factor as
much as the time of day. He also finds it interesting that there-is no master plan
or major EIR linking all the proposed projects together. Access to traffic
congestion over the bridge is also an issue because Davies Bridge cannot be
changed. Mr. Reed would like to see this issue discussed in the Traffic study.

Dave Robertson , University Park resident, spoke next. He said that he has been
active in recruiting people to come to the meeting. He is incredibly disappointed
in the EIR , because he felt that it did not really discuss alternative methods , or
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add any information about what Home Depot would offer other than money
(according to the PR person). He wanted to know how long it would take to
develop a master plan , and would it address infrastructure priorities such as
streets , sewers, utilities , etc. Mr. Trent said that he was not sure how long the
process would take , but he hopes that what will come out of this committee and
whole process is a pure zoning commission to work on the master plan. He went
on to say that there are so many possibilities that it is like a knot that needs to be
tied , untied and tied back together. If it is treated as a top priority, the process
should take at least a year or year and a half. The infrastructure considerations
are necessary because of the 17 major intersections impacted by this area half
are controlled by CAL TRANS. The other half is city-owned. These lights are not
coordinated , and so they remain out of sync. Also, residents are "prisoners" of
the bridges , which place large limitations on what can be done there.

Kristen Engelbrecht spoke next. She said that the wetlands are really special
and she grew up being able to enjoy the open space. She hopes that she will
still be able to enjoy the view when she establishes a family in Long Beach.

Harley Deer, a Spinnaker Bay resident, stated that he has lived in Long Beach
for about 40 years. He believes that there can be a middle ground met. At
Spinnaker Bay, there is a wetlands area at the end of his property. It was a
miserable place , and they have done a nice job of cleaning it up that the
residents can now enjoy it. This area brings other people to the neighborhood to
enjoy it as well. Mr. Deer is bothered by the waste , petroleum , and pollution.
When he first came to Long Beach , sulfur fuel was being released from the
tanks. Now there is natural gas , and Mr. Deer believes that the tanks are no long
necessary. He suggested that if anything is developed on the site, let it be
something that the residents need. According to him , a small commercial project
better than making it a truck terminal , oversized commercial development, or
what exists now.

: 1
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Bret Boeddinghaus said that everyone keeps talking about how the City needs
money. He wanted to know at what cost. As a businessman he understands the
concept of money and expansion costs. But he does not understand digging up
polluted land in a community full of homes with children and elderly. He
suggested that if people want to do something good with the land , they should
develop it into the wetlands that it was meant to be. He added that anyone who
wants to see the fiscal impact of Home Depot should take a copy of the Yellow
Pages and open it to the hardware section to see all the local owners that have
lost business due to development like this. Mr. Boeddinghaus. believes that the
EIR was a joke. He stated that the port of Long Beach is the highest producer of
carcinogenics, and now the City wants to "pull more up and expose all these
people and children to it."

-"'

J. Hentzen , resident of Island Village , added that last winter was incredible.
He drove down 2 Street everyday and tried to tell the birds that it is not
wetlands, but they don t want to leave. Believes that restoring the wetlands
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sounds complicated , and it is. But there isn t a whole lot that needs to be done
really. He asked

, "

How can Huntington Beach , a little area, do this?" He is not a
naturalist and is tired of hearing from "tree huggers. But he loves the open

space. A lady at a past meeting said "can t we just buy the land? We ll hawk our
houses to do it!" It was done for the Golden Gate Bridge.

Richard , an owner in Belmont Heights , found it interesting to know that the group
was meeting that night in a school auditorium because he remembered reading
an article in the L.A. Times about parks. The article included a study showing
that more than 1. million children in L.A. County do not live within walking
distance to a park. Based on this information , he said that he is in favor of any
proposal that promotes more open space.

Phil Barroca asked if the possibility of restoring the Home Depot site to wetlands
had been completely ruled out? With all this talk of lack of open space in LA
County, there has to be some assistance opportunities for the remediation.
Janice Dahl told the group that restoration was one of the study group
suggestions.

Vinnie Logato (sp?) has lived in Long Beach since 1969. He wanted to know
what the population density of Long Beach compared to neighboring South Bay
cities? He also wanted to know what the California Coastal Commission had to
say about this mess? Lastly, how many Home Depot sites do we have in a 5-mile
radius of the proposed site? The last time he visited a Lowe s it looked like it was
going out of business.

Charles Supple has lived in Naples since 1994, and he was on Planning
Commission in Manhattan Beach a while back. At that time , the Commission
took consideration of studying 60 acres belonging to EI Segundo that was used
as a tank farm. He told the group that the whole project took a year and a half to
complete. The biggest single issue was the dirt. Therefore , considering the
rotten soil" over on the Home Depot site would be extremely important and he

can t imagine overlooking that.

Norm Ryan is an elected official of the Water District. He had no intentions of
speaking and did not want to add to answers , but he does have questions.
According to Mr. Ryan , on the land behind the tank farm they are digging about
100 feet below the property, and mixing clay and gravel to make a wall
underneath. He doesn t know how a federal grant allowed this work to be
completed without an EIR. He suggested checking with the Orange County
Water Department to see what information is available. Mr. Trent said that he
would get in touch so that they can compare their maps and see if it is a former
burn site.
Steve McCord of Belmont Shore Mobile Estates said that he feels proud to be a
resident of Long Beach after hearing all of the effort that is being put into the
area. He hadn t heard allot about the economic value of a wetland , only those
benefits of the Home Depot. He suggested that the group consider things that
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one can t really put a price tag on. He said that he works with children , and it
breaks his heart to see children suffering from anxiety attacks and other issues
that are much too much for them to handle. He stood at EI Dorado Nature
Center and saw the children ' faces when they were around wildlife and nature.
So many children spend more time sitting in front of a television or video game
that they have become disconnected with the real world. He is proud to hear
allot of great ideas for a more sensible use of this property. He believes that they
need open space for adults and children to maintain sanity from living in the city.

Mark Bixby lives in University Park. He is not a member of the famous property-
owning Bixby family. He is fully in favor of open space. He has heard the
emotion , and recognizes that this is an emotional issue. Believes that they need
to work together to purchase the site if they want wetlands there. The property
owners still need compensation. He is a "water person " and has been a surfing
and water sports fan for a long time. He has experienced driving on Loynes
Avenue , and stated that it has always been a problem because people are
always going to drive recklessly. He believes that after several accidents , the
City has done a good job of fixing it. However, closing or widening it wouldn
make sense because the street is way below capacity. Therefore , Loynes is
really a non- issue because most of the people who lose their lives were speeding
and being reckless. He is concerned with the traffic impacts of Home Depot, but
believes that most of these can be mitigated. He fully sympathizes with people
that worry about access into their neighborhood, but wants everyone 
recognize that there are worse alternatives. The residents do not want industrial
yet that is the permitted use according to the current zoning. He doesn
recommend a moratorium because the applicant would sue the City, and
rightfully so. Because the applicant is following the proper entitlement process
residents should to consider alternatives. He is in favor of some commercial
development on site , and doesn t believe that this is a wetlands property; it's just
in the vicinity. The project will dramatically enhance the area , and the property
values will not decrease. The property values will probably increase due to the
additional services being available after the construction.

. J
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Doug Otto has been a resident for many years and is legal council for the
applicant. (Note: Mr. Otto has been retained as legal counsel for Home Depot).
He said that he has "cut his teeth" by writing the last transportation element years
ago. He served on Planning Commission for 8 years and was Chairman of the
Strategic Planning Committee. He just finished with the Master Plan for the
Aquarium and worked on that board. He has tons of experience with the
planning process. He explained to the crowd that the study group is a
recommending body for the City Council who has the actual vote. He is
sympathetic with the concept of studying SEADIP further because it is not as
tortured" a task as some make it seem. There is a plan for the City, and as

soon as they get passed, there s guaranteed to be some people who will want to
change that. SEADIP can be reviewed , as most plans can. But Mr. Otto
believes that there is a whole other thing going on. The EIR process for Home
Depot has been going on for the last 13 months. He does not believe that

""-
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changing SEADIP will affect the Home Depot process. He encourages people 
be active in the Home Depot review because that is the way the planning
process works. He said that it is a good process, and the way things should be
done because everyone is given the opportunity to weight in on the issues and
get feedback. For years he has heard people say that Area 19 of SEADIP will
never be used as a wetlands. A desalination plant was proposed , but would be
impossible if the wetlands were restored. He added that buying the tanks would
cost the City roughly $50 million. 

Sally Miller lives near the greenbelt , and has lived in Long Beach since she was
7 years old. Her children were raised here. She enjoys the view from her
backyard and does not want to see a Home Depot.

Don Schubert is a resident of University Park who is strongly opposed to Home
Depot for several reasons. The first is that Loynes is like a roller coaster, and he
drives 20 miles per hour just to avoid motion sickness. He doesn t want to see
any more traffic there. He thinks that having Home Depot there will create more
traffic and pollution. Secondly, he doesn t want to inhale the dirty air that will
result from digging up the dirt. He believes that in District 3 there is enough
money available to buy the land and compensate the current owner(s).

Mary Parcel lives in 4 District and doesn t consider this to be just a 3rd District
issue. She is a bird watcher by hobby, and wanted to inform the group that the
area has been designated biologically as an important bird area. It is tied into
another environmentally sensitive area, not just Long Beach. The California
Coastal Conservancy has been trying to negotiate the purchase of this land, so
there is hope.

Closing

Mr. Trent closed the meeting by mentioning the Boeing industrial park being
proposed in Seal Beach. He suggested that people drive by to take a look at that
site , which is not considered in the EIR. He then thanked everyone for coming
and offering input. Those who signed in will receive a copy of the final report by
the study group.

Written Comments
Blake Macintosh: The exit of 7 Street at Studebaker going west was only
one legal entrance to College Park West , which is located in Seal Beach. It is
currently a very dangerous intersection which my 93 year Qld neighbor must
navigate everyday. It is illegal to enter this neighborhood any other way
during permit hours. This proposal would make a dangerous situation even
worse.
Eileen Ryan: L.B. has consistently won national awards for parks and
recreation. Future plans for our area should not lose sight of our reputation
rather should enhance it. Los Cerritos Wetlands remediation is a must!
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Eleanor Palmer. With global warming and hurricanes New Orleans is
suffering in part because they drained their wetlands for developers. Who
knows what 50 or 100 years will bring to Long Beach in the form of natural
disasters? Will we be ready, or be vulnerable?
Steven Blue: m a realtor in Naples. I , and others from my office , would
HATE to see the wetlands developed for commercial or residential use.
Linda Vizzini: m concerned about preserving and restoring our wetlands
open space and the quality of life in Southern California and Long Beach
area. I' m concerned about the light pollution , traffic, and toxic pollution that
would accompany this development. In terms of traffic, please consider the
impact of the Boeing Development going on now next to Island Village on
Studebaker and Second Street to the Orange County line. The City has
preserved Bluff Park, Sims Pond , and now it needs to preserve our wetlands!
I would love to see development but any should be ecologically friendly in
terms of pollution (light and other), traffic, noise, etc. Let's reclaim our
wetlands and develop them for eco-tourism. Do we need to start walking
petitions? I' ll volunteer!
Jan Arboit Pacific right-of-way was stopped by the people in Long Beach
when they didn t want developers building condos-why can t we do the
same?
Kerry Martin: I am in favor of trying to preserve and restore as much of the
Los Cerritos Wetlands area as possible as wetlands. Development 
important but so is nature. In such an overwhelming urban environment
every little bit of nature is so important, valuable , and helps keep us human.
The wetlands that are already there is a pristine jewel and needs to 
protected. Thanks.
Sherri Stuhl: I appreciate the opportunity to listen to all views of the proposed
project. live in University Park Estates and I love my quiet little
neighborhood. I drive in Beverly Hills, Hollywood, and Santa Monica
everyday and I appreciate coming home to such a peaceful area. I am
concerned with through traffic, more crime, accidents , noise and pollution. I
look forward to coming home for a break.

.-.,: jj. -

- :i
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MEMORANDUM

Date: October 13, 2005

To: Greg Carpenter

From: Mercedes McLemore

Subject: Minutes from October 12, 2005 LCWSG Meeting

Roll Call:
Ann Denison
Dave Bates
John Becker

Tom Lockhart
Joan McGrath

Jan ice Dah I
Thomas Marchese
Hank Snapper
Ric Trent
Lisa Rinaldi

City of Long Beach:
Greg Carpenter

Mercedes McLemore

MEETING CALLED TO ORDER-6:05 p.

Meeting Open for Public Comments-Reserved for next meeting

Meeting Open for Staff Comments-NONE

Chairman Ric Trent wanted to go immediately to the minutes from the October 5,
2005 Community Forum , and see if anyone noticed any necessary corrections.
The group members suggested some parenthetic quotes be added addressing a
few of the public comments that were made at the forum. The PowerPoint
presentation will also be modified to include an additional guest speaker that the
group saw who was not listed in the original.

Mr. Trent said that the group has laid a foundation for how to approach the final
report to Councilman Colonna. He suggested that one section of this report
include the information that was presented during the forum. The report will open
with an executive summary that includes the purpose of the group, timing, guest
speakers , and corpus of their recommendation. He felt this is necessary to avoid
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people having to wade through the entire report in order to get the general idea
of the study group s recommendation.

Hank Snapper suggested that there be room in the report for the majority and
minority/dissenting opinion. Mr. Trent guaranteed Mr. Snapper that there would
be room for this opinion in the summary as well as later on in the body of the
report.

The second section of the report will be the information that was presented to the
public, the major topic areas and overview. Mr. Trent stated that the group
should review the minutes from each of the speakers to get more detail. These
minutes were used to give a general presentation to the public , but they were not
necessarily informational. Some information was provided during the guest
speakers' presentations that are interesting and important for the community to
know. However, the forum did not provide enough time to share allot of that
information. Mr. Trent believes that a zoning council will be formed eventually
with the task of reviewing the current zoning and possibly changing SEADIP.
The study group is not equipped to rezone the area. The report should act as a
tee-up" for a zoning council to refer to so that they do not have to cover or
research things that the study group has already done.

Joan McGrath suggested including a mission statement of the group within the
executive summary. Dave Bates wanted to know if specific uses would be
suggested in the report. The group decided that was not necessary. There are
many factors that need to be considered in determining the best uses for specific
areas. While the study group was great for providing a voice for the community
as a whole , an official zoning group should be established. There are allot of
contemporary issues existing in the wetlands area there were not considerations
when SEADIP was written. It is important that in the final report, it is clearly
conveyed that it is the official opinion of the study group members , as leaders of
their specific groups and homeowner s associations.

. 0

. "

Mr. Snapper asked what was the difference between the delegates and
alternates of the study group. He wanted to know if the alternates could voice
their opinions within the final report. Mr. Trent informed the group that the only
way an alternate would have a "voice" in the final report was if they were
replacing the originally assigned delegate. Next, Mr. Snapper expressed his
disappointment in the lack of participation of other community groups. There
were about 15 organizations invited to participate in the study group, and yet a
large number of these organizations are not represented because members
never chose to show up. Considering that about half of the invited organizations
are present, it is not good that there are two spokespeople from each group. Mr.
Snapper feels like a minority in the group because there are two reps for each
group present coming to the meetings and voting. However, Mr. Trent
guaranteed Mr. Snapper than there will be a single person from each group
being represented in the final report.

. 1

- -

.i;
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Mr. Bates asked that the group also clarify in the report that it did not only
consider Home Depot. The issues that they address are much larger than a
single project. Mr. Trent agreed , stating that it should be discussed in the report
because the project is the main reason for the study group forming. However
their concern is much greater than just the Home Depot site. This was not
conveyed in the forum meeting. The group agreed that the delegates would be
the ones to write the official opinion of their groups , but that the alternates had
the option of writing an additional commentary in support or opposition to provide
the full range of input from their neighbors. The "section leaders" for the second
portion of the report are all actual delegates. But these people could call on
whomever they wanted to give a more rounded , legitimate view from their
organization.

The third section of the report would be official letters from the various HOAs and
organizations represented in the study group. Each group shall submit an official
letter from the PresidenVleader giving their individual opinions.

The fourth section of the report will be the memorialization/minutes section. Greg
Carpenter said that this section could also be used as an appendix. It would
include press clippings and such. The group agreed to bring copies of their
columns and articles to the next meeting.

The fifth section is designated for media reports and public comments. The
group agreed to include all other handouts and informative materials collected
and provided on the website , such as PowerPoint presentations, maps and such.
In addition to this material , the report will include a resource page with other
references that people could use for more information.

The group recommendation will be the final section of the report (Section Six).
The idea is that once the reader has viewed all of the materials included in the
report , they can see the recommendation that is based on this info. The minority
opinion will be added here as well.

Mr. Trent told the group that the org letters shall be no more than three pages in
length. The mission statement and executive summary should not exceed two
pages. The topic areas/overviews should consist of the bullet points used in the
presentation , as well as any additional points missed and a few sentences
elaborating on each. The minutes and handouts section will be a major piece
and may even be a separate section altogether. They will decide that once the
report sections are completed.

The group decided that the same people who were responsible for presenting the
main topics at the forum would be responsible for writing about these topics in
the final report. By the next meeting on November 9, 2005, these will be
complete. Mr. Trent is responsible for completing the executive summary and
draft recommendation. Each person would forward their portion of the report to
Mercedes McLemore, Community Planner for the area.
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The group discussed the "minority opinion" issue further. Mr. Snapper stated that
he would be considering alternative uses for the area. According to him , the
majority of Spinnaker Bay residents wish to focus on restoring and preserving the
wetlands. They also believe that people should face the fact that the storage
tanks will probably not be converted. Like Doug Otto stated during the
community forum , Mr. Snapper believes that no matter what happens, the Home
Depot site will not be reverted to wetlands. People need to accept the fact that
the property owner is a businessman in the purest sense. He owns hundreds of
properties , most of which are truck depots. Although the owner is willing to try a
commercial use on the site , it is currently zoned industrial. Therefore , a truck
depot is still a possible use for that site and no one really wants to see that on the
site either. Mr. Snapper also wants to address the possibility of extending
Studebaker and addressing the existing traffic issues in the area. Mr. Bates said
that the minority and majority have the same goals and agree in allot of respects.
Where they differ is the idea of placing a big box retail use on the site. Mr.
Carpenter stated that Mr. Snapper may refine his opinion once he is able to read
the majority opinion. In the meantime , both will write separate recommendations
and come back in November to consider both.

1 '

. j- -

Next, CJ Hentzen stood up to address Mr. Snapper. According to Mr. Hentzen
when he opened his garage the other night he saw 50 wildlife species. At night
he hears predators. In an area of 100 yards there are ground pelicans, great
blues, great egrets, cattle egrets, and seagulls. He said that he is not a
naturalist, but believes that we are losing a tremendous opportunity. Mr. Hentzen
wants the owner to make money, but does not understand how Huntington
Beach can spend so much money to restore wetlands while Long Beach cannot.
He is willing to sell his house to preserve the wetlands. Mr. Snapper agreed with
Mr. Hentzen s concern for the wetlands, but does not believe that the Home
Depot site is or will ever be wetlands. Mr. Bates said that the majority
opinion/recommendation should be written first, and then the study group
members should return a month later with a statement from their respective
organizations. It is possible that there will be more than one "minority" opinion.
Mr. Trent suggested that secular issues, such as continuing Studebaker through
should be addressed as options in the organization letters.

''1

The next meeting is scheduled for November 9, 2005, 6:00 p.
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PART VI: Additional Commentary
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Minority Report

The signers of this minority report wish to thank both Councilman Frank
Colonna for the opportunity to participate in the Los Cerritos Wetlands Study
Group over the past year and a half and Chair Ric Trent for allowing those of use
who disagree with the recommendations of the majority report to provide
alternative recommendations and analyses. Most of use that live in the Los
Cerritos Wetlands area are avid boaters , kayakers, and/or walkers , and are well
aware that the Los Cerritos Wetlands are an important part of our quality of life
and contribute to the value of our properties.

When the study group was formed almost 18 months ago, there was a
great deal of excitement. Many local residents wanted to contribute to the
identification and restoration of the Los Cerritos Wetlands as a matter of
community service. The group original goals, to focus on the key
environmental issues of wetlands identification and restoration and increasing
traffic congestion on the wetlands , were commendable. Unfortunately, the study
group s focus became the proposed Home Depot project, and not environmental
issues associated with wetlands restoration ad the effect of traffic congestion on
the wetlands. As a result, approximately one-half of the neighborhood
associations either declined to serve on the study group or discontinued their
participation.

- l

This report first states the recommendation of the study group, and then
analyzes how we came to these conclusions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. That the City give a high priority to the preservation and restoration of
the Los Cerritos Wetlands by moving forward with all deliberate speed
to define the boundaries of the Wetlands. We are encouraged that this
task can be completed in a timely manner by similar work done at the
Seal Beach Naval Weapons Station and Bolsa Chica Wetlands.

. ,

2. That the City of Long Beach definitely conclude that the property
referred to as Parcel No. 19 in the SEADIP Planned Development
Ordinance (the area east of Studebaker Road, north of Second
Street/estminster, and west of Leisure World) is not a wetlands area
and allow the property to develop consistent with its land use status in
the City s General Plan and the City s overall planning process.

3. That the City of Long Beach address the impact of traffic congestion on
the quality of life in the Los Cerritos Wetlands area and explore the
possibilities of extending StudebakerHoad from Pacific Coast Highway
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in an environmentally sensitive way, such as has been done across the
Bolsa Chica Wetlands.

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

The majority report is flawed for a number of reasons , but most
importantly because it recommends a moratorium on any and all industrial
projects in the study area until the SEADIP Planned Development
Ordinance can be revisited. As a rule , moratoria are a bad idea because
they artificially interfere with the workings of the marketplace in making
land use decisions and drive up the cost of land by unnecessarily delaying
currently proposed development in possible violation of the rights of
property owners. Absent extreme exigent circumstances , moratoria as a
planning device are usually il-advised. No such extreme exigent
circumstances exist here.

Based on the extent and tenor of the discussions at almost all of
the study group meetings , including the public meetings, the majority
recommendation is merely an effort to derail the Home Depot project.
That project was not he subject of the Los Cerritos Wetlands Study Group.
It should be evaluated on its own merits in the context of the planning
process which provides ample opportunity for environmental review
including any impacts the project may have on the Los Cerritos Wetlands.
It is unrealistic , and even fanciful , to think that the development of Parcel
No. 19 should be torn down so it can be allowed to revert back into
wetlands. The cost of acquiring that property is estimated at over $50
million , beyond the means of the City of Long Beach at this time , and not
worth a candle.

In addition , the proposed moratorium on industrial development in
the Los Cerritos Wetlands area fails to take into consideration both the
condition of modern industrial development and the desalination pilot
project in the Parcel No. 19 area now underway by the Long Beach Water
Department. Much modern industry is clean and desirable in terms of
enhancing revenues to the City. The desalination pilot project could be
expanded, but disallowing industrial development in the area would
prevent this environmentally progressive project. Finally, it is arrogant for
one district of the city to refuse to bear its fair share of providing a tax
base for the city in the form of industrial development.

Hank Snapper
Spinnaker Bay Homeowners ' Association
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Response from Sam Smock, Pacific Villas Homeowners
Association

REBUTTAL TO MINORITY REPORT OF LOS CERRITOS WETLANDS STUDY
GROUP

PAGE 1 OF 1, PARAGRAPH 2

Addressing the statement

, "

Unfortunately, the study group s focus became the
proposed Home Depot project , and not the environmental issues associated with
wetlands restoration and the effect of traffic congestion on the wetlands

The minority has not proffered any facts, evidence or testimony to support
this statement. Therefore , this statement is groundless and untrue.

On the contrary, the study group has in fact focused on these very issues
and more , as demonstrated by the subjects covered by the speakers at
each and every meeting of the study group (see page 4). The Final Report
of the Los Cerritos Wetlands Study Group is documentary evidence to
support the group s wide-ranging focus and is in direct contradiction of the
minority s groundless and untrue statement.

Addressing the statement

, "

As a result , approximately one-half of the
neighborhood associations either declined to serve on the study group or
discontinued their participation

:-;

The minority has not proffered any facts , evidence or testimony to support
this statement. Therefore , this statement is groundless and untrue. If, in
fact , this was the case (which has not been proved), then it was the duty
of those homeowner associations to participate in the study group and in
this process and make their voices heard.

. ,

ITEM #3 UNDER "RECOMMENDATIONS"

The present construction on Pacific Coast Highway in the Bolsa Chica Wetlands
area has nothing to do with "addressing the impact of traffic congestion . The
purpose of the construction to elevate Pacific Coast Highway is to allow a
channel to be dug from the ocean directly into the Bolsa Chica Wetlands. This
will restore Bolsa Chica to what it was before the duck hunters filled in the sea
channel in the 1920's to maximize their sport.

PAGE 2 OF 2, PARAGRAPH 2 UNDER "DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS"

. j
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Addressing the statement

, "

Based on the extent and tenor of the discussions at
almost all of the study group meetings, including the public meetings, the
majority s recommendation is merely an effort to derail the Home Depot Project"

The minority makes a sweeping generalized biased statement without specifics.
They have not proffered any facts, evidence or testimony to support their opinion.

The phrase "public meetings" infers two or more meetings. There was one public
meeting in which the focus of the audience comments was the Home Depot
project. This was not the focus of the study group s public forum as evidenced by
our Power Point presentation , which covered wetlands , traffic, environment and
land use. The only mention of the Home Depot project in the study group
presentation at the public forum was to include it as one of four proposed
projects in the Study Area.

The $50 million figure is erroneous. The present owners purchased the property
for under $2 million.

Addressing the statement

, "

It is unrealistic, and even fanciful , to think that the
development in Parcel No. 19 should be torn down so it can be allowed to revert
back into wetlands

The reader of the Final Report will not find any such suggestion put forth in the
report.

IN SUMMARY

The minority report, at the least, belittles the yearlong work of the study group
and , at the worst , makes unfounded and unsupported accusations about the
study group s motives. Taken on its face and left un-rebutted , it would make
meaningless the efforts of every person involved , including every speaker at the
study group meetings.

The minority accuses the majority of bias against Home Depot and of focusing
only on Home Depot. I suggest to the reader that the bias and narrow focus lie
with the minority.

Samuel Smock
PACIFIC VILLAS HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
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Response from Sonia Pawluczyk, Alamitos Heights
Improvement Association

, ... ,::.

Our committee was formed after the Home Depot project came to light. There
was such a concern in our community that Councilman Frank Colonna decided to
invite homeowners associations to participate in the later called "Los Cerritos
Wetlands Study Group . I do not know the total number of associations that were
invited.

Why some associations decided not to participate in the process or why some
decided to leave the group is unknown to me as there was no official notification
to our group. At this point each member of the group can only speculate the
reasons for no participation.

As soon as we started meeting, the group which was formed as consequence of
the Home Depot project, expanded the scope of the study to include the
wetlands and adjacent area. All this area now called Study Area (including
Parcel 19) is already surrounded by highly developed land that includes not only
houses but also retail , highly transited roads , power plants and others. The only
way to protect our precious wetlands is to study the fully impact that all the
multiple projects already being considered for this sensitive area may have in the
wetlands , before any project is allowed to go though.

Many different agencies were invited to talk to our study group including the
Home Depot representatives. Taking into account all the information received
is how the majority report was done.

Sonia Pawluczyk

, J
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Response from Mike Pugh, College Estates

I do not feel the majority of the groups involved with the study area are leaning,
or picking specifically on Home Depot. The final recommendations were made
considering cumulative effects from all the proposed projects in and around the
study area. The point by the minority proposing that Studebaker be extended
was ill advised by our traffic engineering representative, first due to cost
environmental concerns , and the fact that we would be just moving traffic around
not diminishing it, and second , its still with in an island. The so-called 50 Million
dollar price tag for acquiring parcel 19 was thrown out to the public by an
attorney for Home Depot as a scare tactic. As a Real Estate Broker with a
commercial designation I personally reviewed recent sales in Long Beach
comparable to parcel 19. The highest sale was just over 2 million; it may cost a
lot to remediate the land , but no way would it reach 50 millon The only industrial
development proposed in and around the study area is in Seal Beach at the
Boeing plant, all proposed development is commercial which creates more

impact which it seems both minority and majority seem to agree on

Mike Pugh
College Estates
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Response from Tom Lockhart, Belmont Shores Mobile
Estates

The Belmont Shores Mobile Estates (BSME) response to the Minority Report:

From a strictly adminis:trative standpoint, what "study group" is the Minority
Report referring to? In the second paragraph of Section A it sounds like the Los
Cerritos Study Group chaired by Ric Trent. In the third paragraph of Section A it
sounds like the conclusions of the Spinnaker Bay "study group . Much the same
as the confusion in the article in one of the local free newspapers several months
ago.

. '

BSME disagrees strongly with the assertion in paragraph 2 that the focus of the
Los Cerritos Study Group became the Home Depot. The focus always included
in a significant manner the environmental considerations of the Wetlands. We
heard presentations from the Coastal Conservancy, Coastal Commission , and an
environmental group (Earth Corps/Don May).

In the Study and Analysis:

BSME strongly agrees with the idea of a moratorium until a comprehensive plan
is analyzed for the entire area under consideration. Piecemeal analysis masks
the extent of the impact of proposed development projects. The total impact can
only be known through a comprehensive analysis. There is no urgency
associated with any of the proposed developments. The time should be taken to
look at all the implications of all the proposals taken as a whole , not individually.

Also , we disagree in the strongest possible manner with the last sentence of the
last paragraph of the Discussion and Analysis. The Third District already pays
more than the average District share of taxes by virtue of the fact that Third
District residents are the most affluent in the City. We already pay more than we
should. If we may be blunt, the City s need for additional revenue has nothing to
do with which District pays how much. It has to do with the City s gross
mismanagement of its finances over the last several years.

In addition , we find it very disappointing that there are no reports from the
Spinnaker Bay Association or Bixby Village Association as to the number of
residents in each who support the pro and con positions on fhese issues. We
distinctly remember that all associations were instructed to poll their members
and include the poll results in their respective reports.

Tom Lockhart
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Summary Rebuttal from Ric Trent, Chairman

As Chairman of the LCWSG, I have been asked by the Committee to summarize the
rebuttals they have written to the Minority Opinion filed at our last official meeting by
Hank Snapper of the Spinnaker Bay Homeowners Association.

The Majority members disagreed with a number of the claims and opinions of the
Minority Report. There was universal disagreement with the claim that the LCWSG
spent their time focused on the Home Depot proposed for Parcel #19 of the study
area.

The Majority argues to the contrary, the committee spent a large percentage of its
time in presentations from experts in many fields, (i.e. Traffic Management,
Petroleum Operations, the EIR and CEQA processes, The California Coastal
Commission , The California Coastal Conservancy, The San Gabriel River Trust
California Earth Corps , and Government Solutions, the Home Depot Project
Approval Group). The insight gained by the Committee from these presentations
transcended anyone project or consideration relative to the "Study Area

The Minority argues that over half of the homeowners ' groups invited to participate in
the LCWSG did not choose to attend. In that observation the Minority was correct.
However the assumptive conclusion that is proffered by the Minority for the reason
behind the non- involvement is rejected by the Majority as unsubstantiated and false.
To wit: they were turned off by the ambient anti-Home Depot attitude of the
Committee. The Majority believes that this is totally speculative. No evidence has
been offered to support this assumption. The Majority felt that a 50% turn-out to a
civic request committee was a positive sign of interest in the Wetland Project , and
higher than the normal citizen s response for many urban study project's. There was
no contact made by the Minority with the non-attendees to support the assumption.

The Minority Report cites the value of the land at Parcel 19 as , $50 000,000. This
comment creates a very skeptical Majority. It is well known from public records that
the sales price of the proposed Home Depot Project was approximately $2,000 000.
The Majority wonders why this attempt to set so high a value on the land in question
was even included in the Minority Report. It certainly is not in response to anything in
the Majority Report.

The Majority of the members of the LCWSG , have recommended that a temporary
moratorium be enacted for the whole Study Area, regardless of what the proposed
projects consist of, until a MASTER PLAN can be created which ta.kes ALL proposed
projects into consideration. The committee proposed a logical municipal process that
will insure a higher quality outcome for the Study Area.

Sincerely,
Ric Trent- Chairman LCWSG
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PART VI: Ime2ant nansw red uestions

1. What is the status of the groundwater, well water, and aquifers from the
pollution standpoint, around the Wetlands?

2. Have any tests been done in the area that may shed light on the threat
from subsurface contaminants? What are the results of these tests?

3. Does any of the electricity generated by the AES plant go to local
residents?

" J

4. Was that plant brought up to current AQMD standards when it was
acquired by AES?

5. Is there a current valuation of the properties that include wetlands in the
LCWSG area? What is that figure?

6. Which process would be the most effective way to update SEADIP?

7. Should that process take into consideration the uncertified parcels of land
inside the wetlands study area? Should a process be outlined as to how
these parcels can be certified for the "go forward"

8. Has the City of Long Beach estimated the cost and time it would take to
rehabilitate dumps 1 through 6 in the study area?

9. What are the readings and results of emissions tests at both the Haines
Point and AES plants. Have AQMD tests been done? If so , when and
what were the results?

- .

10. Do the current rules for commercial aircraft heading in to Long Beach
Airport allow or require that the airliners dump atomized jet fuel on the final
approach? If this is happening, wouldn t it be over the wetland area? What
would the impact of such jettisoning be?

. .

11. ls the City of Long Beach the entity best suited to analyze the multiple
risks to the wetlands from activity around the wetlands including, traffic
development, noise , the constant operation of the AES cooling intakes
contaminants (water, soil , and air)? If not , then who?

, j

12. Wil the costs of the "health risk assessment" that is needed before any
development is approved that opens the subsoil to exposure , be borne by
the developer?

13. What can be legally done to allow private individuals or concerned
businesses to start "restoring" the wetlands? Can a replanting of native 
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species on a volunteer basis begin? Who can tell the public what can be
done and what can t be done in the wetland area?

14. What would be the impact of reconnecting the AES cooling channels with
the San Gabriel River? Some experts say that this "reconnection" would
be a great first step in restoring the Wetlands? Are they correct?

15. Do lawful prescriptive public easements (Le. 20 feet above the high tide
line) presently exist? Can the public site this precedent as a "right to pass
in order to even visit the wetlands?

16. lf a Joint Powers Authority (JPA) is established as the LCWSG has
recommended , can that body help to clear up the confusing jurisdictional
rights of the publics access to the Los Cerritos Wetlands?
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PART VII: Media Reports
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November 4, 2004

DEVELOPMENT CONCERNS

Studebaker Task Force
Invites Expert Opinions

Amy Bentley-Smith ank Colonna fonned a com-

Features Edltor munity-i:ased task force a cou-
An environmental review of a pie of months ago. That group

proposed development anchored will meet for a third time next

by The Home Depot at Stude- ' Wednesday; Nov. 10, attheSeal
baker and Loynes won t be' Beach Yacht Club.
complete until next month, and . Ric Trent, the newly appoint-
one for another center at Stude- ed chair of the group, said the
baker and Pacific Coast High- first couple of meetings focused
way is just beginning. on getting organized and hear-

Add to that the potential for ing someof the most immediate
even more development in the concerns from people.
area as for sale signs around "There are a lot who don
Los Cerrtos Wetlands portend have the background to make a

and a proposal to connect good, infonned decision. That
Studebaker behind the Market- was apparent the first couple of
place, and it s safe to say the meetings " Trent said, admitting
StudebakerlLos Cerritos Wet- he was one of those. "It was de-
lands area could change drasti- cided that we were going to
cally in the coming years. bring , in experts in all the areas

To address these potential requiring technical expertse to
changes and their impacts and educate those in attendance.
possibly revise a development Wednesday night' meeting
plan (the Southeast Area Devel- wil be the first in a series that
opment and Improvement Plan wil feature a guest speaker.
otherwise knows as SEADIP) Dave Roseman, city traffc engi
now more than 20 years old, neer, wil talk about traffc flow.
Third District Councilman (Continued on Page 9A)
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Task Force The StudebakerlLos Cerrtos igna ed wetlands land adjacen
issues appear to be as polarized to the Marketplace (the Pa

(Continued from Page BA) 
as those that caused fonnation Pumpkin Patch is set up then

Future meetings wil look at oil of the Alamtos Bay group. now).
operations, environmental con- Then, bay area residents were And Bixby Ranch Company
ditions, energy "facilities and adamantly opposed to a propos- plans to sell off Los Cerrto:
land use. The group intends to al to build a boutique hotel over- Wetlands land and its mineracontinuing meeting the second looking the bay. rights as commercial property i:Wednesday of every month. Now, another group of resi- hampering efforts to restore thl

Trent is no stranger to task dents, near Studebaker and wetlands, something environ,forces. He took par in a com- Loynes, are equally as up in mentalists. and Colonna sepa'munity task force to create a arms over plans for The Home rately have been working on fOjmaster plan for Alamitos Bay, Depot development on an oil years. 
particularly focused on what a tank fan at the tennnus of Trent admitted that membet:!
rebuild of Alamitos Bay Marna Loynes. They say itwouldcre- of the task force are very polar.
should look like and how much ate worse traffc than already ized at this point. His objective
and what kind of, development exists in the area and would in- is to get all the information
should be along Marina Drive

, '

crease noise and light pollution. . hear as many opinions as possi-
That group spent three years de- Those concerns are currently ble, not only ' from experts bulbating theissues. being addressed in an environ- also the public, and attempt to

I hope my perspective on the mental review report due. out find some way to move forward,Alamitos Bay Master Plan soon. even if opinions are stil split.
Study Committee wil help, Environmentalists also are "Until all the viewpoints are
Trent said. "I certainly hope this against the project, and another connected and everyone has
doesn take another three known as Marina Shores East learned the issues, I don t thinkyears. being proposed on fonnerly des- anything wil be done from a

U. 

". 

v: 

,,, 

consensus standpoint, Trent,-enlnsu a- vvlue ,SIi a,e
s urusy 

said. "There s nothing but ques-
Peninsula-wide yard sale wil be from 8 a.m. to noon. Pro- . tions at tl)is point."

wil take place this Saturday. ceeds from the sale wil go to The meeting next WednesdayOrganized by the Alamitos the Peninsula Median Improve- begins at 6 p.m. The Seal BeachBay Beach Preservation Group ment Project. Yacht Club is at 255 Marna Dr.and the Alamitos Bay Garden The Peninsula is from Bay For details, contact ColonnaClub, the Super Sale Saturday Shore Avenue to nnd Place. , field offce at 570-8756.
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Deal to buy wetlands. link may sink
By Joe Segura including three or four years before the Bryant pur-STAFF WRITER appraisals for fair purchase chase project would be consid-nvionmental activist Don price, And he said there are no ered again.Ma:y has been shuttling contamination issues that might "This is a deal whose time has. between Long Beach and ,stall the purchase. come " he said. "It's an opportu-Sacramento durmg the past few "Nobody seems able to close ' nity that will become an enor-

weeks, attemptingto salvage a the deal, and it's very ITstrat- mousshame ifwe let it slip$14 millon land purchase deal ing," he said. through our hands.that might unavel hi the next There is a June 30 dea ine to MERCHANT MARINES JUST SAY few weeks. seal the purchase d , while the 
, Los AIamitos Unied SchoolThe deal concerns the Bryant public fudig is stil available. They're the unsung heroes of 

. . . .. 

UT UT IS nc - servng s amI sprope , w c IS a ong eremig e a grace peno , nor nar . 
wil

. '

ssmoor an ea eac -Beach s eastern border near the May saId, but the fuding could On Saturday, the SS Lane VIe- fth

. '

UT os a preven Ion co lIOn mee -, mou e" an a ne lVer. ore tro e os a ea lsn se e soon tory WI ost a reumon 0 nor 
t 6'30 'f d ' th

The property is key to any ,

' , ' '. ,

QI addipg that it takes 60 days for War II merchant mare veter- l g a

. p.

m, es ay m restoration to the adjacent Los the stateflnaIce department to ans from all over the country. distnct board room, at 10293
CerrtosWetlands restoration to seal the deal

,,,

but he d esn wrte a check - makng Sunday . Durng the \\ar, they sailed Bloo~eld A e. efort, because the Bryant piece s
ee much promise in the effort. the deadline for an agreement to cargo ships and taers on the . Offcials wi proVide mforma-ofthe puz le would be the water "I'm not nearly as optimstic be reached. sev;en seas from the NQrth hon on substance abuse and

accessi"outebetween the river - as others are thatthe plan can "It gets ,harder and harder as Atlantic to the MeditelTanean te rape. ,Among the sp:akerschanel to the wetlands, accord- be salvaged " he said in a recent the clock ticks," May said. and from the Pacific Ocean to Will be policewoman Melissaing to May. interveW., Once the fuding deadline the shores of the Indian Ocean, Portr, a school resource offcer" May said there might be an . . May said all the documenta- passes, the money coUid be deliverig food, medicine, water, and Assistant Principal Phileffort by state offcials to get a tion work has been completed transfelTed to other restoration tans, gus and trucks to troops. Bowen of Los AIamitos High

. ,

nsion 9lth deadJne
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enemy subs were a constant
menace. More than 6 000 crew

. members were killed.
The Lane Victory will dock at

the Cataa 'Trmnal in San
Pedro. Visitorswil be welcome
between 9 a.m. and 3 p.
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MEETING SET FOR OCT. 5

Public , Forum Looks At Wetlands ' Futu.re
By Harry Saltzgavel'

Executive Editor
The latest group studying uses

-on and around the Los. Cerritos
Wetlands wil ask the public

what it thinks should happen
there at a forum early next
month. 

Called the Los Cerrtos Wet-
lands Study Group, the ' task

. force was formed by Third Dis-
, triet Councilman Frank Colonna
last year after two proposed re-
tail developments were pro-
posed on the borders of the de-
teriorated wetlands. Since then,
Bixby Ranch Company has
withdrawn a plan to offer the
wetlands ' for sale to developers
- now saying they want to con-
tinue pumping oil there - ard 
third large mixed-ilsed develop-
ment hils been proposed to the
west of the wetlands and Pacific
Coast Highway. 
Most of Los Cerritos Wet-

lands currently is degraded and
dotted with working oil wells.
Bixby Ranch owns 181 acres, or
more than half of the wetland

property. For the last decade, the
land company has been involved
in negotiations with the state
Land Conservancy to sell the
property and restore it to wet-
lands. Those negotiations col-
lapsed last ' year (largely on the
escahiting price of oil).

Colonna asked the group to
consider land use on and around
the wetJands, defined as the area
south 'of the Los Cerrtos Chan-
nel and east of Pacific Coast
Highway to the Orange County
border. That includes the wet-
land area, the Marketplace shop-
ping center and Bixby Ranch'
oil operation headquarters, off

Second Street. 
The developments in those

boundares include a Home De-
pot Design C;enter at the end of
Loynes Drive on Studebaker
Road (currently an oil, tank
farm) and the Marna Shores
East mini-mall south of the
Marketplace (sometimes called
the Pumpkin Patch). While , the

Marina Shores project has been
on hold since it was first pub-

tiely proposed, the Home Depot
project has completed an Envi-
ronmental Impact Review and is
waiting for a hearing in front of
the Planning Commission. ,

After . the task force was
formed in August '2004, Lennar
proposed a redevelopment of the
SeaPort Marina Hotel' site, be-
tween Pacific Coast Highway
and Marina Drive south of Sec-
ond street. The mixed. retail and

8identialproject has begun its
, EIR, but is not expected to have

a draft ready untif next year..

A primar concem already
expressed ' by residents for all
the projects is increased traffc
congestion atthe intersection of
Pacific Coast Highway ard Sec-
ond Street which ,already is
rated as the most congested in
the city. ' One solution proposed
during,previous studies has been
the . Studebaker cut-through,
continuing Studebaker Road

around the Marketplace center
and connecting with PCH to the
south. That idea, though, would
cut through some of the prime

potential wetlands area. 
From 7 to 9 p.m. on Oct. 5, a

Wednesday, the study group wil
accept comments from the p
lie at a forum planned for the
Wil Rogers Middle School au-
ditorium. The school, is at the
corner of Monrovia and Appian

. Way, near C lorado Lagoon.

Tl\e comments wil be recorded
by the city s Community Devcl-
opment Department for future
study.

For more hifonnation or to
make a comment about the area
call 570-6439. The tudy Group
has not set a deadline to offer its
recommendations.
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Wetlands
Tiuplease tht the Bixy
.lchCo. has decded to
withdraw the sale of their
pro rt nea The 
Marketplace in Long Bech

Oil wetlands removed frm
sale " Page 1, March 19). 

Despite the fact that it is
populate with oil pumps and
derelict bUidis, fid its
appearanCe, espey the

. .

unmed pal ees, qU
an appeg exption to the
nonnal, one-size-fits':all1ou& .
ing developments Qrshoppin
centers that would quicky
replace it were t actaly sod.

Fran Groff, a ma with
vest intere in the bus-
nessesat or nea Send and
PCB, cOuld not be more wrng
in ca th area an eyes
and wihi for a h9us
development to attact shop-

pers to businesses ' such as the
Mara Pacica shopping cen-
ter. The Mara Pacica is an
eyesore, not the Bixby proper-
ty.

TOM DOYL
Seal Beach

(""

, ':1
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Design Center 
Proposed for East LB 
By Cindy Frye

For those of us who live, work or
travel in the southeastern portion of
Long Beach, the AES Alamitos elec-
trc generating plant and tank storage

facilty along Studebaker Rd. is a fa-
miliar site.

The facilty sits between Loynes
Dr. and 2nd St. and has remained vir-
tually untouched, for decades. That
possibly is goipg to change as a resultof a proposed development that
would convert more than 16 acres of
the tank "fan" into a retail-commer-
cial development that could generate
more than $2.5 milion in sales tax
revenue its first five yew:s for the City
of Long Beach' s coffers. .

Touting itself as the "Neighbor of
Choice " Home Depot is proposing to
anchor the ! 6.7 acre site with a
139 529 squae-foot Homepepot De-
sign CenteJt: that caters!:Q'te toward
interior de jgn and inchj :it 34,643
square- . " ,garden center'; The center
is de ' . to attct interip designcliente , d;i l)ptacC? tor-ori-

:r' yd")1,;". 

ented store " according to docwnents
that have been circulating among city
planning and business groups. Also,
proposed for the site is a 6 000
square-foot restaurant and about

000 square feet of retail space.
Although the project would give

the old tank fann an extrememakeover and bring some
much-needed revenue to the
money-strpped general fund

, resi-
dents living near the site are worred
about,a number of issues they believe
would be detrmental to their quality
oflife.

The project's Environmental Im-
pact Reporl completed its public cir-
culation process in June a d as a re-
sult, garered more .than 130 public
comments, most of them against the
project.

The Beachcomber reviewed the
comments, finding a number of com-
mon concerns from those living in
University .Park Estates, the Seal
Beach neighborhood of College Park
West and those living in nearby Spin-

Continued on page 9
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Design Center Proposed 
for East LB

Continued/rom page 1

naker Bay and parts of Naples and
College Park.

the concerns of the residents in. .
elude increased trffc in and around
their neighborhoods, including the
potential of increaed congestion at
the off rap at Studebaker Rd. and
the 22 freeway, wetlands destrction,

toxic dump leakage, concerns about
another "big box" retailer coming to
the area !ind destroying the "ambi-
ance of the community," noise during
constrction and the potential impact
of the Seaport Marina project at PCH
and 2nd St.

Residents living in the University
Park Estates neighborhood ncar Cal
State Long Beach , better known as
The Hole " are fearfl that the resi-

dential streets in their tract will be
used as a short cut , which , according
to some, is already the case fQ.t trucks

delivering goods to Ralphs at Bell-
flower Blvd. and 7th SI. Other issues
expressed as worrisome by residents
is the prospect of day laborers hang-
ing around outside the home- im-
provement store looking ' for work,
afety issues for area residents and

tire and police protection being im-
pacted.

This is no place to put a commer-
cial development surrounded by an
electrcity plant," said Don Gill, who

has lived in the University Park Es-
tates area for more than 40 years. He
believes the project "is il-advised"
and could be a "hannful threat" to all
his neighbors He said he believes the
danger ofderrorist attck on an elec-

trcity fapilty that sllPplies about half

of Los Angeles County with its power
is a real concer and , should be ad-
dressed.

A petitjonslgned by 283 residents
living in the University Park Estates
neighborhood agree with Gil that
building a Design Center at that loca-
tion is a bad idea. 

However, some of the residents
don t see eye-to-eye with Gill or other
neighbors on several of the issues.

I think this is a far better solution
than empty, derelict oil tanks," said
Mark Bixby, a resident of the upscale
neighborhOo and one of a minority
of its homeowners who supports the
project. "It '!il only add value to the
area." he said.

' for the concerns expressed by
his neighbors regaring tramc, noise
and safety issu s, Bixby said the al-
ternatives for the site should be more
of a concern than the Design Center
proposal. "The alternatives are not
any better," Bixby said, explaining

that the site is zoned for industrial and
to deny the retail project wil be more
detrmental. "Do you want a nice re-
tail cenJer offering amenities like a

~~~

i::;

restaurant and retail stores, or do you
want an industral park with a lot
more trcks?" l1e questioned.

One group agrees with Bixby and
sees the Design Center project as a
good thing tor the are. The Spinna-
ker Bay Homeowners ' Association,
in a letter addressing the EIR, stated

, that their homeowners "consider the
Design Center. .. an improvement to
an otherwise ugly area which cur-
rentlyis an eyesore to our. neighbor-

hood.
Furher, it wil generate at least a

half a milion dollars a year in sales
tax revenue for the City of Long

Beach and provide a needed service
to the immediate area." In addition
the associatic)O s Wetlands . Study

Group :;upports approving the EIR
and does not want to see the project
delayed.

Third Distrct Councilman Frank
. Colonna beiieves the project needs to

be looked at more Closely before any
decisions are made for the site. He
told the Beachcomber that putting a '
project like this in his distrct along
Studebaker Rd. "wil be a diffcult
fit " considering there has been no
commercial development of this type
East of PCH for years, except for the
In-and-Out fast food restaurant at the
comer of PCH and 2nd St.

He also is concerned about the is-
sues raised by the community, in-
cluding trffc, complicated by the

unpredictable condition of Loynes
Dr., the impact on the adjacent
wetlands and the quality of the soil.
He said entitlements would need to
be obtained by the Design Center be-
fore anything moves forward and that
the planning deparent is looking at
the way the project would best fit into
the area.

Home Depot Design Centers are a
relatively new concept in retailing
with only three other similar stores in
the upscale mun iti of Anaheim
Hils, Brea ' and West Hils featuring
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It's Time For

A United
Voice In

Sacramento
losed.

" "

No Hunting.
No Fishing.

" "

Dove
Season Closed.

" "

Access.

" "

This Area Closed to
Fishing.

" "

Hunting with dogs
prohibited. "

Signs of the future?
With an increasing number

of wrongheaded bils being
introduced to close off or oth-
erwise prevent hunting and

fishing in our great state,
most sportsmen and women
in California would agree that
the interests of those who
enjoy outdoor pursuits need
a strong, coherent voice in
Sacramento.

That is why Assem-
blymember Lois Wolk (0-
Davis) and I have joined
together in forming the
California Legislative Outdoor
Sporting Caucus, a bi-parti-
san , bicameral organization
modeled after and affilated
with the Congressional
Sportsmen Caucus in 
Washington, D.

Caliornia is home to
274 000 hunters and 2.4 mil-
lion anglers who spend over
$3. 1 billon each year on their
outdoor pursuits. This spend-
ing supports over 52,000
California jobs, $1.55 bilion in

salaries and wages, and over
$274 milion in state tax rev-
enue.

Altogether, the spending
by sportsmen has a $5.96 bil-
lion ripple effect on Cali-

fornia s economy. It is impor-
tant, therefore, that sports-
men too have a permanent
voice in the legislature and
the public policy process.

Our first and foremost
goals in establishing an

Caliornia wildlife and their
habitat.

Unfortunately, the anti-
hunting and fishing activists
have increasingly focused

their attention on state legis-
latures, since that is where
the regulatory authority over

wildlie is strongest. Until
recently, there has been

It's about time California's outJoor .

sporting enthusiasts have formal

presence in the state legislalvre. "

Outdoor Sporting Caucus fol-
low:

. to protect and promote
the opportunity of Cali-
fornia s public to participate

in recreational activities in
the wild outdoors hunting,
fishing, and other outdoor
activities,

. to ensure California
sportsmen and women access
to public lands

. to protect the investment
by sportsmen in wildlie and
fisheries management by safe-
guarding the integrty of user-

fee trust funds and license
revenues,

. to support efforts to
enhance multiple-use habitat
management for wildlife and
fisheries,

. to recognize the impor-
. tance of hunting, fishing, and
other outdoor activities to
our state s economy, and

. to address threats to

- Senato Dennis Hollingsworth

sparse coordination among
state legislators toward
defending against the anti-
sportsman agenda.

It is our hope that this cau-
cus and others like it nation-
ally will help present a united
defense of our recreational
opportunities , pastimes, and
livelihoods. While there are
many effective voices already
advocating, for the outdoors
in Sacramento, not only can
this caucus be a unifying

voice for all outdoor pursuits,
but also it's a peer s voice
directly into the ear of those
casting the votes. That's what
makes the Outdoor Sporting
Caucus hold so much poten-
tial.

California . Sportsmen
spend more annually than the
box-offce totals of the five
highest-gossing movies of all
time. More Caliornians hunt

See WAnIN pa A3
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Shore, Naples.Traffi Pat,ernsToBeStudied,
Improved parking and traffc a Santa Monica-based trans- take up to a year to complete

control strategies wil be the fo- portation engineering firm to and then it wil be , available to
eus of a city Traffc Engineering conduct the study, which wil in- the city and residents.
Division study of Belmont elude gathering traffc data, in- To be added to the study
Shore and Naples. fonnation from the public, de- mailng list, contact Senior Traf-

Third District Councilman veloping alternatives and pro- tic Engineer Ed Norris, 570-
Frank Colonna said he called for viding technical analysis and 6331.
the study as a result of growing plans.
concerns among residents in the " Public meetings and work-

Shore about traffc and parking shbp!! haveyet to be scheduledproblems. ' atthispcint.
The city ' engineering ivi- City Traffc Engineer Dave

sion has hired Kaku Associates, Roseinan , said the study could

RE ESTATE Be DEVELOPMENT
June 21-July 4, 2005

long Beach Business Journal 13

Proposed Home Depot May Go Before
Planning Commission In August

The developers hoping to build a Home
Deport Design Center on the site of an
abandoned tank farm near the intersection
of Loynes Drive and Studebaker Road say
that the store wil primarily attract "week-
end warriors" working on home improve-
ment projects. But it's going to take city
consultants considerably longer than a
weekend to construct responses to written
comments on the draft environmental
impact report (EIR) on the project.

June 15 was the deadline for members
of the public to submit their questions and
concerns about the EIR in its current form.

Planning Bureau Manager Greg Carpenter
told the Business Journal that he expected
the process of preparing r sponses to the
comments to take about a month. He said
the project might go before the planning
commission in August.

As was previously reported in the
Business Journal, not all Eastside residents
are convinced that a new Home Depot is the
type of renovation their neighborhood

needs. Among the primary concerns
expressed by opponents of the project are the
potential traffc impacts the 157,529-square-
foot retail center the store would anchor
would have on their upscale neighborhoo.
Some critics have pointed out that the v

-'--"""''' '''''''''-'''
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urnes of traffc studied in the draft EIR don
tae into account the potential impact of the
Lennar Corpration s proposed residential
development at the current site of the Marina
Seaport Hotel. Others have questioned the

wisdom of building a commercial facility in
an industrial area packed with power plants.

Supporters, however, argue that the esti-
mated $2.5 milion in sales tax revenue the
Home Depot would generate over its firsl
five years in operation would be a boon for
city s ailing general fund.

Because of the controversial nature of
the project, whatever decision is made l1t

the planning commission hearing wil like-
Iy be appealed to the city council. -
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By Joe Segura
STAFF WRITER

he mamoth earh mover
appear to forage in the
sprawlig, baked terrin of

Bolsa Chica Wetlands.
Elegat egrts look 

. - 

passively, as their sleek frames
glide along shrg patches of water
isolate in 1 247 acres sandwiched
between Warner Avenue and Seapoint
Street along Pacifc Coast Highway in an
unincorprated area envelope by Hunt-

ingtn Beach.

There is considerable contrst between
the stely fred equipment and the deli-
cate and endangere birs, but they shar
a common concern: the futu of badly
degrded grsy habitat resources for
may endanered mit birds.

To a small ary of engineers, biologists
and conscton workers, the future looks
good - in fact, great - because the Bolsa
Chica wetlands site is in the proess of
bein restore.

Afr decades of political battles - on
the local, county and stte levels - the
planets have lined up and the retoration

mission is pickig up stam under the
supervsion of Jack Fancher, coasta pro-gr chieffor the U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Servce.

The agency launched the ambitious

restration effort last Octber, but winter
storm delayed progrss. 

"Te ra have rely made a mess ths " Fancher sad. ' ''t made it very di-
ficut to do work in the lowlands. It's been
an exordar yea.

The work is gettg back on track, and
planers estate that the work will be
complete by sprig 200.

Once complete, the wetlands will
include a 367-acr bas that wi for the
fit time in more than a centu benefit
frm fu tida action, plus a 200acre bain
that would receive muted tidal acton.

That tidal acton will beome a realty as
a result of a giant inlet to be buil on the
edge of the wetlands site, with a new Pacif-
ic Coas Highway bridge bein consruct
over the inet to accmmodate PCR's
nort-south trac.

"Te ocean will brig it back to life
Fancher said.

Abut 1.8 mion cubic yar of material
- Soe contated by oil operations at
the site - wi be removed,

Thre nestg aras wi be developed on

Workers 

out pollut
soil that wil:

be haul9d '
away fr'Om :,

Bolsa Chica:

366 000 cubic ya, bech nourshment'
fis wi cover 190,00 cubic yas and fu-tidal bas wi support 176 acres of
non-wetland waters, along with 123 acrs
of tida flats and 19 acrs of pickle weed.

INSPIRED INLE
The inlet wi che the qualty of life

in the badly daaged Bolsa Chica Wet-
lands.

It wi be 360 feet in width between the
jetty crest, uner the new PCH bridge to
be constctd, and it will be essential to
restore fu tidal fuction to the wetlands
lowlands

More tha a centu ago, Bolsa Chica
was par of an extnsive tidal marh tht
had a di connecon with the ocean.
However, it wa died in 1899 to help man-
age ponds used by a duck-huntig club.

Over the yea, oil-prouction projec
resulte in landfs, floo-cntr! facilties
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anq h iQcmodcations - tht led to

.' 

ththi atioD of the wetlands over the

:;:

AERAEner leas the oil well fields
ben in operation since the

HMOs:

' ., 

DuC(nscton of the inet and its
PC bridge; beach aras about 800 feet
nort and south wi be closed to public
access. Ther could also be loss of parki
at Bolsa ChcaState Beach.
, WIt the inet consction - to encom-
pas abut 4 acr near the south end of
the wetlds' site - the area wi onceag luv jts di connection with the
oc. Eacjet wi be about 45 feet in
leng frm the highway to the jett tips
and each wi be about 100 feet at the bas
- al under water, except at the tip where
they meet the sur zone.

"From now to September, it's going to be
very bus for us " Fancher said.

The bech ara that ,",-il have to be exca-

, I



cOnscton and inet

, oas Commssion
pinpointe severa oth-

frm the inet projec,

includi
. It wi incr the qualty and quati-

ty of open water and intertdal mud flat
habitats for mitory shorebir, seabir
and waterfowl.

. Fies and invertbrate wi flour
includ a haitt for the Calrn haut.
BIRDS, BIRDS, BIRDS

In the upland aras, 20 of the 1,247

This area, above, at the rear of the Bolsa Chica Wetlands. wil not change ml,ch,

ON THE COVER:
Traffc on Pacifc Coast Highway takes a detour during construction of a tidal inlet
for Bolsa Chica Wetlands.

PHOTOS BY LEO HmEL S Yil,

" (: p;

acres wi be improved to support thr '
nesting habitat islands for the endangered
Californa least tern and the threatened
western snowy plover.

Nineten acrs wil be restre as 
dune communty for sensitive spees.

The new nesting space will provide habi-
tat for a vaety of other bir asiated
with water, includig elegat tern, Caspi-

an terns and Fostr s terns.
Enhanced cord gTs, a low-salt marh

plant that will floursh in a ful tidal rage
wil support the endangere light-footed

clapper ra.
Beldig's savan sparws al are

expecte to benefit frm the projec.
Consruction, however, wi have tempo-

rar negative impact on both the mare
species and breg habitat.

The nestng sites wi be flagge, and no

constcton will oc withn 100 feet 

the nest. Crew members will attnd an
educational progrm on thratened and
endagere speies, and biologica moni-
tors wi be on site durng the breg
seasn.

The muted tidal flows could damge part
of the eucalyptu grve, which is consid-

ered an importt habitat for a varety of
raptors.

RJRE FETURES
Oil wells wi be removed, although the

tie frame is in the distt futue -
anywhere frm 30 to 50 year, if not more.
Water injecon wells, well pads and access
roads wi be phas out.

To prote nearby homes frm rising
grundwater, a grvel-fied trnch wi be
buit as a barer between the homes and

PLEASE SEE BOlS BW14



A NEW LlFEFORBOLSA CHICA

By DAN WEIKEL
Ti..;

';'
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Afr decdes of 'approvals and
uits ' a $65-milion projec

to restoretl:eHuntington
Beach wetland begi.

. . n

In 1980, the' real estte ar of Signal
Oil Co; reveaed its ,grd vion for Bols
Chea a hugesat'ma in Huntingtn .
Beach that was dottd with noddigoU
rigs and polluted bymba nIoft. 

, "

L;downer Signal L8dIark 'wanted , '
to buid 5 700 homes' oIl 620 acres and 
commercial development on 252 acres.
Prvate and public maaswlth caal
leadig to a new harr entrace would
round out the project.

Three decades later, the herons, stilts
egrets, brown pelican, peregre falcons.
snais, stingrys; marsh grs and mud-
flats are stil there. And work is begig
on a $65-mion project to retur the
Bolsa Chica Ecological Reserve to its
pre,20th century condition - the largest
restoration project of its type in SouthernCalifornia. 

Its a heady moment for those who
fought an epic battle to preserve the wet,

ADVOCA TE : Shirle Dettlojfwalks along path in the wetland that, as 

founding member of Amigos de Bolsa Chica, she helped champion,

land. After alost 30 year of lawsuits,
compromies and dogged grs-rots ac-
tivism, al that remas of Sign's master
plan is 379 homes to be buit on 77 acres,
far from the water. Most of the company
vast holding roughly 1 200 acres of
marshland is now set aside as open
space and widlie habitat.

Over the year, we printed a lot of

Save Bolsa Chca' bumper stickers. Now
we can say we saved Bolsa Chica." Herb
Chatterton, the first president of Arigos
de Bolsa Chica, said during a ceremony
last week that marked the beginning of
the restoration.

The Bolsa Chica Ecological Reserve is
off Pacific Coast Highway between War,

(See Wetland, Page B6J
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(Wetland, from Page Bl)
er and Seapoint avenues in Hunting,
ton Beach. A short wal down a hikg
tra or wooden causeway across thefit lagoon quickly takes visitors
away frm the trac noise on PCH.

Brown pelican scoop prey frm its
waters. Egrts stand eret along the
muddy shorelie, and hawks live in
the ta eucaltus. Sea bass, halbut
and rays ca be seen in the lagoons.
Al told, there are about 200 bird spe-

cies in the reserve, including severa
endangered ones.

Before the controversy, builders
and the public genera thought of
wetlands such as Bolsa Chica as
coastal swamps that were better off
developed than left as open space.

Wetlands were viewed as good
places for maras " sad Shirley Det-
tloff, a former Huntington Beach
mayor and foundig member of Am-
gos de Bolsa Chica. "The greatest
change has been the public s grwig
appreiation of these places.

The fit phase of the restoration

involves 58 acres on the southwest
side. Mions of cubic yars of sad
and seent wi be dredged to cre-
ate a contour tidal basin and new
inet thrugh which ocean water 
flow in and out of the wetland. Duck
hunters damed the origial inet in
1899, disrupting the tidal action that

alows mae lie into the marh and
flushes out decayig matter,

Restoration workers alo wi re-
move 64 defunct oil wells and 98 000
feet of oil pipelie. Other wells, how-
ever, wi continue to operate along
the peripheIY of the reserve.

As pa of the work, 19 acres of
dunes wi be rehabiltated with native
plants, and 20 acres of nesting area
wi be created for migratoIY and ma-rie bir. 

Cleanup rews wi remove depos-
its of oil heavy metal, PCs (POly-
chloriated biphenyls) and mercur
that have buit up over the decdes
frm oil drg and uran ruoff. A
network of levees, dras and pumps
wi be buit to protect borderig
homes frm high tides and increasd
water flows.

The 584acre restoration - to be
completed by early 2008 - is proeed-
ing under the direction of a host of
stte and federa agencies - some
that origi supported develop-
ment of Bols Chca. Repairig the
entire wetland wi occur over 25 year.

Envinmentasts sa the restora-
tion project is crucial for the state,
which has lost about 95% ofits coastal

wetlands due to pollution, agrculture
and encroachig development.

The battle over Bols Chca helped
educate the public about the impor-

tance of coastal marhes to enda-
gered species, flood control, reucig
water pollution and checkig erosion.
Court cases frm the struggle set
tough lits for development in wet-
lands.

What is realy important about
Bolsa Chica is that before the wetlad
was acquied, coasta land was con
sidered too expensive to buy for pres-
ervation " sad Marcia Hanm,
chairwoman of the Sierra Club's Ca-
forna wetlands commttee. "Te
Bolsa Chica activists refused to tae
no for answer. They paved the way for
these typs of purchases statewide.

The saga began in 1970, short af-
ter Signal Ladmark bought 2,000
acres of wetland for $20 mion frm
heirs of the old Bolsa Chica Gun Club
which operated on the site frm 1898
to the 1940s.

The state imediately claed
that 528 acres belonged to it 
it was tideland. Signal contended the
property had pased into prite
ownership under an old Mexica lad
grt. In a 1973 settlement, the ste,
ended up with alost 328 acres, repre
senting the fit block of Bolsa Chca
to be set aside.

Three year later, a grup of Hun-
tington Beach residents foundedAm
gos de BolsaChca a name suggest
by former Mayor Ruth Baiey.

The goal was the preservation and .
restoration of the sat marh. "Save
Bolsa Chica" becae its battle cr.
Irnicaly, the grup s intial tici
support came frm Capt. Ches
Moore of Long Beach, an oil forte
heir who gave the orgtion
$18,000 in Sign Oil stk. 

In 1979, with its membership sW-
ing to 2 000, the grup sued Sign the
state and Amoil which had ac-
quied oil rights in the wetld; The
Superior Court lawsut contest the
state s 1973 settlement with Sig
and sought penaties for tig, 

and degrdig the Bolsa Chca wet-
land. Their cause wa bolstere in
Marh 1980, when the state 
Commion rued that Bols Chca
was a wetland and subject to the pro-
tections of the Coasta Act. 

A year later, Amgos de Bols
Chica, telegrphig its politica clout,
sent then-Gov. Jerr Brown a petition
signed by 17,000 people who sup-
ported wetland preservation.

Then, in 1983, the U.S. Fih and
Wildlife Servce determed that the
wetland was highly prouctive widle
habitat, not a degrded swamp, as de-
velopers had contended. But lega and
legislative battles continued.

In 1989, the tight with Signal 
settled afer a decade in court. Lead-
ing up to the resolution was the cra-



ERT LACHMAN Los Angeles Times

FORA GIN G: A wetland inhabitant looks for
food in the shallow water Th restoration
includes the creation of20 acres of nesting area
for migratory and marine bird.

tion of a planning coaltion suggested
by then, county Supervor HaIett
Wieder, The panel brought al sides

together in an attempt to resolve their
diferences.

Afer sL'( months of meetings, Sig-
nal agreed to shelve its ambitious
housing cmd mar plan. There
would be far fewer homes and no com-
mercial development, 900-foot-wide
harbor entrance, or chanel to Hun-
tington Harbour, At a mium 1 000
acres of wetland would be spar frm
development.

It was very frstrating,
n sad Ra-

mond J. Pacini , chief executive oflcer
of Calornia Coastal Communties

, the parent compan of Signal Lad-
mark. "It was approval and lawsuits
followed by more approval and law-
suits,

The swte eventualy purhaed
880 acres 'f Balsa Chica frm Signal
for $25 miE \,m brigig the tota acre-
age under public ownership to about

200, Tht' :ale was made possible by
the por:s :' ' Los Angeles and Long

, Warner
Ave.

;)tf.

:'"- ~~~:. .

Beach, which have contribute al-
most $90 mion to the restoration ef-
fort. The money is compenstion for
wetlads destroyed by port exan'
sion.

Whe the fight for the lowlands
cooled, a new grup emerged in the
early 1990s - the Bols Chica Lad
Trt. It began pushig for preserva-
tion of the wetlad' s suunding me-
sa, where Sign sought to buid
more than 1,000 homes.

By sprig 1999, a lawsuit by the

grup and its ales had overtured
earlier Coasta Commsion decisions
and set fuher lits on the use offr-
gie wetlands as well as envinmen-
tay senstive habitat. Since then,
Caorna Coasta Communties hasagr to sell 103 acres of the mesa to
the state for $65 mion. The pur-
chase, which has not yet been com-
pleted. wi be funded by Proposi-
tion 50, a 2002 intiative that wi
provide $3.4 bilon for envinmental
projects.

The developer is stil plang 

Rebirth
:i.:iE

Reconnecting the Bolsa Chca wetland with the ocean is a
critical step in returnng the area to its natural condition.
Key feture of construion

Inlet and jetties f) Full tidal basin

Two 450'foot- long 2.7 million cubic yards
jetties create an of earth excavated for
ocean inlet tidal basin

';;Ji"
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"Muted tidal basins have water flow that is regulated by gates and culverts,

Sourcs: U,S, Fi and Wildlife Service; Califoria State Lant Commission
Los Angela 
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Bridges

Two bridges built over
inlet for Hwy. 1 traffic,
and oil operations

Flood
control
channel7:

SlaterAve,

-,-" ,., . ." : . '
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buid 379 homes and a park on tOS:
acres that flan the preserve in ian
ara lmown as the upper mesa Tb'
Coasta Commsion is scheculed::
Wednesday to consider the projec ,-
the las remag skih in tlier
Bols Chca saga. 

Commsion sta members have"
recommended agast approval of the :
project becuse of potential etfec on 
mare water qualty and envin-
mentaly sensitive habitat for the;
southern ta plant and the burwi:
owl. They alo ar concerned that the 

development would lit access to,
recreational aras in Bolsa Chca . 

If the project is not approved, com-
pany offcIals say, they ar prepard to
pul out of the pendig deal to se the
103 acres of mesa propert. 

This is a classic example of go-
ernent reguation that is out of con-
trol " Pacin sad. "Wear tryg to do '
the right thig. We have a project that'
complies with the Coastal Act. It is the
most modest plan ever otfere for
Bolsa Chica, "

- .

. J
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Is Home Depot Design Center Best Fit
For Fixer-Upper Corner On Eastside?

. By CH 
Staff Writer

s no stretch to call the 16.7-acre pared
east of the intersection of Loynes Drive
and Studebaker Road a fixer-upper. But
not all of the residents across the Los
Cerrtos Channel in University Park

Estates are convinced that a new Home
Depot is the type of renovation their neigh-
borhood needs.

The two Long Beach residents who own
the property as Studebaker LLC have pro'
posed transfonning an abandoned tan k
fann - a relic from the days when Southcm
California Edison owned the nearby pow;:;'

plants - into a I 57,529,square- foot.
mixed-use retail facility anchored by a
Home Depot Design Center. If the proj.:ct
ultimately wins approval, the 139,529-
square-foot store would be the home,
improvement chain s first in Long Beach,

But that's not due to a lack of trying.
Rick Greene, a real estate manager for
Home Depot, says that the A.tlanta-based
retailer has been trying to secure a site in
Long Beach for year. Customer demand
in the area is so high that Home Depot is , 
currently building its second store in

Signal Hil. 
We ar looking at this site as an oppor-

tunity to finally enter and .'. serve Long
Beach:' Grene says. 

. ,

In response to concerns voiced last
year by residents of the neighborhood
known among locals as "The Hole,
Home Depot has announced plans to
make the proposed East Long Beach
store one of its so-caIled "Design
Centers " which focus on remodeling!

products oriented more toward home-
owners than contractors. Some
Eastsiders had said they were concerned
that the presence of a large number of
contractors would attract day laborers to
the affluent area.

The primary concern of both those who
upp()n the propt.'sed project and those

who oppose it. however, is increased traf-
fic through the area, Developers have
pledged to make more than $1 millon in
improvements to the surrounding grid.
including technology to synchronize the

traffic signals on Studebaker Road
between 2nd Stn::et and the onramp to the
22 Freeway, on Pacific Coast Highway
between Studebaker and 7th Street and
on 2nd Street between Marina Drive and
Studebaker Road.

Critics such as University Park Estates
Neighborhood Association President
Janice Dahl say that isn t nearly enough.
Loynes Drive, which would provide the
most direct approach to the proposedcen-
ler, is simply not equipped to deal with the

Please Continue To TOD Of Nex P0ge
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Home Depot Project
Continued From Paae 3

level of trc a Home Depot would bring
to the ar, she says.

It' s not an arerial strt," Dahl says.
Our objection isn t to Home Depot, it s to

the location.
Dahl criticizes the draft environmental

impact report (EIR) on the project for
containing "conclusions based on exclu-
sions." The volumes of traffc studied. for
instance, don t take into account the

potential impact of the Lennar
Corpration s proposed residential devel-
opment at the current site of the Marina
Seaport Hotel, she says. 

Dahl believes that the estimated $2.
milion in sales tax revenue the Home
Depot would generate for the City of Long
Beach over its first five years in operation
wouldn t even cover its impactS on police.
fire and public works services in the area,

That $2.5 million in five years. we
going to be in the hole:' she says. " Home
Depot is going to be a huge: liability:'

Other Eastside residents. however. don
see it that way. Mark Bixby says that the
additional sales tax revenue would be a
boon for the city, and the current design of
the retail center is certainly a more attrac-
tive alternative th the site s current tenant

I like it better than empty oil tanks:'
Bixby says, " 1 think that any good retail
center adds value to a surrounding resi-
dential neighborhood - as long as the

impacts are not too great.
Like Dahl, Bixby is concerned about

the possibilty of "cut through traffc

" -

motorists zipping down residential streets
such as Margo Avenue or Silvera Avenue
in order to circumvent more congeste
thoroughfares on their way to Home
Depot.



$3 MILLION FROM SENATE

Restoration At Wetlands
Closer'" ith More. Money

By Harry Saltzgaver
scutive Editor

Lobbying in Washigton D;C.
as brought another $3 milion
;to the war chest to purchase
ad restore Los Cerrtos' Wet-
mds in Long Beach.
That $3 millon is in theSen-

te appropriations bil as part, of
Ie National Ocean Service
udgeLThafs where a new fed.,
rai , program to provide match-
Ig giants to purchase land for
oastal conservation" can 
)und.

"-' --- - .-. "-.--

tee. Other members ar Dan
Baker (Second Distrct) and
Rob Webb (Eighth Distrct).

The $3milIon for land pur-
chase now puts the pot for the
wetlands at $15 millon. The
state government has set aside
$12 millon though the Coastal
Conservancy' to help buy the
land,
The Bixby Ranch Company

owns much of the wetlands
which stretch along P ;tic
Coast Highway on both sides ' 6i,

I've been told by Senators
Diane Feinstein and Barbara
Boxer that, because it is, includ-
ed, in the' Senate, appropriations

bil, there is a high likelihood

that itwilJ:)\ there whent.
budget is passed." said Third

Distrct Councilman Frank
Colonna. "It's part of an empha-
sis to restore wetlands on a na-
tional scale,

This is the second big \vin for
the wetlands and thq city
legislariveaffirs committe 

Westmnster: Bixby Ranch haS

begun the environmental studies
necessar to develop about half
of its 181 acres, but also" has
ben negotiating with the
Coastal Conservarcy and the
Trust for Public Land tosen the
wetlands.

Another section of the wet-
lands, known as the Bryant
Ranch couJd be purchased as
well, Colonna said. He declined
to speculat on how much the
purchase and restoration effor
would cost, but said it could be
in the $20 millon to $25 millon'
rage.

The Coastal Conservancy
work plan for e Los Cerrtos

Wetlands lists land acquisition
costs at about $25 milion.
However, that includes about
100 acres on the Hellman Ranch
in Orange County.
, That price may not include
the cost of acquiring surace
rights and relocatig oil-pump-

--_om
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in- Washington, Colonna said.
Earlier this summer, Congress

Steve Horn successf.Illy
added$2miUion . to the House
budget for wetlands restoration.

s something we ve been

working on for 18 months

Colonna said. "This kind of
thing is what the legislative af-
fairs committee is all about."

Colonna chairs that commit-

- II

ing operaions that now dot by environmental mitigation. 

much of the wetlands 'area. A ' the past, the Port of Long Beach- 
restoration plan that included has helped' purchase or restore 
consolidating all of the oil oper- wetlands ' in Bolsa Chica and,
ations on five acr in the mid- furer south to ea credits for
dIe of the wetlands made it all constrction. 

' '

the way to the state Coastal" While the Coastal Consei-an- " 1
Commssion' last year before be- cy, a state agency, stil is -in-
ing tued down. valved in attempts ' topurchase'

re very dose to complet- the wetlands and coordinate ::1

ing ne i:atons for a site adja- restoration plans, the nationaF.i
cent to the wetlands where there Trust for Public Lads has taken
could be slant drllng," Colon- over negotiations with Bixby
na said. "If we can get the site, Rach Company. Colonna, said
then we would have to get the an updat appraisal must be
state Lads Commssion and the done before the purchase could.
Coasta Commission to approve be completed.
the .oil operation. But I think. it If, as expected, the $3 million: J

, is doable. stays in the federal budget- when
Even with the addition of the it is aproved, it wil be held in.' ,

federal money, $"15 miIlon like- " trst unti the purchase is com
ly isn t going to be enough to plete. The $12 milion in state C..
purchase' and restore the Bixby ' money more than qualifies fOI
Rach land, let alone the Bryant matching purs
Rach pacels, Colonna admt- 

. "

I hope it can happen in 12 tc "
ted. He said taks ' have begun 18 months; Colonna said.
with the Port of Long Beach to " ve never beeri closer. With
have them make up the differ,. the federa money available no\\o
ence receiving development and the state money aleady ir.
miti ation 

.L - hand, we , a tual!y h ve t ;e- ,
A-11.+k,,'f SltfC cr SI) &.iR$.k /f.t. 'r 
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Federal Money Might Aid Ce,rritosWetlands
' '.

KurtHelin ' Act of 2000 designates the Los The Los Cenitos Wetlands Editor Cenitos Wetlands as a ''top pr- 400 acs of former wetlands m
East Long Beach's Los Ceni- ority for acquisition and eat Long Beach. The Bixby

tos Wetlards may get millons restoration of the former wet- Rach Company own the , key

of dolls for restoratipnfrom lands. 1bs could provide the porton Qf 181 acres, land the
the federa governent in a bil impetu to fish a deal that di- Bixby famy and companes
now on the President's desk for verse groups - from local envi- have owned for a centu. Thatsignatue, ' ronmentasts to federa offcials parel is eat of P cifc ' Coast

The Estuar Habitat and have been working on for Highway and bisected by West-
Chesapeake Bay Restoration ' years, (Continued on Page3S) 
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Wetlands
, (Continued fr()mPagelA)

minster Avenue, It includes the
land behfnd the Marketpluce
arid across fr()mMm' ina Pacili,
ea, Othcr pn)pertyowners own
surrounding properties in simi,
lar condition.

Ahout25 acres of that land is
functioning wetlands the rest

, is vacant and dOlled hy oil rigs.
Oil was discovered there in,
1926, and the channelization of
the San Gahric1 River combined
with Ihe introduction 61' oil
wells c angcd Ihe face of the
land from wetlands to its current
slatc.

nixhy R.in(;h has plans on the
dmwing hoard 10 develop the
;;le. allhou!!h ihey arc ne"otiat,
ing to sell ather than dC elor,
Their plans call for 104 acres or
restored wetlands at the 'nonh,
east end of the sileo paid for hy
Bixhy. Another 4X acres. alon!!
Pacific Coast Highway nea
Westmi lsler, would have a
IOwnhol1e housing rn iecl simi,

. lar to Ihe Bixby Village project.
There would he 524 two-story
buildings with a Mediterranean

style; ,
Several years ago, area envi-

ronmelltalists formed il (ask
force to pu or the entire area

to be rcs(orcd to wetlands.
Among its accomplishments,
the group put , the i sue on the
front pages and got a wide
group of city- state and federal
oHicials looking 1'(11' ways 
convert the entire property hack
(0 wetlands.
Last year the state Coast,tI

Conservancy and Bixby Ranch
signed an option agreement that

, would have the agency buy and
restore the entire IXI-ac e site
to wetlands, Money, to purchase
'11,.. 1 '

....

,J,

.. 
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Beach, whjch ould,receive en-
vironmental fdgation credits
for expansion it is. under,taking.

However, part of that deal
called for the Samcdan Oil
Company 10 he ahle to condense
the oil Iwerations l)l, the, land to
one live-acrc parcctin lhe mid-
dle of the restored land, In Au-
gust the state Coastal Commis-
siori said the oil plan woul
damage the suJTounJing wet-
lands .lOd shot down the propos-
al to the cheers of enVinJil'
mental groups, .

hat refusal ave Bixhy the 

option 10 cancel lis deal with the 

Coastal Conservancy. However,

it did (HIt take fhat step,
FeueraJ money might help re,

open Ihat process, Congressman
Steve Horn pushed for Los Cer,
ritos to he considered a priority
in the legislation, 

Los Angeles County has lost,
more than YYir. of its coastal
wetlands:- Horn said in a re-
leased statement. "The Los Cer-
ritos Wetlands arc one of only
three remaining areas of coastal
wetlands that have (he potential
to become a diverse, high-qual i-
tyecosystem and could provide
Hur local schools and universi-
ties with valuahle resources for
science and educ1l1ion research.

While ' negotiations between

the Coastal Conservancy and

Bixby continue, the federal
money opens doors to lind ways
to hring circulation to the re,
stored wetlands, said Third Dis,
(ricl Councilman Frank Colon-
na, Those could include using
San Gabriel River water, which
is how the wetlands existed his-

torically, and raising Westmin-
ster (the street) up on stilts so
water could !low heneath it,
Colonna said. ,

What we re looking at -are
several sources of funding,
which . gives us the chanceio
add enhancements:' Colonna
said, "As long a:; we have a wiI!,
ingscller at the table, and it ap- .
pears we do. we ' re lo )king to
complete the deal:'

As of Tucsday, the bill was on
the presidenl."suesk. and he is
expected to sign it into law,



The Bixby Ranch Co. is ignoring a Co?st?' Commission wa
ning that a Christmas tree lot at 

6695 PCH has to be removed because It Sits on a wetlands sIte. Beatre de Gea / Pres-Telegra .

Tree lot at center of fuss
Wetlands: La. d developer plans to ignore
warning from Coastal Commission.
By Wil Shuck breakng the Jaw by operating aStaff writer Christmas tree lot on diputed
LONG BEACH - The Bixby wetlands propert it own in the

Ranch Co. says it wi ignore it southeas comer of Long Beach.
Calornia Coasta Commssion The commission says Bixby
warning that the company is should have obtained a permit

and that it could face $15 OOO-a-
day fines if it fais to do so.

But Stewart Honeyman
Bixby senior vice president, says
the commission is off base and
has no jurisdiction over the
temporar tree Jot, and he has
no intention of shutting down

PLEASE SEE BIXY A16

. j'

. 1 

IJV: 
Vule tree lot to stay

::'

NUED FROMA1

Dt or fJing for a permt.
ldn' t believe it when this

tWi"g::arved on my desk " Honey-
maaid. This is absolutely just

te harassment of a proper-
er.

" .

eYmansays Bixby Rach
d,perission from the city

gBeach to rent the parcel at
' Coast Highway and Stude-
Road behind the Market-

p_shopping center, to Snowy
Chrstmas Trees.

:m, the commission says Long

,. 

doesn t have a right to
such permission. The land
f Bixby s nearly 200-acre

errtos Wetlands, is OIle of
e5iral ' sites in Long Beach thatr_e commission OK before

aavelopment, said Pam Emer-
e commission s South Coast

enforcement supervisor.
rsonsaid the city has yet to

reooe the Coastal Commission
ap:yal for a state-required local

plan, the document that
hmv a city wil use coastal

-"tis IS lar-letc e an face- '
tioo,: Honeyman said of thf
nnmssion s order. "I thought it

-a joke that somebody in the
cQIImY had come up with.

ENVIRONMENTAl PRESERVATION:

CHRISTMAS 

.(' , '

E LOT ;:'1

)..

The Bixby Ranch ,

;.,

Company sa the 

Coostal Commission shouldn t object
to temporary fr lot on dispute wet-
lands,

jU2
PAUL PENZEUA PRESS-TElERAM

He said the notice of violation he
received earlier this week "is a
classic example of how this Coast-
al Commission is out of control."

This would be a problem if this
was a wetlands, but this is not a
wetlands " Honeyman said, "You

-. --... -..

know what it is? It's the former
Long Beach dump site.

. .

Whether the land is a sensitive
wetland, or even a salvageable
wetland, sad Emerson

, "

is a
subject under a great deal of
public and sci ntific debate.

The Coastal Commission
warning follows months of com
plaints by loca environmentalists
over what they say is a systematic 1

effort by Bixby to encroach on and; 
eroe the wetlands. The people; 
who complained about the tree lot 

ar the sae people who late last "
month protested the mowing of 

wetland growth, said Ann Can- 
trell, a member of the Wetlands j
Task Force, an activist group.

In October, task force members 
complained of a pumpkin patch 

. operated on the same site, Can-
trell . said.

The whole point of this is, 
every time they encroach a little 

' ,

bit more, we lose that open space
and that habitat space " she said. 

I think this is very alTogant of 

them.
Emerson said the notice of I

violation was intended to get 
Bixby s attention - to get the 
company to the table to " figure i
out what to do next." 



Conservation Corner
By Mary Parsll, Conservation Chair

The Consrvation Committee
contiues to work on local issues as
well as state and nationa issues as
they come up.

Los Certos Wetlands

Several of us attnded a public
meetig held by a Task Force
formed by Third Ditrict Council-
man, Fran ColoIU and made up
of local homeowner s associa-
tions. The Task Force prented it'
findings afr more than a year of
study and the public was invite to
give opinons on what they would
lie to see developed or not devel-
oped on the Los Cerrtos Wetlands
ard surroundig areas.

We were so encouraged and en-
ergied by the numbe of speakers
who spoke so eloquently and from
the hear for their desire for wet-
lands to remai wetlands. Man
consider the wetlands open space
that should remai open space and
talked about thgs lie what an
asset th natura area is to the com-
munty and for the chdrn of the
communty. There were some
speakers who wih for development
to proceed in the area but they were
far and few between at th meet-
ing. Just hearg all the comments
from the public was realy a shot in
the ar!

The Port of LA and Long Beach
has recently expressed a des 
spend some money on Los C rrtos
(havig spent mitigation credits at
places lie Bals Chca in the past);
we hope that there is a way for 
to come to pass. Curently, the State
Coasta Consrvancy has some

fuds avaible for purchas but
nee matcing fuds and

California Least Tern, November 2005 
, " I j .
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more for the purchase to take
place.

We contiue to have opport-
nities to help toward the caus
of eventual presrvation and
reoration of the wetds.
Pleas feel free to cal the con-
seation commtt if you
would lie to know more.

-----

Kayaking in the local
Los Cerrtos Wetlands
By Dona Bray

I had the pleare of volunterig
on the fit kayak tour organed by
Lo Cerrto Wetlds Lad Trust
group rectl. Afr a few minor
gltces an some cool morng ai,
we were trte to a guded tour of
the navigable area. I had ben in
there beore, on my own, and am
always impresd with th small
gem of habitat in our midst. I 
the more peple tht le about it
and exence it for them selves,
th be. H you lie to kayak, keep
watcg the newslettr, beause
pehaps the Chpte wi get an
opportty to go on a spel field
trp in the futue. 

Califia Lea Ter, Novelber 2005
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Marina Shores 

pressed disappointmnt that no-
tice only went ou late last week

(Continued from Page 1A) 
and to very few of them. Acting

wants to see retored, sad mem- Community and Environmental, ber Don May. Plannina Ofcer Angela Rey-
May has a long history with 

nolds the meeting was
the site. In the early 1980s he legally noticed as required, but
filed the first of seven com- she did agree to another scoping
plaints with the Any Corps of meetina in two weeks.
Engineers against Bixby Ranch Peopie in attendace Monday
Company for fillng in the then- - May and loc environmen:'
designated wetlands area. While talists Diana Mann, Ann Can
the area is no longer delineated trll ' Ann Dennison and Adrea
as wetlands. the wetlans trust Stoker went ahead and pro
has continued to consider it as vided their comments on what
part of the whole of the Los the EI should address. They
Cerrtos Wetlands restoration included everying frm what
project. Most ree tly, May op- impacts the project would have
posed the pumpkin patch/tre On endaaere bird that nest at
lot uses because, he sad, they 

the site potential hazarousset a precedent for the land' s use materials in the soil frm when
as commercial propeny, which the site was used as a dumping
would make it more diffcult to oround.
acquire at a reasonable price for Trac also was a major con-
restoratiQQ:. The sale of the 

cern, especially in light of pro
propert crea much wors 

posed plans for another lare
situation. he said, ad
shocked to hear about-t= . --

ve been patientlys1tiitig
back waiting while the Trust for
Public Lands and the Rivers and
Mountains Conservancy (nego-
tiated with Bixby Ranch to buy
the wetlands for restoration),
May said. "Now all of the sud-
den we find we re (i,e. Rich) in
escrow. I suspect they paid more
than (what it s wort as restored
wetlands) .

But Tuesday, Third Distrct
Councilman Fra Colonna
who sits on the San Gabriel and
Lower Los Angeles Rivers and
Mountans Conservancy and
who has sought restoration of
the Los Cerrtos Wetlands since

he ook offce six year ago , dis-
""reedwitlLM'!.

commerc project and10r by 
The Home Depot at Studebaer .
an Loyn. Pacific Coast High- 
way and Second Strt is one of
the most congested intersections
in the city, Reynolds admitted.

An EIR is required for the
project under the California En-
vironmenta Quality Act. A draft
EI should be available for fur-
ther comment sometime in Oc-
tober, afer which the final EIR
would go to the Planning Com-
mission for certification.
People can give their com-

ments of what the EIR shouid

addres at the second scoping
meeting (tentatively scheduled
for 6 p.m. Monday, Aug. 9, at 

the Explorer Sea Scout Base
5875 Apian Way), e-mal to an-
gela.:reynolds(g longbeach.gov
or in wrting to Angela
Reynolds, 333 W. Ocean Blvd.
5th Floor, Long Beach, 90802
by Aug. 20.
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J\ctivists Prote.
1?lanned Devel911men
i n Southea' st LB

. Cindy Frye

Prepartions are under way for a

5-acre commercial center at' the
mer of Pacific Coast Highway
d Studebaker Road nea the San
tbriel River in Southeast Long
:(ch. The Maria Shores Eat
nnmercial Center is planned to
;;Iude 70 000 squae feet of space
nsisting of two restaurts 

0 retail buildings and 345 parkig
aces. The center replaces spo-
dic seasonal uses and, to the cha-
in of some, rae and protectedecies. 
For years the vacant propert has

:en leased 'uom the Bixby Rach
Jmpany to Abe Furlow, ptoprietor
. Pa s Pupki Patch. The land
tS been in escrow for about thee
ars and planed to be developed
Rich Development Comp3.-r, ,

hich about four year ago deveil-

ontnuedfi'om page 1

habitat for theCaJifornia Wander-
!g Skipper and Big Eyed fles. The
outnem Tarplam. fot instance, is

verely declming' and the few re-
;ainingsites in SanDiego, Orange.
icr:tes, Aneles counties are
trarened "by, increasing recre-
jonal uses andiivelopment The

oped theMar a Sho~esShopping
Center anchorcibyW lid Oats Mar-
ket' Boaret s \Vor!a!Ud Petco on
the Alamitos Bay side of PCH
across riom the site.

The seven-acre site has sat
empty for yeas, occupied only by
the seasonal selling of pumpkin,
Chstlas1resand carival enjoy-
ment. Prior to that, from 1960 to
1961 Bixby Ranch leased , about
thee acres of the site to City Dump

, and Salvage, Inc. of Long Beach to
dum waste.

Today, the former estu that
was once a California, Least Tern
nestig site is currently home to
about the acres of the Southern

lant and the decl g Coul-

ter' s Goldfield, along WIth other
special status species such as Helio-
trope and Pickelweed and has been

-- -

_h_

__-.

___n.__._

..--

plant, which-is more like a weed, is
long and "hairy" with spine-tipped
leaves and yellowish-orange !low:'
ers thatbJoom between June and

November. The brightly flowering
Coulter s Goldfield also is rapidlv
declinng in Southern California. -

On top of that, it appears that
something gooey is leaking ITom
the site into the San Gabriel River.

----.--

Not to let something of 
this na-

- ture fly under the radar, a group of
local environmental activists 

COD-
dUl;ted a sign-weilding protest on
Thursday, Aug, J 2, letting evening
commuter along PCH between
Seal Beach and Long Beach knov.
the plight of the diappearng plant-
species and to brig atention to the

apparent leang of liquids from the
site into the river. They claim the
site' is conducive to being a
wetlands area and want it protected
from d vel pment.

According to a letter sent to the
S, Fish and Wildlife Services bv

California Earth ' 90rps PresideD't
Don May to adcL'"ss the situation
he claims about half of the Southern
Tarlant vegetation has been
scrapped off and on Aug. 8 -Abc
Furlow was see spraying the re-mainig plants and' habitat at the
site with herbicide.

There s nQthg I can do about
it," sadA.gelaReynolds, the envi-
ronmental offcer for the City of

Long Beach. ..1 caled Bixy Ranch
to tell them to get a hold of the les-
see and tell hi (Furlow) to stop,
she sad. Reynolds said although
the site is ' 'Prett baren " the be-
tanicalshave:,be documented.

As for the , leaeatthe site
Reynolds told the Beachcoiiber
that she ha been infoned bY the
enviroDIentalists thtoiIis leang
from " rinderoundpipes but said
sbe is not3wan there are hazardous
materials. She said the city is re-
quiring the developer to complete

an eXtensive site assessment mclud-
, ing more rigs.

- j.. .-. ---. .--

, Stewar Honeyman, senior vie
president v.ith Bixby Ranch , sa
the leak is oil ITom Chevron pip, ;:
lines and is cUlTently being ae- 

dressed, He said there are no h
ardous Jiquids oozing from the sij-
into the river. "Chevron has n H
sponded to the fact that a pipeline 
the easement between the river an
our propert is leaking, They re, 
sponded immediately," Honeyma '
said. He also said the site is a lanG- !;
fill dump, not a wetlands area, H
did admit, however, tbat the back,,
side of the propert near the oi j
fields down a IO-foot drop is con
sider 'wetlands. "We don t doub
for a minute we have wetlands nea-
the oil fields/' he said. ,

HoneyIan said the site is zone(~
as a planned development district
which al10ws for flexible develop"
ment plans but in this case does no 
include shopping centers. He saie,

, the developer has ,to get an amend.
ment to the zoning, which' wouk ,
have to be approved by the Califor-
nia Coasta Commssion.

The city eonducted' two seoping
meetings to garer input from the 

public and intereSted parties. The 
Notice of Preparation is current/yin , 3
circulation with the coIIenrpe-
riodetJding at 5 p.m. today.



UOlonnS
:;reate New
l10rk Group

, By Harry Saltgaver
Executive Editor 

For sale" signs ar going up
the edges of the Los Cerrtos
:t1ands and oil prices have
:Ie though the roof, a
nrcing efforts 

j restore the 
\dd the frtrtion of neigh-
is facing a proposed Horne
:pot on the e t side of Stude-
ker Road, and Third Distrct

,uncilman Frank Colonna said
, : area is facing a storm of is-

s that should be addresed
a new work group. Colonna

furnng the Los Cerr s We
Ids/Studebaker Road Work
'Oup based on the same model
the Alamtos Bay M ter

in Study Commttee, which
Ide recommendations on land
!i. around the Alamitos Bay

mna.
:olonna has attempted to fa-
itatepuTchas of the wetlands
Ice he was first elected to of-
e six year ago. The state

(Continued on Page 43A)

July 29, 200 P 

€. 

Map not to scle

fied par of the wetlands, but

both border the propoed pur-
(Continued fram Page 1A) 

e. .

Trust for Public Lands h acted Finally; Colonna wants to Te

as the lead agency in the effort, 
vive talk of the "Studebaker cut-

and $12 mil1on is sitting in an through;' a plan to 
continue

account, waitin!! to- be the state Studebaker around behind the

sj1are of the p rchase price for Maretplace and connecting to

Bix15y-.anch Company s 181 PCH south of the shopping cen-

acres. --

,- 

ter. If the road were put on pil-

But two apprais ls" h3ve been ings, the wetlands could be re-

done and 'the" par s ,sti)l ar far. stored, Colonna sad, and the

apar on price. Athirtf apprasal tr:ffc congestion at the comer

is being considered, Trust oftl- of ?econd Strt and PCH could

cials said. be ea.c;ed._

In the meatime; the price is , Wetlands Delays
climbing. The degrded; but stin Effort to save 

311d restore ,the

functioning, ' wetlands on OO_LosCerrtos Wetlands began in

sides of Second' Stret west of
Pacific Co t Highy.ay sUITund
about 14 functioning oil wells,
and the propert is bordered by

the Marketplace shopping cen-

ter. Mineral- rights have ben
added' to the negotiations.
Colonna said.

Two proposed commercial de-
velopments, Manna Shores East

. on PCH and the Home DepOt
project on Studebaker, also ap-
pear to be driving up land value.
Signs have gone up on both cor-
ners of Studebaker and Loynes
. Drive offering those smaU

parcels' fof deve!opment. Colon-
na said neither-parCel is classi-

Wetlands

\Jl 1M 1 UIU 11 J

earest in the mid- I990s, after
Bixby Rach Compay filed a
propose development plan.
That pla saved a small portion

of the wetlands, but also created
a lare housing trct with adja-
cent retal development.

Bixby Rach began preparing
an Environmental Impact Re-

port including plans to build the
Studebaker cut-thugh. At the

same time, environmental

grups were waging a large

public batte over proposed de-

velopment of the Bolsa Chjca

Wetlands ara in Orange
County, eventually winning ma-
jor concessions and significantly
delayirig the project.

After that, attention turned to
Los Cerrtos. Bixby Ranch
Company owns slightly more

than half of the remaining wet-
lands, with. a group of smaller
owners, led by Hellman Ranch,
controllng the rest.

Bixby Ranch offcials indicat-
ed a willngness to sell the prop-
ert, but cautioned that they ex-

peted to receive fair value for
the land. A deal seemed near in
2001, when the Trust for Public
Lads had an option for pur-

cha and a proposal to create

an oil island in the middle of the
propey to consolidate drillng
operations was agreed to by
both pares.

But environmenta activists in
Long Bech opposed that plan,
and took their complants to 
state Co ta Commssion. That

grup agr, and said they
would Dot accept the oil plan.

Colonna then led an effort to
study slant drlling, which
would put actual pr uction
outside of the wetlands while

stil tang the oil frm beneath.
Tests last year showed that
process to be too expensive,ough. 

Now I'd like to consider gO-

ing back to the Coasta Com-
mission again with the original

prposal;' Colonna said. "Ther
ar different people on the boar

now, and we have shown 
the oter option doesn t work.

We need to look at purchm
ing the minera rights, as wen"
the land. That wil be muc

more' expensive. but...

Commercial Development
This April, a Home Depot an

other retal was proposed on a
IS-acr parcel on -Studebaker;

th end of Laynes Drive. Th:

propert curntly is home to

tak fan for the neary drilIr
operations.

Neary residents railed ov'
the retail, proposal in the indu
tral area, saying the traffc ir 

pact was unjustified. But the a
(Continued on Page 44
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Los CerritosWetlands Closer To Pu.rchase
January 22, 2004

: jj

By Harr Saltzgaver
Execute Editor

Purchas and presrvation of
the Los Cerrtos Wetlands in

east Long Beach - an effort al-
ready six year old inched
fox:ard again recently with a
change in ,the way the land value
is being calcuated.
Fra Colonna, Third Distrct

councilman and vice mayor,
said tht the land now wil be
appraised wetlands intead of

developable propert, which had
been the approach in the past.
The state and the Trut for Pub-
lic Lands had baled at paying

the higher price for dcvelopable surace rights and the minera
propert. But Bixby Ranch rights:' 
Company, which own 181 Much of the wetlands has be-
acrs of the .land at Second come an active oil field, and a
Street and Pacific Coast High- consortum of owners have both
. way, had prepad a develop- the mieral rights and some of
ment plan and had sought a the land not owned by Bixby
higher price to purchase the . Ranch Company. II late 2002prpert. the state Coasta CoIIssion ti-

. "

That approach has fially nally approved a plan to slant
changed," Colonna said Mon- drll the oil from a piece of
day. "Al indications ar now propert outside of the wet-
that the owners ar takng the lands, but that work still has not
position that it's not going to get begun.
develope, and they ar willng Whle the state Trust for Pub-to sell. lie Lands has agreed to be the

The major issues now are the- agency to , negotiate the land
. purhae, and the state set aside

$12 millon in 2001 to help pay
for the propert, movement has
been slow. Colonna, who has
worked toward the restoration of

Abc. wethmE1s si...... he was fir
r-kaed to the: counCll m 1 gg

-sd he Win now tr to crateWie
. city, th , stalL and th San
Gariel and Los Angeles Riversan Mountais Conservancy
(which Colonna chai) to help
facilitate the purhase.

'We need an entity to concen-tr on ths:' Colonna said.
'We re not anywhere close (to a

i purcha), and it is frstrting.
We wil explore a joint powers
authority to tr to get it off the
dime.

" '

'Ealy estimates for purchase
oithe' propert and restoration
to wetlands status were up to
$;2 millon. Offcials at the Port
of l.Ilg 13ea(:h have indicated a
willngnes to help pay for
retQtionas mitigation for port

trct(jIl and offcials at the

AquaUm, of the Pacific have
expressd interet in being in-
volveQ But neither entity is par-
ticipatiginthe purchase.

"I' d lie to think we could get
some movement on ths by
spring," Colonna said. "But it
has become diffcult to get any-
thg done on it. We have to just
keep tring."

C .2
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GRASS: Act
chalenge Bixby Co..
CONTINUED FROM BWl

"Tt's out! Ths
outeous! Tht's ablutey
outrus!" sa May, prdent
of Calrn Ear Co.

Stewar Honeyman seor
vice prdent of Biy Rach
Co. , Sad the cl ar
borderi PCH is not pa of the
neay Lo Ce Wetds.

"Tey're basca cl 
the we in the ar he added. ,
"I don't believe th's any
violation.

The' envinmntaalas th wa a toc spil
ne the San Gael 
However Honey sad a spil
of"an oil-re prouct frm
one of th pip tr 
cleanp efort. 

"Te inti indication is it is a
sm lea" Honey adde

City pla reewed there development pl wi
the pubIicAu. 9. Envita oppo the
deveopent, empha their
effort to rere th si as
wetld.
Honeym sa th site is

appro for develpmentaf
offce, lit indus a hote orreurt - bu not for '
redenti un or a shoppin
cent.

The wng Be 
Deparent is prpa envinmen repo

Along,wi the prote thenvienta al loded
complats wi 
agencies, incl th
Calorn Co Coon
and the U.s. Fi & Widl
SeIVce.

"T former es .
once a Calrn lea temne si " May note in a
lettr to Fi & Wlldl

Crews work to contain
seepage of oil product
alongside San Gabriel River.

Le HeteVStPhotographer

Th envita act
tok th co diy 
th puc An.12'f; wavi pl pf reva of the we. They wer
veti, as may ac do
wi an imprmptdemtiortb caug thatttion of trc mog alon
th bus Coas ffwa

Pror to th veondeson th ha 
den So ta plaCoul goldfd anotprpIair 
mar helot ju gr and piy blue andma bIu butes The 
is ha fo li inrate

. snasth,
skipperanbieye

fles, alongWD th le re
and peJicaforain th
ri an pe fu,
ki burwi Owls andnesg sava spws
accrd to May. ,.
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Some Historicallnlormation 

Today s Los Cerros Wetlands
total about 300 acre. They are
the last of what was the San
Gabriel River Esuary covering
about 240 acres. As of 1894,
the esary was made up 
flat, salt marsh and tidal
lagoons. By 1932, most of the
area was being developed into
the communit of Naples, the
Marine Stdium, and more

recent, marinas, more housingtr and stp malls. Although
part of the remaining wetland
acre have been leased for oil
recovery, many of the original
charctristics are stil present.

By definition in the Coastal Act
of 1976, wetlands are defined
as, "Lands within the coastal
zOne which may be covered

periodically or pennanently with
shallow water and include
saltwater marshes, frehwater
marses, open or closed
bracksh waer marshes,

swamps, and mudDats, n (the
, wetland component).

A California Department of
Fish and Game report in 1981
stdied 6 subareas witin the

Wetlands to ident and catalog
thes weand component.
ney concluded th preervng
Ute existng weands and

. reorng as much as posible,
the degraded components.
would benefrtall locl marine
esarine fishes and
invertbrates, waterfowl,

shorebirds, wading birds, and
rare and endangered anim ls.
Because of Ut scrCit of

wetands in Soutern California,
the Department felt that acre for
acre mitigation was necesary
for maximum resoration.
Futre Newletters wil include

more information about the
subar!'a cOmponent and some
of the endangered species found
within them.

For more infonnation or to
join the Task Force, please call
AA?-4QS?fiQO
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onservancy Last Piece Of Wetlands Deal
By Harry Saltzgaver piec in the puzle to save the

utive Editor wetlands. The conservancy 
Yf?t another player has joined - both bea source of money for

the quest to purchase and re- the land purchas and a reurc
tore the Los Cerrtos Wetlands to completetl purch3 egoti-
m eat Long Beach. -- -- a,tions, Colonmi sad. ,

- ,

Fran Colonna, Thd DiStrct Colonna chairs the conservan-

.ucilma .and vice mayor, cy board, and has ' pushed for, its
saId that e mvolvement of the involvement in several Long
San Gab:rel and Lower Los An- Beach projects. The councilman
geles Rivers a.'ld Mountains has tred to facilitate purhase
Conservancy should be the final of the wetlands from Bixby

-,- -- ,-- - --..---

March 27, 2003

--'-- n.

' --- --.

Ranch Company for four years.
' The stat , through the Trust

for PUblic Lads, has been ne-
gotiating for two year with
Bixby Ranch to purchase the
181 acres of wetlands it owns at
Second Street and Pacific Coast
Highway. In 2001 , the state set

aside $12 millon , for the pur-
cha about half of the ulti-
mate cost.

(Continued on Page 37A)

.----.

GRNGAZTf- 
CELEBRAG 25 YEARS

Wetlands
(Continued from Page 1A)

The problem is that the Trust
for Public Lands ha been inun-
dated with projects;' Coloana
said. "1 want , the Rivers and
Mountains Conservancy to tae
the lead in the purchase negotia-
tions. They have the expertse
and the tie to get it done.

Tuesday night the City Coun-
cil approved an agreement with
the conservancy to do just that.
The staf report on the item not-
ed that "minimal Pf9gress to-
wards acquisition has - been

made by TIL" since the city en-
tered into a confdentiality
agreement (required for final
negotiations) last August; 
Effort to purchase and re-

store the wetlands have proceed-
ed in fits and stas for severa
yea. Bixby Ranch Company
own much of the land on both
sides of Second Stret nort of
PCH. That land is home t() sev-
eral oil' operations sUIounded
by a degraded, but still active,

wetlands area.
Bixby Ranch' offcials had

prepard a development plan for
the propert and begun the envi-
ronmenta impact review pro-
cess in the late 19908. The plan
preserved some wetlands, but
also caled for both residential
and commercial development.

At the same time, effort to
stop development at BolsaChi-
ca Wetlands to the south in Or-
ange County became highly
publicized. While developers

there fought their way though
state Coasta Commssion and
cour h ngs, Bixby Ranch of'"
ficials began negotiating to sell
the Los Cerrtos property.

The compay sold the adja-
cent Marketplace shopping cen-
ter in 2001 and signed an option
agreement with the Trust for

Public Lads for the wetlands.
That option has since expired,
but negotiations continue.

In the last year, the Port of
Long Beach has ' become in-
volved in the tal, showing in-

terest in paying for the wetlands
cleanup in exchange for devel-
opmentmitigation credits. The
Mountans aQd Rivers Conser-
yancy, wbiChis financed with
about $60 millon from state
bond propositions, has begun

paying for acquisition and

restoration of open space land in
the, river watersheds, wrlch in-
cludes the Los Cerrtos Wet,

lands.
One oil cleanup plan, which

involved consolidating drllng

operations on an island in the
middle of the wetlands, wa!? re-

jected last year by the state

Coasta Commission. But late

last year another proposal to al-
low slant drllng from a sitejus'
outside of the wetlands movec

forward. Testing of that' ap'

proach should occur this year.
All the pares involved an

eager to complete this deal,

Colonna said. "If we can get tho

conservancy involved, it shaul.
be the final step in what has be
come it too-long process.
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Th Cooradotaoo ne the Co of Appian waY and Coiorado Steet is amng the dozens of ancient wetands tht offCis frm the
ci and the ste hope to reore. Briny Murr PressTelegrm

Wetlands
restoratilln
will.ildll.

. .

B. parks
Ecogy: Loc state offcial sek to bri back
lost habitat incr green area through city.

By Paul Young --.J
Stff wrter - f...J SS j.e(9 )J"1

LONG BEACH - It us to be the land of plenty, Tangles of
dens, impenetrabe wetlds bordered the co. Gray-and-brown
clapper ra frlicke in the muddy maheS. And thousds of
southmsteeeaand Pacc lamre spawned in the Sa wate.

Acetu Jate, 95 percnt of this oncethrivi haita is gone.
Loca an s'..te offcials ar now lookig to spce up the st'

fIfth-lart city by creatig a unque sym that, wouJd res its
wetlans and brig mOre grn spce to the most den area 
tOViI, The move com at a tie when the public is shing its
attitude about the envinment and is pushig to retore its
troubled ecems.

ve devclope intensely in Southern Caifornia and reized
that our quaty of lie depends on resto .ng thing that aren t a1
human managed " said,Joa Harann, outreach dir for the
Southern Calforna Wet1ands Revery Project. "It's just more
interesting to go to a plae that is more naturaed and a tittle mor
wild.

At a sympoium hosted by the Aquaru!p of the Pacifc last week,
about 40 scientists, politica leader and offcials !"..lvec to, Jink 11
gtes acr the city that cccld be retored as wetlands, then use to
help im9rove water quaty, crate new habitats and educate the
public.

No timeljoe has been set for the projec, BUt .he aras would be
par of the city' s larer Open Space Pla, approved by the City
C()Uncil in Octber. The pla includes improving 40 are citywide
as open space, adding to the 96 parks that. alredy ext here. The
hope is to increase the amOUTIt of parwd so that no Long Beh

PLEAE SEE PARKS A12

1. De We336 ac Ci 0I
ed. iI ci is!J fo an 
"'l re (E ct 1h arltse a
$3,00 !; 1D ro fe sIIore2.1I6a 49.6 CI,Cw mm
el liisa 1baJ na 
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Gr()lJp Could Be Wetlan ' La!;t, phanBy=:
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In what may be a last-dtch .effon to, tIf: ing to save the wetlds sirl1 J:.
save $7 milion in stau:money to help set Ztbe;Stte-C electesixyeaago. . .

;;.~~~~

W:e ;is

~~~~ ~~~

PowerA ton Tuesy night. Co Fr ColoDi who also is (Continued On PageJ4)

'''' -..- .------- ------

November 11 , 200 Pa 47A

Wetlands to the point where a proposa
went to the state Coata Com-
miion, consolidatig all oil
operations 00 an "island" in the
IIddle of the wetlds and

reoring the ret But the 
agency tued' thar propOsaI
down saying th oil opeon
was too much of. an impa A
plan to keep oil operations gO" 

ing by slat drlling frxn off the

wetldspropeny prrvedtoo .
exnsive. 

' . 

At one point. Bixby Ranch
had prepared a development

plan for the propeny that in-
cluded home, retal space; of-
fice buldings and retoration of
a porton of th wetlands. But
th compay ultimately (kide
to sell the propeny, including oil

. ard miera rights beus of
the , real esta m3et,accordng
to Stewar Honeym chiefop-
erg offce for Bixby Rach.

The joint power authority
wouldieh beyond 1:' Bixby
Rach propeny, Colonna sad.
There are a group of smaller
propeny owners within the Los

Cenitos Wetlands' , boundaes.
The Hellma Ranch propeny,
which crosses into Orge
County and Sea Beach, also in-
cludes wetlands.

The action Tuesy. give(1.r
Manager Jer Miler the pI.' , j'r

to negotiate anagrmetWith
the varous pares. No de
was set. '

(Continued from Page 1A)

oil wells. The Coastal Consr-
vancy had an option to buy

more than 180 acre of the prop-
eny from Bixby Ranch Compa-
ny. but that option expird in
2002 without an agreement

Earlier this yea. Bixby Rach
oftcials ended talks with the
conservancy and put the prop-

c11y up for sale. Negotiations
fell apar after appraisals of the
property value did not satisfy ei,
ther side, 

This effort fur a joint powers 

illlthority is at the request of the,
conservancy, Colonna sad.
We "'ant to create a bigger
venue for the negotiations, so

this is not solely a Long Beah
issue,

We expect the (state) Attor-
ney General's offce to be in,
volved as well as the city attor-
ney's offce, This will tae some

time to put together. but there is
$7 millon at stake. and ulti-
mately, the fate of the wet-

Jands,
In 200 J , the state set aside $7

millon to help purcha the
wetlands. But the Bixby Rah
ponion alone was valued at any-
where from $12 IIllon to $25

milion - now up to $35 mi-
lion including oil rights.

The state grant is lilIted to
use for property acquisition, re-
mediation or wetland restora-
tion. If it is not appropriated by
June 2005. it may reven back to
the state s general fund.

Negotiations even proceeed

, .8

c j
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may annex
county land

Propert City
seekig 182 acres
in effort, to extnd
Studebaker Road.

By Dorothy Korbe
Staff wrier
LONG BEACH - With an eye

toward extending Studebaker
Road south to Pacc Coas High-
way, Long Beach is movig steadi-
ly toward anex 182 acrs of
county lad - includi the lat
remnants of the Lo Cerrto
Wetlands.

The bow shpe par bis
by Wesr Avenue, cons
of mahld and oil fiel pri-
vately Owned by the Bixy Rach
Co. and Bryant Tru.

The owners want to,get out ofthe oil busines " sad CociDoug Druond, whose 3rd 
trct would absorb the anexon.
They've ag to brig Stude-
baker on thrugh which wi
alevite the congeon at Send
Street and Pacc Coas Hiway.Th ha been an importt
goal of mie for yeas.

Studebaker ,Road - with 
acces to two freeways - now

PreTelra

dea-ends at Westter Ave-nue. Tht' s the wayenvionmen-tast lie it.
There s no queson at al''sad An Cantrell of the 

Cerrtos Wetlands Task F.rc. "
(the Studebaer extnsion) rit thug the Bryant 
tha is wet1ds.

A ,1983 lad us pla for the
PLEASE SEE LA 112

F:,

-'.

::1

. :

Parcel SOugt for roaa"pro ec-
CONUED FROM 

area permts reidenti and com
mercia development

, ,

providig
that' 96 acres of wetlands 
restored. Cantrll and other crt-

qfthe pla say-its envionmen-
tal' impact report, now 20 year
Qld" is outdated and mus 

:t()ne.

The propert, par of Los Ange-
IE!s County since 1850, is the las

ge uncorporate parcel bor-

derig Long Beach. The citybeg
the anexation proce a yea ag.

The ' latest st in that process
took place Tuesdy, when the
Long Beach City Coci approved
a propert ta exchange with Los
Angeles County. County superv- ,
sors are expec to approve their
end of the ta ageement Withi
60 days; 

Afer tha, the aneXation pro-
posa goes to the LoAgency

Formation Commonfora hea-
ing. The commsion could ki the
anextion - or approve it, with
or without conditions.
If approved, the city of Long

Beach wi nex be requied to hold
its own heag, takg into ac-
count any wrttn or oral protests.
Bag a protracted cour bat-

. tIe over wetlands preservation
offci eXec the matter to be
reolved by mid-1998.

, _
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I ongratulations to the Press- T
elegram

 for
t
h
e
 
e
x
c
e
l
l
e
n
t
 IitO

l'Y
 about the Los

, C
ei'ritos W

etlands (Page 1
, Jan. 23).

:huckis to be com
m

ended for his thor-
research and balanced 'reporting. T

he
.ics arid photos W

ere w
ell done and added

standing for those ,n
o
t
 
f
a
m
i
l
a
l
'
 
w
i
t
h
 
t
h
i
s

are are a few
 issues w

hich I feel need
cation. It w

as stated there are 66 oil
o
n
 
t
h
e
 
B
i
x
b
y
 
p
r
o
p
e
r
t
y
.
 
O
f
 
t
h
e
s
e, how

are currently producing oil? It is m
y

:standing that m
ost of the oil has been

:ted from
 this area, w

hich is w
hy there

ans .to
' do slant- drilling under areas sur-

ingth
dB

.A
l
s
o
,
 
l
h
a
v
e
 
b
e
e
n
 
t
o
l
d

his oil"ha
a lot ofJ,ydrogen sulfide

cau$iispop:1;tion and decreases its value;
a Q

a.
fQ

tllilju C
Q

E
!st

C
O

Jnm
ission

suggest-
, sitE

js w
hich m

ight bel!tudied
as alternate

! for the oiJoperations.
B

ixby refusedt()
onsider !hesesites, insisting that five
11 the m

Iddle of the restored ,w
etlands

(.continuE
H

o'be used for oil extraction.
. it be. that this area is so contam

inated
h
e
 
c
o
s
t
s
 
f
o
r
 
c
l
E
!
i
m
u
p
 
a
r
e
 
p
r
o
h
i
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i
t
i
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nething not m
ade elear in the article is

ct that B
ixby is required by law

 to clean
3
 
p
o
H
u
t
i
o
n
 
i
n
 
t
h
i
s
 
a
r
e
a
 
b
e
f
o
r
e
 
a
n
y
 
b
u
i
l
d
-

, rest91'ation can be done. T
he fil'st step

l beta take cora sam
ples to determ

ine
c
o
n
t
l
i
m
i
n
a
t
e
s
 
a
r
e
 
p
r
e
s
e
n
t
.
 
T
o
 
u
s
e
 
t
h
i
s

Isa w
etland w

ill require m
uch less,rem

e-
n tharibuilding hom

es. 
lart H

oneym
an

, vice, president of B
ixby

I C
om

pany, is quoted as saying, "
J W

ould

,"'

P";'

:;'
':-

'il

.
 
'
)

v'9

,.,

,O
;

. J

love to build there (on the w
et-

lands) ... If they w
ould give m

e
the perm

its, I'd start building
tom

orrow
." W

hy can
t he get

those perm
its? T

hank
good-

ness there are people w
ho

realize that 95 percent of the
w

etlands in the Southern
C

alifornia area have already
been drained, paved over 01'
turned into m

arinas. H
ousing

01' retail developm
ent do not

belong next to a functioning
. w

etland. T
o m

ention just a few
problem

s, ()il and anti-freeze
f
r
o
m
 
c
a
r
s
,
 
p
e
s
t
i
c
i
d
e
s
a
n
d
f
e
r
t
i
l
-

izera from
 yards, vehicle traf-

fic, even dom
estic anim

als
such as dogs and cats are
h
a
r
I
l
f
u
 
t
o
 
t
h
e
 
a
n
i
m
a
l
s
 w

ho
live here. '

It is the goal of the L
os

C
erl"tos T

ask Force to obtain
the m

oney to briy and restore
all of the available form

er
estuary of the S

an G
abriel

R
iver, including the B

1'Y
ant

and H
ellm

an properties
, and

m
ake this all a part of the

existing Seal B
each W

ildlife
R

efuge. W
e have applied for

Land and W
ater C

onservation F
unds, w

hich is
m

oney paid to the federal governm
ent by oil

com
panies to be able to d

r
i
l
 
i
n
 
c
o
a
s
t
a
l
 
w
a
t
e
r
s
.

If Proposition 12 passes in M
arch, this w

ould
be another possible source of m

oney. D
ucks w

addle past a group of G
reat B

lue H
erons w

ading through the
deal to sell the property to a state conservancy fell through

I w
as encouraged to r

ad that H
oneym

an
w

ould rather sellthis land than to build houses
and strip m

alls on it. A
lthough his reasons are

not environm
ental, but m

onetary, it gives m
hope that there m

ay ,be' a w
ay to resolve this
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2.", if-V could poibly have said that. Neither do we
butwe 'do f l that responsible jouralts, even
in an opiIon; sho1,d have some sourc for: a
statement of fact. The iDamtory langUjige
a!ldb less assertons in thi absur flap over
Pa' PmPatc ,appear to usto be anorces
trte diversion ,fromthe real issue: thesYs-
tematic d aIceof the law by the Bixby Rach
Company though their abuS, by fig and
habibit:destrction, of the wetlands under theircont;L 

But thi kid, of contrversy is laely beside
the' poirt. Wetlards really are "the bejeweled
widerness" that the resour agencies are
char to prerve. Th is why we are strg-
glig to protect them: 

They are crucial in, the biology of Calornia
coast nureres for aquatic widle, a central
resoure for Caliorn' s strugglig commercial
and sprt fi industres deciated by wet-

land destrction, source of th gene pool necs"
; SID' to' bUid . and mainta formercoasfal
; natu areas aId a crtica resource for our

schools andun erities: 
They are- livi monument to our rich his-

toricnatu hertae They provide essential
1 stepping stones for migrtory bird sp ies
j many curnmtly endangered, all at ri if neces-
, sar food and 'feSt stops alowig them to cross

our cities 81'e fied to buid more strp mals:
Theyarpotential Solutions to Lo:M J;each'

chrnic 'prblems with pollute ruoff because
they act as natu fiters and pollutati;ps.
Indee may communtieS have -rebuit wet-
lands as uran strm water fiters.
" They are a reservoir -of geetic weatli --
inctelynch in biologica' diversity that , OUI

planet is losing at an alarg ate. Thelie
savigIIedcatioll you neecLnmy only befoUId
in the' tisue of some crttr from oUr wetland.
The inormtion necess to, surve alY geo-

: logic dirs ever viiteE upon this ara , IS

encoded in the genes of the survors now livig
here. We should not dicad them. 

They ar a'soure of reeation and aesetic
\falue, even tourt :reenues,-as may COnuU-
tiesthatprotectandrestre them have founct. .

1 Lo, ' festival for 'birdwatcers drw thou-
sads frmacrssthecountr. They, are thedi-
ferecebetveena land.;seahpundar of gr
lieand one_ ofceIIent andaghalt.

, ,

Tht's why the Los Cerrtos Wetlands are a '
top-priority restrition taet for federal and
state agncies and the coas conservancy.
Th priori is refleCted intheadmtration
upComin budgt; whicb,itdudes $10 O(l

for their acquiition and retoration. 

ThePrs- Teleg ha historicay been
renably even handed in its tratment of

' envinmenta 'issues and I ca only assui.3
1 that thi outbtitwas an oversight, the resuJt

of miinormtion and inattntion. The commu-
nity ofLOug;Beach deserves bettr from our

1 OWDI)eWspaper . d 1 am hopefQenough to
: believe that we will not'ee thi agai.

mande t() protect
lourwetland
; . By Don May 

n 1972, wben Calorn overhelly
' approved, the C asPr tetion A.ct

, , 

tley
ver assuredly wer frett about thelqss

of coastal wetlands. As a memhrof theexec-
j tivecomitte that drd; qualed. and man-

aged the successful Propoition 20cipaigr;I
W8S, and we ar; acutey awa of :te deeppW:
licsupportfor the protetion ard teraonof

1 our few remaigwetl!Uds That'swhytJe
curent Coasta Cmnmissiori reIIaito:thiS

1 day so 
co:ittd to wetlan$- , and enorci

the laws that protect them. Contr toydi
editorial (Dec. 12), we don tthithaJi's Siy:,

1 , The Los Cerrto Wetlands ' TaSk Forc is' 
i communty based orgamtionthat is seekfg

to acqui, remedia and reSre what's left'
1 the Sar Gabriel Rivet Estua. With just 40
1 pritie acresJeft oftheformer2;40O-acrtidar
; -marh, we trunk that's Urent. The Southern
; Caliorna Wetlds Reovery Projec, an inter
1 agency ta forc " of al, state ' ard fedefa

resoure , agencies

, "

th SO, too. What the
Press Telegr , a "weey eyere" is thei+
No. , priorityre5toration project in all

j Southern Caloni 

. .

, A larer wncerh ,is the Pre-Teleg sup
; port for the folk at Bixy in their defiance Qf
1 laws which protect wetl; In' , the nae '

weedahatemen; they tow-mowed out 'and fie:
critical' habitat. forendageredspecies and
migratory birds; te the Pr-Teleg
that they" intend to ignore complaits by the
state and'federa agencies. The Pr Teegr
says Bixby ' is "1abberg d that the Coas

1 CoDission, which , in' the absence of, 
i approved loca ,coasta pla, is ,the loCal

responsible for determg approprite " land
1 usage

, '

could possly object to' a commercial'
j ventu on a desated wetllid where' the
, onlyapprovedlaI us is for oildrg.

In the world of alowable land 1l ther is
110 dierence between Pa Pu Patch an&a '
ship ma; between a tr lot and. a , high-
commercial venture. In condoni ,Bixby
reportd intent to ignore attempts by the agii:i
cies to enforce the law, the Pres-Teleg'
implies they are abe the law, and, impugns
envinmentalists who mutter dakly tht a
Christmas tree lot ca , ext theie. at al;

i because thi is a prote wetlds area" , It
, ; seems to us that ths opinon "has pomte uP,

more basic dionnec between the (Coal)
commision and the average Calormai" and
the Press-Telegram over respect for law and
order and due pross. 

. .

The Press-Telegrm goes on to opine

, "

SOme
... of the usual gaggle oflocal envionnellta
... even object to the stada-issue litipg
that rings the ,Chl'istastre . 10t app8IeD.ty. ,

1: L llll/ili Ji. ..L1 L u.i!:L Lv.L'y J';;'-"I 
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Don May is president of the LC1 Cerritos
r Wetlands' Task Force.


